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Though the sticker price of an
education at Columbia is below
the national average for four-year
private institutions, Columbia
students receive less financial aid
and therefore spend about as
much as most other students.
The average price for full-time
students at private four-year colleges is $22,21 8, according to the
College Board 2006 Trends in
Highe r Education report released
on Oct. 24. The average has
increased nearly 7 percent since
last
year.
In
compari son,
Columbia's tuition climbed 4 .75
percent to a total of $16,328 this
year.
An average fo ur-year private
college stude nt receives approxima te ly $5,700 in institutiona l
grants from the student 's school,
according to the College Board
report, which makes up about 26
pe rcent of the average tuition.

City Beat covers midtenn elections ...
Back Page

V,>l um ~ ·I I. Numb~r I 0

Colutnbia tuition
below average,
aid even lower
By Steve Vaccine
Assistant Campus Editor

New cupcake boutique sweet·
ens up Chicago ... Page 26

INSTITUTIONAL AID'S EFFECT ON TUITION

The stic ker pric e of a verage
tuition this year is $22,2 18, minus
the $5,700 per student, leaving a
net total of $16,5 18 to come from
state and federal aid, loans or students' pockets.
Columbia's institutiona l fund
totals more than $5.7 million this
year, but when divided amongst
the entire stu dent body, it
amounts to only $502.22 per student. This makes up about 3 percent of tuition costs, c reating a
total of $1 5,826.
"The college has never really
sought a lot of outs ide funding or
individual g iv ing ," said Micki
Leventhal, Columbia's ditector of
Media Relations. "I t's through
that individual giving that you get
scholarship endowme nts . That is
not a pattern historically that the
college has looked toward. "
For the past six years,
Columbia has been working to
re medy its dependence on tuition,
Leventhal sa id. Tuition and fees
See Tuition, Page 12

TUITION
AVERAGE
INSTITUTIONAL
AID PER PERSON
PERCENT OF
TUITION
TUITION AFTER
INSTITUTIONAL AID

Joshua CovarrubiasJThe Chronicle

Student-to-faculty ratio puts strain on instructors Students
By Hayley Graham
Ed itor-in-Chief
Dawn Larsen has been a fullfac ulty
member
at
time
Columbia for more than I 0 years
and has seen the qua lity of student a nd faculty interact ion
decline as enrollment as the college continues to grow a t a n
astounding rate. She be li eves
instructors are being le ft with
less availa bility for s tudents.
" I used to be a ble to spe nd

more time with my students and
to actua lly get to know them better and to actually ge t to be more
effect ive m entor ing them than
now," sa id Larsen, who is v ice
preside nt of the Col um bia
College Faculty Organizat ion .
La rse n is one of 16 full-t ime fac ulty members in the Arts
Entertainment Media Manageme nt
Departme nt, which has one of the
highest stude nt to full-time faculty
ratios on campus at 74 to I , according to the Fall 2005 Fact Book, the

most recent one published. T his
ra tio is fa r a bove the collegew ide
stude nt to full -time faculty ratio.
whic h is 35 to I.
" It's not as good fo r the stude nts because they don ' t get to
deve lo p those one-on-one mentoring relationships that should really be taking place." she sa id.
Martin D. Snyder. re searc h
direc to r
at
the
Am e rican
A sso c iati o n
of
U ni vers ity
Professors, w hi c h advocates for
academic freedom a nd quality

Diamond damage control

I

Clean up and dem olitio n was s till in progre s s the a fte rnoon of Nov. 1 at 630 S. Wabash Ave . On Oct.
24, the George Diamond Steak Ho use ca ught fire and it was n't put out u ntil la te r tha t wee k.

education. sai d it is hard to p in point a n indus try s ta nda rd
because the ratios re ly heavil y on
the nature o f the de pa rtme nts and
classes.
C o lumb ia, like m ost o th er
sc hools . hires mostly part-time
fa c ulty who arc not responsible
for a nd may not have the ex tra
time to spe nd ad vis ing stude nts
outside o f the c lassroom . Parttime teac hers com prise 78 perce nt of C olumbia 's fac ulty. and
te ach 78 percent of th e credit
hours.
Snyder said most ins titutions
a re h iring mo stly pa rt -time faculty becau se of econo mic press ures. He said from the adminis tration 's point of view this is
more e flic ie nt beca use the in stitution gets m ore produc t fo r the
m oney, but the questio n is
'fhet her that prov ides a g ood
educa tion.
" Running a n ins tituti on has
becom e much more e xpe nsive
and the re is little fede ra l a nd
state funding ," S nyde r sa id. " T he
corpo rate ins is te nce o n a high
level o f produc ti v ity is much
m ore present tod ay than it ha s
been. "
Joe T. Be rry. an ad junct-la bor
s pec ial ist at the lJniver<ity o f
Il lino is a t C h icag o. sa id th is
trend is rl'lativcl y n.:w and ha s
only bl'l' ll occurr ing for thc pas t
30 years.
"! Collc gl'SI
ha\T
hcco m,·
ad di cted to contingent l;tc u lt~ for
l'nuwnl ic and ll l·xi h ili ty fl'astms ...
Be rry said .. " [J\ dm inist rator:-.J arl'
runn i ng thl·sc ins ti tut io ns lH l
l adj um:t Etc ulty 's / hac ks 1(\ a g reat
ex te nt
and
s t ulknt s
ha c k s
I be cause o f tui tion dcp~ndcncy !."
See Ratio , Pa ge 7

question
course fees
By Jim Jaworski
Associate Editor
Stud ents have to pay for tuition. book s and. in some
cases. dorm costs in order to
ea rn thei r degree at C olumbia .
It is pre tty cle a r whe re tha t
money goes. Howe ver, how the
co llege spends course fee s is
uncle ar.
Course fees a re c harges
1a pplie d to e a c h student's fi nan cial st atement on top o f tuiti on.
The fees. typically between $ 25
and $ 100. arc dec ide d by eac h
depa rtment's cha ir and vary pe r
c lass. However. it is not c le a r
what c ourse fees a re spent on.
lea ving m a ny fac ulty and st udcJll s wonder in g whe re the
money goes .
Brian Matos. president o f till'
Gove rnment
Stude nt
Associa tion. asked the Ortice
of the Provost at Columbia 's
Co lk l!l' C'nuJu..: il llll'l't in1.! nn
Nov. ~-; t\.l r m orl' trans pa ; l' lll'Y
into w hat the d mrgl'S aTl' and
whl'rl' thl· nhmc y is hl· in g spcn t.
O nc po:-:~i hi l i ty. Mah\:-: ~a i d . is
pnn id ing thl' int(lrma tinn l\ll
c las s s~ lla bi to in ft.\ rm thc s tudent l'nrolkd in thl' rlas s.
f"ht• fl'L'S ~l f"l' a SlH.l' ~uh_i l'l" l
:llllllll 1.!St m :lll \ s tudc nts. \ Lllo s
sa id. Jk :1ddl:d th:tt p.1~ in:-: thc
L'\I J":t lllO ill': \ \ P i lid Jh l( hl· .I
prohkm i f thl· a dmini str:1ti l'tl
\\ as d l'arl'r a hllll l it s inknt.
·· \ Vhl' ll thl· st udcnh k nP \\
'' h a t th t·~ . lrt· p a~ i n ~ r. ~,.
See Council. Page 10
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I'm a shopaholic, but it's
not because I'm female

f

~·

~---

By Hayley Graham, Editor-in-Chief

_

Money comes and goes. but
my shoe and jo:welry collo:ctions could be in my closet
years from now. Or at least
that's what I tell myself each
month right' around the first
and the 15th when I get paid.
Last week my bank account
got a refill. and what did I do
besides pay off whatever neglected bills I had lying around
my apartment? I went sho pping for material items
that I convincc:d m yself I
"needed" : boot• (to add
to my closet piled v.ith
shoes), a jacket ( to hang
beside my other four
Jackets) and necklaces
( that I might wear o nce
every couple of mo nths).
It's not even like I'm
bnngmg m a fat check or
fc:d an allowance fro m
s uper-wealthy parents
each week.. And. hke my
dad al"''Bys pamfully
remtnded me whenever I
asked btm fo r money
,..h1le gro..ing up. I certamly don't have a tree
m my back)ard sprouttng
an endleM supply of
lknJamm Franldms.
lrke most other colle&e s tudents. I'm smmg o n a bunch
of loan.• that are go1ng to take
many e ' c ruCJaung :rear• to pay
back But fa r wme rea•f'n th1s
~01er I •e been ~mg
mo ney ltke an o•enated. filthy
ncb pop-pnnc~• on thr C')\ er
o f t;<; Weeki}
When I ,.u m htgh ..:hool I
"'ould "''e half o f my pa)
dxcb from m) parl·tlmc.
mm1mum •age Da •ry Queen
J')b 1-'ln' I'm b c ky 1f I hne
• .SO buc:k..o lcit by tlw! end of the
noo •eek.< a.< I 1u11 fO< my
not paych«k II""'C'er.

knowing that I can go s hopping and still manage to scrape
b v ·~· ith what litclc ca •h I have
ai t.he end of the pay p~riod
keep~ me spending.
I bet Or. Phil would tell me
that I'm h,Jowing through my
mo nev in •lrd~r to fill some
son o.f dark '.'<>id in my life or
to regam •orne "'"of •elfcontro l from ~ ome terribly
deprcs~i ng

;o;!t\'atioh. H owever,

\

I

I

confidently say that th1s
IS :><'I :he problem I'm preny
s ure tl:at I d1 <ln'1 feel ; " 3'"
of rchcf or 5<>me Oan:l l\1d
type of h•pp mc~• fo r ~(l mmutc . artcr I b.>ughl Ill) late< I
paH o f lc•~<
\ lo•t peorlr •ccm .<> 1hmk
11 ' • prctt:· typ1cal fo r a 1-:male
In he pl.. j(Ucd Wllh a JCWC:(t}
atldl~ uon and ,, \hue fcu•h
Am I mr-re hk.::} to 'I• her
from~ c<>mru l<IH !>u~ l ,l! d1 •·
o rder -1m ply becau•<" c. f my
gender' A rtcr all d1ano••nd•
arc a ll· rl'• ~. fru:-nd
C3fl

the Stanford University School
o f Medicine that was published in the American Journal
o f Psychiatry last month says
otherwise.
The study, a random natio nwide telepho ne s urvey of
2,5 13 adults, found that more
than one in 20 people are
addicted to shopping, and it
affec ts males and females at
neady the same rat~. The survey found that 5.5 percent of people suffering
from the disorder are
male and 6 percent are
female, which negates
the stereotype that it 's
women w ho love and
are add1cted to compulsive shopping trips .
These statistics make·
sense considering that
most o f the gu ys I know
like to s pend their payc hecks o n material
things JUSt as much as I
'
do, JU~t not necessarily
o n shoes and purses, but
o n reco rds. rtovies and
mus1c. Even .Jne o f my
cx-boyfnends used to
head d~rect ly over to the
mall to blow h1s money after
cashmg h1s c hec ks o n Fnday{.
Now. I'm not even lhat bad .
11•>\0ocvcr. my cx-boyfncnd
wou ld never adnut to anyone
chc thai he ran o ut and blew
h1 • 11aychcck every week. And
I thmk that may he whe re tlus
<tereotype that females love to
~hop mo re than men comes
from . So e•cn though both
mer. e nd wo men love: to spend
mo nc) on th1nll• they do n't
ncct!. the d1ffcrcr.cc 1~ that we
c an adm1t 11

rtP,t '
Wrll a <tud•,

condu .,~d

by
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WarFare
The Museum of Cootemporuy Pbotogr.pby presCuiS
War Fue, a new exhibit exploring !be imagery bebiDd war.

The exhibit is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m on Nov. 6 in tbe
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.

For more Information,
'jarnett@colum.edu.

1111 11 humm 111 Rlwdcl

bl'lh•vo• In "

IYiaml "

I oulo J lwnt~l . tupho
mtttf" ""' itth

contact Jeff. Arnett at

Lunchtime Drum Circle
Columbia hosts the monthly drum circle series that featuring a variety of drum leaden from around the Cllll1J'US.
Sn.dcnts and faculty are encoura&ed to join in. The event
takes place from noon to 2 p.m. on Nov. 7 in the Holcin
Annex, 623 S. Wab.lsb Ave. Admission is free.

For more inji1rmation. contact Sharod Smith

aJ

(l f ]jJ-14-7188.

Big Mouth Open Mic
. Students can warcb their peers perfomJ> anythine tioru

spoken word to poetry from 7 p.m. tO I 0 p.m. on "'ov. 9 al
the Hokin Annel< located in the Waba!lh C:amJ>U" Butlding,

. 623 S: Wabash Ave.
,For more information, contact, Sharod Smith at
. (J/ 1)#4-7188

Student Perfonnance Night
Columbia students wiU show off their dancint abilities
dttriut a pctfonnance niaht that ~•tum dance !\~dam'
wu:t .realed outside of tbe clas..'II'OOCn. A p~~~e\ of fxult;y
u:d 1\ident work will 11!10 be rnsent to sho"''\:IISC tbetr
rw•1 wnrtc. The 0'-tllt Will be bcklat' p.m. to 10 p.m. 011
1'> 11' '· Cl at 1M O&nee Center, 1306 •. MKhilfan Ave.
Admt •011 ts free.

"I Wtl¥ MtJIIIg ltl, but
llflfltlrtllr/1)1 II) ,t/lll11g

lm('Hrl rllll 1t1 1!1111' II
•lllml rm wlwt ~~~~~

City Beat

Artnouncetnerits

Are you going to vote with an absentee ballot for
this upcoming election?

Yeah I "' ff'l(lflt'l'rd
It f l"'fl"r((ml lo mr

The Columbia Chronicle

M11ll• Mr WIIIIIijfU.IIOpfto
100tt, lldYttiltln•

Wh n b' lclnl n wa It ppen
We're your source for Inform tlon
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-One tr~hy exhibit
Artists tran.s form
junk into cultural
snapshot
By Jessica Galliart
Staff Writer
Junk mail, fast food wrappers and old love letters are
trashed daily without much
thought. But an exhibit at
Columbia's Center for Book
and Paper Arts, in the II 04
Center, 1104 S . Wabas h Ave.,
showcases how artists took one
man 's trash and turned it into
another man 's art.
"Exalted Trash" features collaborated works by Chicagobased artist Marc Fis cher and
Paris-based
arti st
Bruno
Richard.
The exhil:-it s hows how two
artists can take everyday junk
mail, magazine cli ppings and
random photographs from the
Internet and see them in a different way. Installations by
C hicago-based artis t Pat r ick
Miceli foc uses on taking recognizable materials, mainly · fast
food packag ing, and demons trating ways to re-contextualize them .
Fischer developed an interest
and curio s ity in R ich ard's
somewhat li ard-to-get art, after

seeing a few of his published
drawings and works.
Fischer wrote Richard to
reques t more access to his art,
and the two beg an to s,end each
other books and other item s
that were hard to get in both
coun!ries. This partn ers h ip
eventually s parked ~ nine-year
corres piJnder.cl! between the
two, resulting in mountaihs of
drawings, fliers, c lippings and
pho tog raph s
that
R ichard
thoug ht wou ld interest Fischer.
"It started out because [Fischer]
couldn't get some things [Richard]
publis hed," said Bill Drendel,
exhibitions coordinator for the
Center for Book and Paper Arts.
"Then it just progressed to this
madness''
The exhibit displays the contents of severa l packag es
Fischer received from Richard ,
separated by wa llcas ings. The
pieces capture a variety of
moments including child ren
with gags to people engaging in
acts of bondage. . .
" When I met with Bill, I
knew that some of the things
might be kind of challeng ing,
but it's s ort of a shared ris k,"
Fischer said. " I could s how the most explicit t hings [Richard
has] drawn. but I wanted it to
h~ honest."
D:endel and Fis cher both

Amo ng the many items on display at the eXh ib it Exalted Tras h in the Center for Book and Pa per Arts,
in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash A11e., are selected publications by o r featuring Bruno Richard o r
Elle s So rtie with Pascal Doury.
said they expect some controversy from the artwork, specifica ll y from the lesbi an bondage
art, but haven ' t received any
yet. A few drawings o n transparency film in· a secti on of the
ex hibit are a iittle " explicit."
but Drendel found ways to
av ':lid censor ing it by mounting

the pi eces 14-feet hig h.
Curio us vis itors can use
binoculars on pillars to v iew the
expl ict material.
In <1 way, the contro versial
nature o f the exhibit has he lped
to att ract peo pl e, according to
Drendel. In the fro nt w indow
on th~ fi rs t fl oor o f the II 0 4

Center, a d is play fo r the exh ibit has a small w hite s ign caut io n ing v is itors t hat some
material in the exhib it may be
o ffe ns ive to some people ,
which is a lso on the fro nt door
to the gallery.
"We even put [the sign] in the
See Exhibit, Page 10

Academic,
fitlancial
program keeps studehts in check
.
.
By Amanda Maurer
Campus Editor
Columbia may be known a~ one
of the city's an colleges, but it's
not all gallery walks and fingerpainting.
While students may· consider
Columbia to be lenient because of
its open admissions po!icy, some
students still do poorly. · The college's Sat isfactory Academ ic
Progress program helps hundreds
of students stay on track !!ach year.
T he Satisfactory Academic

Progress prog ram is not~in g students must successfully fi ne
new; but for students who occa- is h two-thirds of their attempted
s imially experience '!. difficult credit hours each semester, not
semester, it helps them recover take more th an 186 cred its, or
academically and reclaim finan- 60 c lasses, in a coll ege career
cia l aid'eligibilitj.
and maintain a GPA of 2 .0. Th e
As· many as ·600 to I ,000 stu- GPA is especially important at
dents fall out of compHance each the end of a student 's fourth
year; howevet, most of the stu- semester at Columbia because it
dent body fulfill s the require- allows them to remai n eligi ble
ments and may never have to for fin ancial aid.
worry about it. · ·
Each consecutive semester a
T he regulations app ly to all students fail to comply, they reach
students as soiJn as they begin at a more serious warning: mild ,
Columbia. In order to comply, · stro ng, probat io~ and dismissal.

Breakfast of Champions

Rachael Strecher/The Chronicle

Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) attends a breakfast meeting with Columbia President warrick L carter. Nov. i
He later attended s u;phanie Shonekan's 'Contemporary Africa' class.

Students can only face dismissal if catio n and face a hold on the ir
they do not comply during four OA S IS account. Students w ho
consecutive seme,s ters.
have a bad sem ester and d iscovO nly about 20 to 30 students er they have a m ild status s hould
face d.ismissal each year, accord- see their ad viser im med iately.
ing to Jenn ifer Waters, serv ice
" It sort of puts a check o n that
operations d irector in the office so they' re rea lly effecti vel y
of Student Financial Services.
us ing their funds toward degree
Most students only reach the comp le tio~ ... Waters said. " We
first stage, mild, when they fa ll don ' t want to j;~st take money
out of com pliance after their firs t from people w:th')ut them prosem este~. according to Waters.
gres ~ mg tcv1ard tile end."
Only two or three students
Waters and Janet Talbot, associreach that poi nt each year, s he ate director in the Advis ing
said .
Center, help students financially
· Wh ile Emily CapdevieHe, a and academically w ith the Student
freshman journalism major, was Academic Progress program.
g lad to know Columbia had acaBu t bad g rades aren 't the on ly
demi c and fin anc ial standards in way students can lind themselves
place, s he thought the compliance in ·a,ajlemic and fi nancial trouqualifications could be s tricter.
ble; too many grades can be j ust
" I think the G PA s hould be h igh- as problemat ic. T he school limits
er, because 2.0 is kind o f on the degree-seek mg
students
to
low sic!e," Capdevielle. said. "They acquiring 186 credits before their
sho'uld set their standards a bit financ ial aid is cut off and they
higher."
have to leave the
" We don 't want to college.
But, for th ose who
just take money
rece ive mild status,
Talbot
sa id
it is usua lly because from people without advisers can help
of a reason tha t
a s tudent figure
them progrssing
c lears up o n its ow n.
out what they
toward the end. "
One common probneed to do in
order to get back
lem that p laces stu- Jennife r Waters,
dents on the m ild
on track both
service ope rations
academically
list occ u-rs when
director,
Student
professors fa i I to
and financ ially.
Fina ncia l Serv ices
turn in ' g rad es on
Some tim es
t ime. But s tudents
th3t
can
be
don 't need to worry abou t th e accomplrshed by repeating a
c lass ; he>weve r, finan c ial aid
status remain ing.
" When a grade come> in, we may be withheld. O ther factors
. adj usi the ir s tatus, so the stu- that could ai so restrict the
dent doesn ' t rea lly pay a li nal amount o f financial aid received
penal ty for that ," Waters said, inc lude dropping or wi thdrawadd ing that while a non-compli- ing classes.
ance s ta.tus .doe5 rema in on a
Fc·r more information, visit
studen t's transcript, stuJents do wwu~ coht•n.edu:!ull tsing
have the option to appc• l it.
's tudents w ho fa ll out o f comanuwrer(ii}chrcJntdemail.com
plia nce rece ive a written notili-

The Columbia Chronicle
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Mich igan at 11 •h St.
Concert

Hall

!!vents

Monday November 6
Ann Clapper & Donny Walker .n Concert
All Musrc Student Convocat•on

Tuesday November 7
Joseph Prurtt Sentor Recrtal
All MusK. Studer! Convocation

Wednesday November 8
R&B Ensemble Recttal
Thursday November 9
Jazz Gallery tn the Hall
wtth Trom!J?ntst Vtncent Gardner
CCC Jazz Ensemble Concert
wrth apec~al gueat V~netnt Gardner

12 30 PM
2 00 PM

12 30 PM
2 00

F'M

••re t•hr•etlu , .. , .. , rte,cll~t~olunudu

CtlLUM~A C0 1( f:GE RECYCLING PROGRAM
12 30 I'M

12 30 I'M
7 30

"M
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·c olumbia 'anchors' South Loop .c ommunity
a university of 'freaks' or [we]
or studying film.
" Since Columbia has started · are depicted as the · 'other
mushrooming we have adjusted school,"' Brzek said. "But the
our inventory a little bit towards people here make the college,
the needs of students," said and I love the people!"
By Jenn Zimmerman
Awilda Rodriguez, a first year
Ulrich Sandmeyer, owne.r of the
Assistant Campus News Editor booksto·re.
graduate student, also said that
Surrounded by high rises, the
The HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Columbia's diverse crowd goes
also
profits
from beyond just what people wear.
Ei tracks, and businesses feed- Ave.,
"The reason why the school is
ing off of its students, Columbia ·columbia's growing student
is known as more than a college, body.· According to Michilla like this is because it does value
it's also the anchor of the South . Blaise, a spokeswoman for the individuality,"· Rodriguez said.
HotHouse, it recently partnered "You can express 'yourself."
Loop community.
Then again, not all stereoHowever, as the school con- with Columbia, agreeing to host
tinues to grow, more students some its upcoming events and types are as simple as the way
are facing the stereotypes made rent out space to the college 's students dress at Columbia;
some expand all the way to the
by students from surrounding students.·
Every month it is booked with value of education Columbia
schools.
•
Since 2003, the number of different Columbia events and produces.
Melissa Fontanesi, also a
students living on campus has is just trying to keep up with the
grown from 500 to 2,300, fast-paced growth in the student DePaul freshman, added that
according to Mark Kelly, vice body by having space available. Columbia seems to set its stan"[We have seen a] I 0 percent dards for acceptance much
president of Student Affairs.
And with these students come increase [in business] every year lower than other universities.
as an organization," Blaise said.
"It's easy to get into and
visitors.
However, as Columbia contin- expensive," she said.
Alicia Berg, vice president of
However, Kelly said these
Campus Environment said . ues to expand as a major player,
labels
simply
don ' t
fit
Columbia aione brings in close some opinions are not as kind.
to 300,000 people to the South
Students like Alessandra Columbia's standards .
When it comes to
Barrutia, .
a
Loop community annually.
Co lumbia's
open
With such a large number of freshman com- "Something that is
students and visitors, Kelly said munications fatalistic is that you admission policy, he
many South Loop businesses major at DePaul
said the s.:;hool idencan't classify stu- tifies it as "a generhave benefited economically by University, said
dents
by
the
institutouring
ous approach to
having Columbia as their main after
tion they go to."
admissions" rather
Columbia folclientele.
than open.
her
"Everything from businesses lowing
-Domonlc Cottone,
Kelly also said the
opening in the University Center acceptance to
director of Student
school follows a Kevin Faber dressed up as his own character, the Schtolk, for
to Gourmand to the [Eleven City the school last
Organization
strict curriculum that Halloween. Faber participates in Columbia sports and believes not
Diner]; I think business are very year, she sensed
everyone
they expect students every student frts the artsy stereotype held by other surrounding
aware _of the economic impact not
schools.
to follow.
that Columbia represents and could fit in at the school.
"I felt like. I would be a minor"We probably work our stu- from local neighbors about stu- [their presence] is anything but
they are more and more looking
to serve Columbia students to ity at Columbia," she said. dents harder and that's where we dents. And with places like a positive impact."
co1111ect to them," Kelly said.
"Everyone had piercings and place our emphasis," Kelly said. Panera Bread, 525 S. State St.,
With the South Loop once
Restaurants like Chicago pink hair."
Kelly also added that ·DePaul's and the KFC on Wabash Avenue being a "corporate headquarters
Carry-Out, 63 E. Harrison St.,
Chae Ohn and Tae Kim, both tuition is much higher than moving in, it is nice to have more site," according to Berg ,
practically shut down for one to freshmen at the School of the Columbia's and although DePaul
places interested in coming to the Columbia has helped change the
two weeks during Columbia's Art Institute of Chicago, also does offer more scholarships, South Loop for business.
·
neighborhood into a new comwinter break and shorten their see Columbia's typical fashion Columbia students end up paying
" With the expansion of the munity.
hours during summer months, sense as more urban and trendy less than a DePaul ·student.
school and with them moving all
" We have absolutely remade
according to ·o wner, Paul in comparison to their own
This year DePaul's .tuition the way down now to 14th or the whole entire South Loop
Youkhana
school.
averaged out to be a over 16th street they are taking experience," Kelly said.
With a majority of carry-out's
"The Art Institute [students] $24,000, according to their web- spaces and doing great things
business being Columbia stu- have more individual styles and site. Columbia's averages out to with them and broadening their
dents, they often base their [are] not just following the about $16,000, much less than
outreach to the community,"
hours on the school's schedule.
trends," Kim said.
DePaul's.
said. "I can't say that
''They are one of our top two
However, Sebastian Brzek, a
Even for Columbia students,
customers,"Youkhana.
senior graphic design major, the stereotype that it is an easy
·Sandmeyer's Bookstore, 714 said the different type of atmos- school is hard to take.
S. Dearborn Ave., has also . phere Columbia students have
Elena Tenner, a freshman
accommodated the growing created in comparison to other music business major, said with
number of Columbia students in schools' campuses is what keeps Columbia having open admisthe South Loop by expanding its him hooked on the Columbia sions, other students assume the
film section because of how vibe.
classes are easy.
many students are interested in
"People like to say that this is
"This is an art school and in
general it is what you make of
it," Tenner said. "It gives you a
good opportunity and it is up to
you to take a<tvantage of it."
As Columbia continues to be
judged institutionally and externally, Dominic Cottone, director
of Student Organizations, said
people need to see beyond the
common label society has created for Columbia students.
"Something that is fatalistic is
that you can 'I classify students
by the institution they go to," he
said. "They are individuals, they
are people, they have a whole
bunch of different interests."
And as the influx of students
continues each year, many residents continue to also dive into
the benefits that Columbia
brings to the neighborhood.
According to South Loop
Neighbors, an organization dedicated to helping preserve the
South Loop area, with students
Rachael Strecher{The
come more restaurants and beneficial change.
South Loop residents, Paul Bowles (top right) and Kim Serritos ( botPaulette Boyd, president of tom right) both think Columbia students benefit the neighborhood.
'I like having the college here,' said Meg Bums, a South Loop res~
South Loop Neighbors, said she But students like Elena Tenner think students from other schools
dent It's nice to have the feeling of a campus town.'
hasn' t heard of any complaints Inaccurately judge Columbia students.

As school continues
to expand, more
stereotypes are born

ltmj Mitdlell
BobBUnrt
MaryBIM ,

Anita Strajc
Janet Talbot
Danlllntc Cottone
lobMcWI~

James ~Unser

Pegeen Quinn
Yvonne Sode
Justin Schmitz
Maureen Her1ehy
Tammy Mercure
Sharod Smith
Kevin Rechner
Christopher Peak
JimZimpel

.........

.18Mifer Friednch
'Josh Lefley

"'· *•••cr•••••
..
S~n,1tfadley •

l • •

Andre' FOisy
·· Chris Kerr
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not heard any complaints directly from srudents, other faculty
members in her department have
said srudents are noticing that
faculty members are not always
as available as they would like
them to be.
"The high full-time faculty to
srudent ratio has an effect on the
Continued from From Page student experience here at
Columbia," Larsen said. "The
Even though most ·colleges lower the numbers can get, the
and universities across the coun- better the student experience.
try rely heavi ly on adjunct fac- wi ll be, and I think that 's what
ulty, some private liberal arts we should be strivi ng for."
schools - comparable
to
Since it's the job of full-time
Columbia have much lower sru-. faculty members to formally .
advise srudents, which includes
dent to full-time facu lty ratios.
The School of the Art Institute clearing srudents for registration,
of Chicago and the Rhode Island when there is a high srudent to fullSchool o f Design both have time faculty ratio, that decreases
ratios of 16 to I , accordi ng to the amount of time instructors can
total enrollment and full-time spend with srudents d!ltside of the
·
faculty numbers in fall 2005. At classroom.
Kapelke recognized that if
Savannah College of Art and
Design , the collegewide under- full-time faculty members have
graduate student to full-time too many advisees it's difficult
for them to
faculty
ratio
maintain
during fall 2005 .
" The lower the ffu/1-time high qua litya
was 17 'to l.
faculty to student ratio]
of advising.
Steve Kapelke,
"(Part:time
provost and vice numbers can get, the better
will
the
student
experience
fac ulty) is not
president
of
be,
and
I
think
that's
what
there
to give
Acade mi c
Affairs,
said we should be striving for. " the extra help
and give the
Columbia's high
advising, and
srudent to full- Dawn Larsen, faculty
member
in
the
Arts,
the burden of
time
faculty
Entertainment
Media
that falls on
ratios are one of
ManagemenLDepartment_
the fu ll-time
the first things
fa~u lty or it
that he recognized when he carne to the college doesn 't get done at all .~' Snyder
five years ago, -but said he has not said. "It's not that [adjunct prohe3rd any complaints from sru- fessors] aren 't good; ·they aren 't
dents that their instructors are not given the kind of support, the
pay and the facilities to be'presas available as they would like.
Larsen said although she has ent .and do so."

Ratio:

Students complain
about contacting
part-time faculty

Student and Full-time Faculty Ratio
AEMM

74:1

ART AND DESIGN

43:1

PHOTOGRAPHY

45:1

THEATER

29:1

FILM AND VIDEO

59:1
SOURCE: COLUMBIA'S FALL 2005 FACT BOOK

Joshua Covarrublas(The Chronicle
Larsen said four adjunct faculty members who have been
working
in
the
AEMM
Departmel)t for a while have
been trained to do advising to
take the load off the fu ll-time
facu lty in the departn1ent.
Vanessa Cervantes, a freshman audio arts and acoustics
major, said most of the time she
can get in touch with instructors
if she needs to. However,
CePVantes and Laura Lane, a
freshman j ournalism major,
agreed that it's hard to contact
an instructor if it's not through
e-mail, and O ASIS e-mail is
often unreliable.

r-

c

"If e-mail isn't working then campus to use for meetings ·
there ·s no way to get ahold of a with students. Berry. who is
teacher," Lane said.
also a parf-time facul ty memChair of the Marketing . ber at Roosevelt University,
Communication
Department said it can be allevia ted .
"The pressures are not just on
Margaret Sull ivan said the work
load for fu ll-time faculty is (part-time faculty]," Berry said.
extrem~ !y high because they are
"Our working conditions are the
responsible
fo r
advising. srudents' learning conditions."
Christil!e Pfeiffer, who is im
Marketing has one of the highest
srudent to full-time fac ulty adjunct faculty member in the
English Department and is on
ratios at 70 to l.
Many of the added pressures the steering committee of Pput on . adjunct facultj when FAC, Columbia:S part-time faculty organization, agreed that as .
then~ is a high student to fu lltime faculty ratio have to do the college continues to grow,
with th'e limited amount o f space is· a main concern among
spac'e adjunct faculty have on
See Ratio, Page 8

November 7th @ lOam

8 Design
i4 DESIGN
Director Amy Kos nlck will review design portfolios and is

z3: seeking
talent for a spring package design intern. Open to product
and graph ic design juniors, seniors and Spring '06 grads.
@
n: r--------------------------------------------November 8th @ lOam
G)

~

'--

·WDRV (97.1 FM "The Drive")

Program Director Patty Martin will meet with radio students who have
a working or budding al rcheck or on-air demo.

November 8th @ lpm

MANUELA GUIDI LLC

Creative Recruiter Allison Sagehorn will be he re to review portfolios
for students prepa ring for a career in ad-creative.

November 10th @ lOam

GRIP DESIGN

Principals (t he creative type, not the disciplinaria ns) Kelly Kaminski
and Kevin McCol)kP.y, will review graphic de~ig n portfolios.

November 14th @ l Oam

TOM LINDFORS Photographer

~[K]@\Yk'J @~~

Tom is an accomplished photographer whose body of work includes
architectual, location and portraiture for a variety of publication.~ and
commercial applicatipns.

@ .the··PORTFOLIO CENTER

November 15th @ 10:30am

One part mentorship, one part talent search, Show Off is
the primary vehicle the Portfolio Cent er uses to get seniors,
grad students and recent graduates in front of people in
their f ield.

To register, individuals s hould call 312-344-7280.
Visit www.colum.edu/portfolio for more information about our programs.

JODIE
ZEITLER Artist Rep
Jodie is an alum ('93) who will review photo_graphy and illustration
portfolios for those with commercial aspirations.

Noyember 16th @ 2:30pm

DRAFT FCB

Art Buyer Sari Rowe will review photography portfolios from the
perspective of an agency buyer.

PORTFOLIGE NT E R

TALK TO
US/ 312/344-728 0
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Ratio:

leave to work on a project for majority of part-time professors, nificantly help manage the work-·
pro fessional development. Next Berry said, is that since they do load for the current faculty.
Larsen said hiring more fullyear there are going to be three . not kave the same job security as
full- time facu lty members in the full-tin\e, tenured faculty have time faculty is the most imporAEMM Department out on sab- li mited academic freedom. He tant solutio!), which the college
batical, leaving a heavier work- said that
is in the process of
load for the other fac ulty mem- adj u ncts
" We are making some doing. Even though tht
bers, Larsen said.
are
• not
AEMM Department has
· progrf!;SS, not as fast as been hiring new fullBerry said since adjuncts don't going
to
I
would
ltkii;
but
we
are
have permanency of employment -teach their
time faculty, Larsen said
it's much harder for them to plan cla sse~, or making some progress it is not happening quick
in
mainwining
and
and for s tudents to know who speak the
enough, which she
improving student to
their 1eachers will be. He also tmth in the
allributes largely to
added that adjuncts are not in a same way,
budget' issues. . The
faculty ratios. "
position to give advice, have ~ince tliere
department is currently
searching for two new
casual conversations get to know is a fear
- Steven Kapelke,
provost and vice presistudents as they should.
that they
full-time faculty memdent
of
Student
Affairs
Another concern of having a .:o ~ t d lose
bers, but Larsen said the
•heir jobs.
problem is that it does.n' t
'You can't separate student happen overnight. The search for
·aod~m i c freedom from faculty
nvw full-time faculty begins in
academic freedom because it all SeP.tember and lasts for about six
takes pl ace in the same room," months; those hired start the folBerry said.
lowing fall semester.
This fall the number of stu"There are steps being taken,
dents
in
the
Marketing but the boltom line is all about
Department increased 50 percent the quality of the student experi39:1
m0re than expected, putting ence," Larsen said.' "And anyextra s train on the faculty. thing we can do to make that betHowever, Sullivan sa id the ter should be our driving goal,
5:1
·
growth is positive.
,
budgetary and otherwise."
"Our extraordinary growth is
Kapelke said the college has
testimony to the reputation of the been hiring full-time faculty at a
49:1
college in general, and of the rate o f I0 to 12 each year. At that
fields we teach, in particular," rate the number o f fu ll-time facSulli van said. "So I am proud ulty increased 'at about 4 percent.
24:1
that our growth has spiked so This year total enrollment rose 6
profoundly."
percent, and has risen about 4
Sullivan said Doreen Bartoni, percent total since 2000, accord35:1
dean of the School of Media ing to Columbia reports . .
Arts. is escalating searches for
"We are making some.
new faculty, and granted the progress, not as fast as I would
Communication like, bu.t we are making s.ome
Marketing
SOURCE: COLUMBIA'S FAll 2005 FACT BOOK
O(partment a new full-time posi- progress in maintaining and
tion. Since the department only improvi ng student to faculty
has nine full-time faculty mem- ratioS'." he sa id. •
.lc*lu• eov.rubiM/The Chronicle
bers, S111livan said this will sig-

Berry said adjunct facuhy need
to be treated the same as fulltime faculty because adjuncts are
doing most of the work and in
most cases under worse circumstances, like not having offices,
Continuedji-om Page
less pay, no benefits and no sick
facuhy. She said the college needs leave.
" Thcr~ is a movement out
to get serious about providing
more space and faci lities for ther~ struggling against these
adjunct facu lty, so that they can be conditions," Bcn y sa id. "That's
the direction that solutions are
better available on campus.
"That's a continuing concern going to come from ."
Larsen also said that sabbatical
that we have because space is a
prem ium at Columbia," Pfeiffer replacements wou ld help. Every
said. "There is- not adeq uate ' six . years tenured fac ulty memo ffi ce space for facult y at bers have the opportunity" (o take
a sabbatical. a yea r-long paid
Columbia."

Faculty running
out of space

STUDENTS TO FULL-TIME FACULTY RATIOS
SCHOOL OF FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL OF liBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEOlA ARTS
GRADUATE
All COLLEGE TOTAL / AVERAGE

I

ARE YOU CURRENT ON YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT BALANCE?

Student Financial Services
600 S. Michigan Room 303
Chicago, IL 60605

Columbia ~
C O L L IGI
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Mark Your Calendars: November 10th 2006
WORKING TOGETHER:

~~H~13Qi nge

' •. 1

ESTABLISH THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

KAMOINGE- FERMAN SCHOLARSHIP

Friday, November 10
6:00 to 9:00pm

was formed in New York in 196'3 to address the under-

TICKET S: $60 ~ach. On sale $(!pl. :..1
CONTACT: Ins Dawn Parker, 312.34•'.7297

The group was founded by Louis Draper, Ray Francis, Herbert

Ka m0 inge (a group of people acting togetfler I
representation of black photographers In the art world.
Randell and Albert Fennar. with Roy DeCarava serving as

Gallery Guichard

its first director. Kamoinge·s body of work spans the past
thirty years and includes numerous images of daily life in

3521 South "fartin Luther K!ng J•. [)r;ve

black America during the last half of the twentieth century.

Locatcc. In the Mart of historic ilromeville
An exclusive eve·11ng receptiOn c :·hi en

To preview works in the Working Together auction visit

auc~1on

of historic and current works

from the 1\amr,ingc Photograohers Gr<'toP to endow \h~: Kamoinge-Ferman
Schola•shi~

a: Colur.1bia Colleg~ . ·r;,~

cvP.~i.:g

includ% a live and si le~t au.ction

of photographs bi such artis's <' ~ .~ r·tho~y Barboza·. Adger Cowans, To'li Parks,
and Mi:~g Smith. cohversati0!1S ,,i:t' tn" nrtis<s. and delicious refreshments .
Special Guests : Antho~y Barbo<~. AdgN Cowans, and Herb Robinson.

www.colum.edu/kamoinge.
Th e Kamoinge- Ferman Scholarship
will provide ongoing scholarship funds for International
Educational Study. The Kamoinge- Ferman Scholarship Is
provided through the liberal Educational Department to
students who have excelled in Alrican·American Studies and

Columbi a~
C .O LLEGE

or made contributions to the African·American Community.

CHICAGO
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Council:

Exhibit:

No standard use

Artists examine
society's ·'throwaway culture'

of course fees
Continuedfrom Front Page
[they] can be s urprisingly willing
10 pay if they know where rhe
money is going." Matos said.
Currently. course fee s are d istributed into a pool of money in
each mdividual d<·p a rrmenr's
overall budge t. ac,,ording 10
Sle\'e Kapelke . provost and vice
pre<tdenl of Acadc111ic Affairs.
Wlule rhe fees are ·nr~r•de d ro
be used directly fM rhe class
nself. rhere t< no guarantee rhar
rhe~ wrll be
Departmcnl chain; Jr.: uhnnalely m control of rh,· mor.cy. and in
many situat10ns cour.-e fees arc
u.<ed by the department for van ous
expenses. such as supp ltes.
"h's fungible." sard Bnb Thall.
c ha1r of the
Ph<'lography
Deparunenl. " h 's in 0 ne btg por."
Srudcnrs. however. are left 10
guess whar rhe money IS used for.
"Handouts'.'"
satd
Scoll
\\'h1pkey. a scnror pamrmg maJor.
" I " ould hope r.har 11 IS used well.
h's all g1wn m good la1th."
Kapelke sa1J rhrs problem has
come up bero re. ar.d '"wed ro
address the '"'ue fur<.her ;>\·er the
nexr few m onths
··It's ><'morhmg " '" · re >lrugg ltng "nh
· he sa:ri. " !r'< nor
bemg rgr.ored l'm a hrtk frustrated wnh 11 as \\C)I. qu11c
frankly "

began working with objects he
found .
" I have a n eye out for s rufT,"
Miceli said . " I would j ust look in
garbage cans j us t to see what's in
there. It's not unusual to find a
half-drawn dra~ing or a variety
of th ings. T hey becom e like
archaeological relics."
In o ne install a tion , Miceli
u sed fas t- food packaging to e re-

Continued from Page 3 ·
hoping peop le would c he~k il
our." D rende l said.
Fischer has been in C hicago
for about 15 years and is pari of
rhc project space M ess Ha ll .
~932 N G lenwolld Aw .. a nd rhe
arl
ensembl e
Temporar y
Scrv1\.': e s . I h· said h~ enjoys
\\ c rking wtth oth~r artists.
because t1 a llows him 10 express
an :nlc:-cst o f bs th.tt 1 ~· not
shhr ~ d wirh orher pcopie.
I rhir.k w i~e·n twr, r~ op lc
wor~ rnccrhe r It 's muc h richer.''
r'ische r sa;d . "[We] gel lhe bene!Jts ol shannJ;!. each ot:1er' s
interests ...
Mi~eli carries on rhe rheme of
" Exalted Trash" m hos area o f
the exh1btl. mostly usmg fast
food packa gmg 10 show how
eas1l y ma terials Me made. used.
d1scarded anG lost. He sa1d lhc
trash is almosr ·l:kc snapshots of
<'ur c ulture.
"1he s rufT1, prelly abundant."
~h"" e ; , sa1<!. ''Thcic 's an mstant
conrex! rhere when I s ran us1ng
somerhmg o f rhar nature "
Orcndcl sa1d rhe IWC' c'h1b11 s
a rc 1 rcrfecr marc h brcau<e b0 1h
s ~o·"' Amt:n ca ·:-. " tl•rnv. -a ., a )·
c ultur<' ..
r..t ~r ch 'aid he slartnJ out a~ 3
·· \ er;. mamstrcam·· Jnast mtcrt" "'l-d 10 pamtm g~ . dra" mg~ and
pho to graphy
lie c vcn rually

ate p ieces resembling environme ntal core samples, which are
sampl es pullet! from rhe ground
to s tudy what is being put into
rhe earth, Dre ndel said.
Miceli 's piece has the same
concept as ' the core samples but
shows how fast-food p ackaging.
is easi ly disposed of a nd put
back inro the earth where it
cam e from .

"A mill~nnium 'from now, this
is what will com e up," Dre ndel
s aid.
' ,

"Exalted :{rash.·· located on
the second, floor of'the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
opened Oct. 7·and runs through
Dec. 9 from I O a.·m . to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday.
chronic/e@colum.edu

M..tdo Rublo/The Chronlde
Sophomore Y()(VI Mote1ra has h1s face pa1nted as a part ot the Day of the Dead festivities at the wabash
campus Bu11d1ng. 623 S . Wabash Ave.. ()1'1 NcN. 1. Ttre event was put together ~the Lab no Alliance and
lasted from neon untol 10 p.m. It started .,.,rth a SP.rres ot altar ;>rocessKlr\S that were held at every
Columbia bu11dong and culml:lated on a fes!Jval at the U04 Center. ll04 S . Wabash Ave.

. .Planting the Seeds of Genetics
)q Jtt'ml><•r l ."i, :LIJII(, .\111ill . :!1107
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Tuition:
Colwnbia tuition
has doubled over
the last decade
Continued from Front Page
at Col umbia c urrently make up
88 percent of its overall income,
rendering it unable to ·assist stu- ·
dents with their financ ial needs .
" It's a very long-term kind of
process and people don ' t necessarily
understand
that,"
Leventhal said. "They say,
'Well , why don ' t we have this
money now? ' Well, because we
have not had it, and it takes a
long time of courting the kinds
of wealthy people who are going
to care about Columbia's mission."
In the meantime, Columbia's
tuition and fees h~ve more than
doubled in the la~t I 0 years, from
$8, 135 in 1996 to the current
$16,328, according to a report
done by the office of Research,
Planning.
Evaluation
and
Throughout this decade, the
national average tuition for fouryear private institutions has
increased 32 percent.
The rise of tuition and accessibility to higher education for
lower-income students is becoming a major concern across the
country.
In a study done by Noel Levitz,
a higher education consulting
group that has wqrked with public
and private institutions for more
than 30 years, the 162 private colleges surveyed showe.d ~ tre:1d in

tuition growth ifound 24- percent
$25,000
in \he last five years. Despite t h~
growth, aid hovered around 33 iJ
per~ent. The surveye.<! scliools
included Pratt Institute, ·an arts and
media college in Brooklyn, 'N.Y.,
North Park University in Chicago
$20,000
and Augt•star.a College in Rock
Island, Ill., among others.
Jl\IlleS Mager, associate vice
president of Noel Levi:Z, said the
tension ··come~ from wanting to
$15,000
ehsljfe access to education and giving back to the community while
increasir.g the quality of school's
higher e!lueation.
"In a time where the education
$10,000
in other cotmtrics is taking o'ff, the
United States doesn't w~nt to fall
behind on the quality of what
they' re offeri11g," Mager said.
"When an institution is raising
$5,000
their tuition in this time of inflation, most of that money continues .
to go back to supporting the institutional priorities:··
For years, Columbia has sought
$0
to provide an education in arts and
media, "not one that starts deeply
in debt," according to its website.
The site also calls Columbia the
"most affordable of private arts cia! aid that year was distributed
evenly across the student body,
and media colleges."
Though lowest in sticker- it would have totaled $350 per
price tuition, Co lumbia has student.
That same year, 80 percent of
ranked among the lowest in
financial assistance compared to all students received institutionother arts and medi & school s al aid at Savannah College of
Art and Design in Georgia, avernationwide.
According to the most recent aging $3,660 given by the
data of from the National Center school per student. Similarly, 6 1
for Education Statistics, in the percent of all students received
2004-2005 school year, about 9 institutional aid at Pratt
pe:cent of Columbia students Institute, averaging $6,045 per
received finan cia l aid from the student.
"We are presenting our best
schcn.l, not including lo.a ns,
state or federal grant ~. If the price based on real costs,"
money Columbia spent in tinan- Leventhal said. "Other school s

bump up their' sticker price,
knowing full well ... itdoesn't
really reflect their real cost.
They can . afford to discount
[tuition] b'e cause their sticker
price is inflated."
She said that merit- and needbased
scholarships
have
increased proportionally to the
growth in tuition, but no data
were available at the time of
publication.
Spencer Sanz, a junior graphic desigr. major; has felt the
pressure of rising tuiti<;m.
Tnins fe;-ring from Northern
lll inoi s Uni versity this year, he

works at Best Buy to pay for his
nearly doubled tuition.
"I think it'd be smart to have
fixed · tuition , so for four years
you pay what you did when you
started," Sanz said.
· He said he , will count on
Columbia·'s help fo r job. placement, and is concerned about
graduating and · immediately
starting to pay pack his student
loans.
,, _ .
'" It's. r,idjctjjpus," he said, "~t's
like higher education .is,p}J,ly..for
th.e rich."
, ,.,.
I
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By Steve Yaccino
Assistant Campus News Editor

About 200 students attend
Social Justice, which opened two
years ago. The vision of the
Roosevelt University President school started in 200 I when
Charles Middleton stood before mothers and grandmothers of the
the student body of Social Justice community were tired of the city
High School, 3120 S. Kostner promising them a ~chool and not
Ave., last May. He spoke to stu- havi!lg one delivered.
dents about the importance of
They did an 18-day htinger
keeping their eyes on academics strike and two years of commuarid pursuing higher education. nity dedication and petitioning
Then he promised all freshmen for a school. Its name is its misand sophomore students full s!on, providing education io an
scholarships ·if they graduate with poverty-stricken area, Hoga n
entry requirements for Roosevelt. said. Out of the 70 percent of
"It's a privilege to be an educat- Latino students at Social Justice,
ed citizen in a democratic society," about a th ird are undocumented,
Middleton said. "To whom much making it impossible for .rhose
is given, much is required in giv- students to receive any state or
ing back to the community."
ferlera! aid.
The promise became official
Rooseveit will r~ise the
last week when Middleton money needed for the scholar-,
;;nnounced the . adoption of ships through indiv.idual and
Social Justice, one of four Little corporate donors wi lling to be a
Village. high schools, ensuring part of the adoption program,
financia l s upport for a ll stu- Middleton said.
dents of the classes of 2009 and
Roosevelt's current tuition is
20 I 0 who graduate with at least $10,796, icss than half the
a 3.0 GPA and score a 20 on the nationa: average of $22,218.
ACT.
But Middleton said the prob"Faculty members were in lem higher education is more
tears," ·said Katherine Hogan, compl icated than just lowering
educational director at Social tuition.
Justice. "The idea of going to a
"I think th'at the bigger issue
·private institution like Roosevelt here is not so much financia l,"
University is really not some- Middleton sai d. "The bigger
thing that students and their issue here ts that most of these
families can imagine as a tangi- students do not come from famble object ive, but when you ilies · where college has ever
eliminate the money factor and been an opportunity taken, and
say 'As long you really work if you don 't knoW in your famihard in your classes we will ly how to . go to coll~ge, you
make sure that you have a col- don 't know what's available to
lege education,' that's huge. "
you."

Dr. Charles Middleton has been president of Roosevelt University since he came from the University of
Maryland five years ago. Middleton put a plan ih place with Little Village·s Social Justice High School to give
students the opportunity to earn a free ride at Rooseve~.

As part of Roosevelt'> adoption program, the college will
send personnel to meet with students in their junior year and
families to assist them in their
preparation for college.
"The program has to include
more than just 'Here's some
money- if you can make it over.

here you 'II be taken care of,"'
Middleton said. " It's got :o be 'We
want vo11 !o come here, so let's

make ~;.~re you make it over here. "'
P.og~n sa id the scho larship
will be an incredible incentive
for students to do well in their
c lasses, an d urged other universities to use their resources to

assist low-income students.
" It 's all a big experiment," she
sai d. " I really think the biggest
obstacle has been taken away
from us and we can concentrate
on purely the academics."

syaccino@chroniclemail.com
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Bongiorno for Christian porno
~;;iiiiiiiij~~ I stood in a 7-Eleven

place. There an: many kinds of porn these
days and some of 11 is nc>t even pretty anymon:. But alas, people's sexual desires get
perverse. What blows your socks ofT doesn' t even put the clothes on rinse in other
~s. Playboys from the ·~os and '60s are
considered tame by today's standards. If
Leahy is suggesting that continued e~posure to porn leads to deviation, then I'd
have to agree to disagree.
The porn industry can be viewed through
a different prism. P6m itself is an ae thetic.
I've got Hustlers from the ' 80 , and say
what you want about Larry Flynt, but that
shit was art. The publication, when viewed
as a whole, was a cultural document com- ·
menting on sex, politics and the First
Amendment. While Leahy did say that his
presentation wasn't concerned with free
speech, I thought he was using his right of
fiee speech to pound home his message that
porn has dire consequences.
Ask a soldier in Iraq if porn i! bad. Ask
Jenna Jameson, who is makes a decent living acting in adult entertainment, if it is bad
that porno is avai lable, affordable and
anonymous. However, if your computer has
a tera-gig of porn, I'd think about limiting
stroking your Wookie to, say, once every
couple of hours. Seriously, maybe it can be
hard to overcome, but give me a break.
That's not a question of pornography being
the culprit, but rather an element of perSonal responsibility. Most relationships and
marriages fail not because of porn, but
because of a lack of commun ication.
Porn is obviously in demand and h~re to
stay. If there is anything that can be
improved with porn, it is to bring it back to
the old days, circa '70s 6r ' 80S, and make it
less graphic. and more suggestive. It seems
that porn had more respect for women than
it does now. Remember, when Playboy first
came out, Hugh Hefher 'was considered a
firm believer in women'~ ri~tkt~: It as
about the beauty of women and not about,
you know, just showing tits.
So 1 didn't buy the new Hustler. I've got
better ones at home.

b

buying a celebratory
F:::3;;;...{'"J,"\Ilt=:::':-j Chicago Bulls victory
six-pack, contemplating pointing at the ferbidden rack of smut
and telling the clerk,
"Let me get thi s
month 's Hustler." Not
By Cyryl Jakubowski
out of any imminent
Commental)' Editor
need. but out of spite
to what I lay witness to the day before.
1 attended ·'Porn Nation: Naked Truth,"'
last week at Columbia's Film Row Cinema.
I went because I expected pole dancers. 70s
porn music. and tits. I was expecting it to be
uncensored, controversi~l and above all. a
provocative venture through the world that
is pornography an d its effects on American
culture- both positive Jnd negative.
I wasn't alone. The theater was packed.
But when a man walked on stage, I felt a
brief chill. Someth ing was telling me thi s
wouldn't fulfill my expectations. either.
"Porn Nation: Naked Truth" was a pres·
entation by former sex-addict Mich~el
Leahy, who. with the help of video segments, talked about porn and its effects.
Leahy lectures college siudents around the
nation 's campuses about the dangers of
"sex syndrome," a tcnn he coined when
talking about the idea ofpom desensitizing
the American cultllte: Leahy said that pro·
longed exposure to pom causes a lack of
ability to experience intimacy. In his exampie. his wife wasn't fu lfilling his needs
apparently.
Pornography is a $57 billion industry
worldwide. and the t.:.S. makes a $12 billion profit. Leahy said the industry makes
more money than all professional football.
baseball and basketball franchises com·
bined. He also said that there is more adult
bookstores than McDonald 's franchises.
Thank God--one of these day> there should
be a drive-through option wh~n it comes to
adult bookstores. I'd call it ~ snatch and
run.
Leahy said that wi th "sex syndrome,"
watching porn yields w building up toler-

•n·,.
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s·.o·

ance to do pam in e. which is a chemical in
the brain that controls pleasure centers. He
said that the u~er of the ·•material'' must
find more arousing images to get the same
ru sh. a "high," if you will .
While Leahy's message is a cautionary
tale. he w~s prcachir.g to the wrong choir.
College students generally like porn and
while Leahy's message was that future
meaningful relation>hips are affected by
pornography. he was still referring to his
marriage. The 1->ngcr I sat in this darkened
theater and listened to Leahy's story about
how he lost his 13-ycar marriage. I couldn't
help thinking about the word "pontificate...
Mid-lecture. many students sitting in the
middle section got up and Jell. Then I discovered that thts presentation was sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ and
there was an agenda for all of it.
Leahy paus~d the lecture for fo ur minutes
at the end to lei people know there '~<ould be
a di scussion on spirituality and they were
welcome to leave if they didn 't like to hear
that. Many Jell. I sta\ cd. I had to cover this
nghteously.
. The sennon began. but I had a hard time
idcntifyi;1g with what Leahy was saying,
partly becau>e gut!l is not my prob lem

when it comes to porno. Jesus takes a lunch
break when I watch porn. And even in
Leahy's case, he sa id there were other
choices that led to the collapse of his marriage. partly him cheating.
Addiction to pom and the issue of person a I accountability arc two different
things. Pom use should be in moderation.
I asked Leahy during a Q&A at the end if
alcohol abuse had any part in his dealings
with "sex syndrome." He said, no, but he
did "drink in college." So is that a yes?
But what struck me was thai Leahy prefaced the entire lecture with a definition of
pornography. which ac~ording to WordNet,
a Princeton database for the English Janguage. is "creative actovtty (writing or pictures or fi lms etc.) of no !iterar; or artistic
value other than to stimulate sexual desire."
Late comedian Bill Hicks often talked
about pornography. He came up with the
answer for what causes sexual thought" It's having a dick." While he was obviously speaking to the male~ in the audience, I'd
have to agree with him. We spend too much
time defining what pornvgraphy is instead
of realizing that putting a label on something that is changing is useless. The definition of pornography is too broad in the first
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The number of years that Bob :
Number of condoms that can be put
1
Barker has worked in the televion a dildo, according to a study
sio n industry. Barker, host of
done by research$:rs from myscien"The Price is . Rtght" for 35
ceproject.org. Aller 200 condoms
.
years, is retiring in June accord- were put on, the reservoir tips were stacking up
1 ing to The Associated Press. "I'm just reachand giving the dildo a missile-like s hape. The I lb.
ing the age where the constant effort to be .dildo weighed 3 lbs at the end of the experiment.
there and do the show physically i~ a lot for • The researchers concluded that this woilld result in
1 me," Barker said.
severe peni~e.injwy on a real penis.

I
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The number of pairs of
shoes that were contiscated from a warehouse
in Moriyama-ku, Japan on Nov. I .
Masashi Kamala, '28, is suspected of
stealing the pairs of shoes in order to
enjoy their odors. " I was enjoying their
smell," he said, according to Mainichi
Newspapers.

The acuity of promiscuity
The saying ·•mo·
money, mo' problems"
has rece ived a new
l=:,.~ri"'~ll=:~ meaning thanks to a
recently
published
study in the U.K. medical journal Lance<
The study, conducted
by the London School
By Hunter aauss
of
Hygiene
and
Edltor-Jn.Olief
Tropical
Medicine,
compiled data from 59 countries and con·
eluded that while monogamy is on the up
and up around the world, promiscuity was
rampant in Western countries.
But is this necessarily surprising? In a
nation governed by politicians who can't
even commit to a resolution in Iraq, why
should we westerners commit ourselves to ~
relationship?
Even Iraq seems like a one night stand, but
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Jamet H. £w011 Jr.
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she's not the attractive woman we met at a
bar, shared·a few drinks with, took home and
"found th~ night" with on ly to suddenly discover ·she's a psychopath~alling at all
hours of !he night, wondering where we are
as she sits by the phorie with mascara stained
tears running down her cheeks.
This picture may be a more accurate portrayal of the R~publican party'.> pollsters at
the moment, trying feverously to calculate
the possible damage Tuesday's election may
l>ring to the party's firm grasp of Congress.
They, too, are quickly realizing that some
crucial voters aren't as committed to party
lines as previously believed.
But is the issue of promis~uity totally
renectivc of America's fickleness toward
relationships? Aller all, America is completely schizophrenic when it comes to sex.
Tel evi~io~ · shows
like ·"Desperate
Hoitsewives," "CSI" and "Grey's Anatomy"
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depict the sexually fru~trated while realitybased dating shows like " Flavor of Love''
capture the desperate competing for some
glimmer of affection.
It has gotten to the point where a celebrity's love life overshadows what she/he wears
to the Oscars. We have become so obsessed
with the sexual escapades of the rich and
famous that we've gone as far as guessing
the sexual orientation of fictional characters
like SpongeBob Square Pants and Superman.
But American politicians, on the other
hand, face the firing squad when their own
lipstid<:-stained collars are exposed. Former
U.S. congressman Mark Foley resigned after
sending one too many 'su~estive e-mails to
young pages, and former 'Prtsident Bill
Clinton's second terin in · office became
stained when the world discovered a few
stains he made on a dres$ belonging to an
intern.
·
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Promiscuity is the eat's meow for the
industrial Hollywood compfex and the death
rattle in American politics And that's how it
should be. If things were diiTt·rent, the mere
thought of Oscar ni_ght being switched with
the State of the Union is just creepy. The
image of that beef jerky corpse known as
Joan Rivers pulling aside Dick Cheney asking him what he's wearing can make anyone
cringe.
But the idea that a nation primarily founded by Puritans sleeping around brings a
smile to anyone fed up with the prudish sensibility of the status quo. Does this mean that
we' re embarking on a new age of sexual
freedom? Will Americans get over their bad
selves, not having to muster up the courage
to i.ay simple words like "rim job?" ·Maybe
once we finish what we started in lmq, then
we can figure it all out.
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Back from :the Dra~ing Boards ·

A viable alter.n a tive_
Althougr this invo,lv,es .pay- .
roll tax, businesses would
save hundreds of millions of
dollars if the tax money went
to single payer insurance: .
Current healthcare . iB
ridiculous, with people paying sometimes :more than
$100 a r.nonth. Taking out
close to 3 percent from p~yroll and using that money to
have universal insurance
could ·save money· an~ pro,
vide more. options to people,
t is 'time to vote. Expect such as · being able to go to
·
the escalating tete-a-tete any doctor.
He believes that governbetween llhn01s gubema-·
torial candidates, Democratic ment-funded healthcare can
incumbent Rod Blagojevich concentrate on better quality
and his Republican chal- care at a fraction of the cost
lenger, Judy Baar Topinka, to that consumers and busiget mistier and seedier. Truly, nesses are s pending on
kindergarten kids behave bet- mediocre care.
ter when they are finger-paintThere is a caveat before
ing. As the candidates skew- pulling the proverbial voting
ered each other on accusations handle for Whimey. He is a
of "pay-to-play" politics in strong . proponent · of gun
Springfield and acquaintances ' rights and even promcted the
turned felqns, the people of idea 'that ·a c iti z~ n "with
Illinois tire of the finger point- appropriate objeciive riain-·
ing, licensing and bac king.
However, this gubernatori- ground check requirements"
al election has a viable alter- shou ld be allow~d to openly
native: Green Party candi- carry a weapon, according to
date Rich Whitney. And The his website.
While The Chronicle does
Chronicle endorses Whitney
not necessarily agree with
for governor.
Wh itney 's universal health- his views on gun control, his
care refonn plans go with views on uni versal healthwhat we envision as the right care, public transportatiou
step regarding healtl\care. and education ref01m will
Healthcare funding is a prob- pull the governor 's office
lem, aQd not just for busi- out of a· systematic pay-tonesses but also for students, play and the "business as
)Vho sometimes don' t have usual " mentality.
insurance. Whitney supports
Whitney also favors a s hin
single-payer healthcare and from highway COI)Struction
not
in surance
refonns. to high-speed rail and publi c

I

'

transit. One a lways hears
. th.is in Illinois: " Why aren' t
the roads being fixed?" And
when they are, complaints
surface about why it 's taking
so long. We don't need more
roads. Gas prices fluctuate
constantly, · and building
more highways or widening
roads is not sustainable in
the future.
Whitney wants to consider
energy efficient, environmentally frie ndly ways of
transit in the Chicago area.
Smart urban planning and
emphasis on public transit
wou ld great ly improve the
state of Illinois.
When people see a Green
Party candidate, they autcmatically think environment,
but what strikes us is that
Whiney generally wants to
do more for this state than
just save the trees.
Concentrating on transportation and health care are
some of his platforms, but
the man has something e lse
going for him-he's new to
politics. Some argue that
Whitney has no experience
with government, but his
position .as an attorney at a
law firm could provide a
fres her
perspective
to
Illinois govern ment.
While
Topinka
and
Blagojevich keep reachi ng
new lows in name calling,
Whitney seems to concentrate on actually debating the
issues anc implementing
new ideas, instead o f on
trash talking. stepp ing Oil
bodies and winning at all
cost.

'REMEMBER; GENIUsES LIKE
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PEOPLE WHO 00 CAMPAIGN />JJS AND
T11E POliTICIANS WI-Kl APPROVE TJ.lEM.

ARE ALL llMNG TO'SI:Ll )OJ SOMElHINO.
METIQJLOUS RESEAACH, tNCLIJDIN6
EXTENSIV!; J'R(;ftUH6, GIVES T11EM A

CQ;tPOSITE PRCTOlYPE Of THE AVERAGE .
AMBliCAN IAJnR . ··
T141S IS J.PN THEY \iiEW .'IOU.

Dan WrighVMCT
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Cook ·County needs a change
e endorse Tony
Peraica, Republican
candidate for Cook
County Board President.
Though we do understand that
. • seeing the word "Repubiican,"
especially in Ill inois, is
grounds for pulling the handle
for a Democrat based on tradition, we think he is the more
qualified person for the job.
The situation leading up to
putting Todd Stroger on the
ballot just screams d isorganization. Who is Todd Stroger,
except an heir to the throne?
Does the man speak ou: on
issues at all? Besides a fam ilv
name, will his election be ju;t
putting another cog into the
machine know as Cook
County government?
When fonner presi dent
John Stroger became ill this
March, news of his medical
condition, as we ll as who
would be his replacement,
were addressed with much
delay.
· On the local level , having
someone like Pera ica to dismantle corrupt city politics
could change the nepotis m

W
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dri ven nature of this city.
There
hasn't
been · a
Repub lican Coolt- County
Board president for almost
four decades, ancj if there is
anything to be said about an
o ld system it is this: Giving
Peraica a cliance could actua lly do more good than
hann.
The Chroni c le s uspects,
however, that in the general
s taie of voting in this country,

with

of con~ge administrators,

~DUCATION ~or

HI5 NON-EDUCATION
MAK£5 Hltl 115TAY THE

COUR.5£" IN IAAa.

nepotism wil l be eliminated
in Cook County. But from
what we h.ave seen so far
about Todd Stroger, Cook
County wou ldn 't bode we'll
with him in charge. From the
way he was chosen as a candidate, he is not ready for the
position. He isn' t even qua lified fo r the job. His career
so far has been lackluster,
and it seems the man has
nothing original to say.
Therefore, The Chronicle
pro udly endorses Tony
Peraica for Cook County
Board President.

I

Views exr,ressed in this publication are those of
tho writer and ar9 not the opinions of The Columbia

Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department 0<
Columbia College Chicago.

Have an opinion about something you read on these pages? Did you
catch a mistake, think we cou ld have covered a sto ry bet:er or bdicve strong ly
about an issue that fares a ll of us here at Columbi?.?
Why not write a Letter to the Edito r? At the bottom >:·f Page I~ you' ll find a
set of g uide lines on how to do thi s. Let us hear from you.
- The Columbia Chronicle Edtrorial Board

Letters to the ed1tor f'Tl~,o~st •nci:.Jc.1e full name, ~ar. maJor
and phone number. All letters are ed1ted for gramrnar
and may be cu! due to a hm1ted sparP. .

Editonais are the opinion's of the EditDnal
Board ofThe Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are theopinions of the author(s).

faculty or students.
All text. photos and Ctaphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reproduced or publishe<i without
written permission.
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negative sm(!ar

campaigns filling valuab le
time slots on te levision on a
regular basis, voter turnout
will most likely be low. But
in a highly energized political Ct\vironment like Cook
County, the name Stroger
shouldn 't · ring . a bell, but
instead sound a g iant radical
blow hNn about the need to
change things.
If voters don't show up to
vote, Stroger, despite what
various polls s uggest, will
w in the pos ition. We would
hate to see votes beiog wasted on a candidate who acts
Iike a puppet. There is no
guarantee that cronyism and

The Columbaa Chron1cle is a student-produced publication ot Columb1a College Ch1cago and does not
necessarrty represent. in whole or in part the views
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Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-84 30,
e-mailed to 01ronfcle@colum.edu or maiiOO to
The Columbia Chrcnicte, 33 E Congress P,rkway
Suite 224, Chicago,iL. 60605-1996.
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IMMUNIZATION
ON YOUR ACCOUNT?

I

I

The majority of college students have already received all or most of the required
immunizations illinois Public Act 85 ·1315 requires al l students enrolled fo r six credit hours or
more to provide the college with proof of immunity against tetanus-diphtheria, measles,
mumps, and rubella.
·
To have your registration hold removed, all you have to do is submit proof of your required
Immunizations!
To view a record of which specific immunizations you may be missing:
• Sign on to Oasis
• Click the Student tab
• Click on the Immunization link in the student profile portlet
To obtain a record of immunization
• Contact your parents or your doctor to request that they fax proof of immunization to
312.344.8073 or 31 2.344.8091 . Please be sure fax includes your full name .and
Oasis• ID,/
I

.:,

• You can receive up-to-date immunizations on campus prior to the beginning of registration
at Columbia Imm unization Days.
Columbia Immunization Days
Time: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m .
Dates: November 1 - 2 & 6 - 7, 2006
Location: 33 East Congress, 6th floo r
Cost per vaccination*
Tetanus $45
• MMR (Measles, Mumps, and Rubella) $95 eac h (2 measles vacci nes are required within your
lifetime. If yo u need both, you must w ait 28 days between the first and second shot)
* Payment is not required at the time of vaccinatio n. The cha rge/swill be applied to you r
Student Financial Services account.
For q uestions about immunization requirements, or for doctor referrals please contact the
Columbia Student Hea lth Center.
Hours: 12-5 p.m., Monday-Friday
Location: 731 South Plymouth Court, first floor
Phone: 312.344.6830
If you have any additional qu est i ~n s, call the Columbia Student Immuniza tion Hotline at
312.344.7390 o r vi sit http:/jwww.colum.edujgojimmunizatlon;
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up, asking us to scoot
over a seat because you
were too lazy to walk
further down the aisle
and lind another place to
sit.
A !rc?.dy. you annoyed
the crap out of me, but I
pass!•e-aggressively did
it. a is impolite and
dumo to ~how up to a
movie Ia•~ and then ask
peopl ~ who have been
ther~ for quite some time
Dear obnoxious moviegoers,
to move for your lazy
I'd like to know what small fraction asse~. As I scooter! out of my warm
of your brain you two were using when and comfy ~eat to the cold, vacant one
you decided it was a good idea to bring r.ext 10 me, the "'l'fdS of " Full
a sack dinner into the thea1er. Was it i-louse···~ Stephanie Tanner rang
that monetarv voice in vour head that <hrough my head, ·' How rude"!"'
l:lut, I decided to forgive and forget;
was shouting, "Save mo"ncy, bring that
soda can"? Or maybe it was your taste maybe you missed your train or bus,
buds tell i n ~; you that a meaty sandwich w~i ch can happen to anyone. What
wou ld be more filling than a box of happened a few minutes later, tho ugh.
Milk Duds. Either wa;-, you disgust is u:~ forg!vahl e . A $ t watched cute wittie KirstP.n Dunst hounce around the
me.
To jog your memory, I' m going to screen in her fan')· French dresses, 1
do a run-through of that night.. My caught a whiff of som et~ing, a pungent
roommate and I were silting in the odor that I reco~?.nized but cou ldn "t
awesome recl ining seats at the quite name. One -more inhale later, I
Kerasotes Webster Theate1·, waiting for r~ali zed wh1t it w~s: mashed potatoes
Marie Antoinelle to begin and making with sour cream and chives. As a selffun of everyone around us, because proclaim ed mashert potato fanatic, the
that 's what we do to for entertainment. scent usually results in feel ings o f
As the lights dimmed down, we shut hunger and jo:r. This time, though, 1
up and stared patiently at the screen. was confused.
Excitement pumped through our veins
Why was I being graced with this
and our happy eyes sparkled as the delicious aroma of dowh- ho me
movie started--and then you g uys, the ~ookin'? 1 look to my rig ht ; nothing. I
happily tra5hy married coup le, showed look ahead and st·e the back of some

couple necking and cringe. Then I look
to my left and I see the two of you, sitting there with a fork in one hand and
a Tupperware container fu ll c~ !OU•
cream a:~d chives mashed potatccs ir,
the otheo.
I wanted to scream. I want.•d to
reach over and grab a handf.1l of
mashed potatoes and smear :he-.: a!:
over your faces. Well, mayt-e r ot-1
wouldn' t want to actually touch you. !
was sn confused and pissed off at the
fact that two people found it soc rally
accep:abie to bring soda cans and
Tuppe!V'are containers fu II of cooked
food to a movie. I understand t~e need
to save money ; I' ve been known to
bring my own box of delici()ns Sno
Caps into a theater as a slap in the face
to "the Man's'' crappy and ~xpensive
treats.
But I was too much of a wimp to say
anything to you guys as I progressively got more and more nauseated and
angered at your inconsiderate behavior. Now I wish I would have, because
I' m still full of rage. I know that someday you ' II get your comeuppance.
though . Whether it be choking e n a
chicken wing during the new
Tenacious D movie or being p•Jb!ic!y
humiliated in front of a whole :heater
of people, you will pay for ruining my
mov ie experience.
Anrt thanks to you jerks, the ~weet
smell of mashed potatoes now carries
with it a bitter memory of idiocy and
anger.

The:t, y,:hen 1 told her I
was leaving to head to
another
party.
she
clo;cd her eyes and
made a kissy face a! me.
.Ro:all:r? Is this where
we make o ut? I was surprised. There had been
no , iiirtir. ~. at lea~ I on
my. end. to sugges! that
sort of 5"xual progression An.tl yet, because
cf
fe-.v drinks, she
sk:p!Jed all the necess;:~ hui:.~ up and put us
at make-out level. 1: was
as ; f we were playrng a
~oard £af11C and sl•e landed on o;,e of
tiw;e. sq~ares .tha: thro"s the piecP. way
•head. Like :n Candylar.d, except more
;,:co ho l -ba~ed and sexeal.

how awesome it was that I ~as d;!n~
ing Makers Mark. As if I were r~w<> n
sible for something more than'just bu~i
ing the whisky. Like I had a hand ia :he
process .of making that batcf•. lik' I'd
been in Kentucky to help distill i ~ and I
hand l)icked that specific bottl~ a"r!e"r
extensive tasting session. Wha co,l!)pli7
ments someone on a bottle of,bo9·ze? .i
bought it at CVS. It was $19.9" .. !'?
whom , .!xactly. is that impress;ve'!
Horny drunk girls, that's whqm.
,
It didn "t stop there though. A~ai'l,
she came up to me even lai~r in the
night, presumably after more j•mglt
juice, and pa id anot~er awk\yard com:
pliment. This time it was about my
Vonnegut tattoo. At this po•rr, ~he
threw· a conclusion on the ser:c~ of
shamckss flir ts ; she said, ·· Wow,
everyt hing about you is awesome·· At
that point, I ripped my pants off and
threw her against a wall in a fi• oi: 1~'.
becau; e I was just so blown a·-\~y. Jusi
kidding.
·
This kind of trend is hard to pici< up
on when you, the male, are also dnmk.
We just take it for granted. " I'm drunk;
she 's drunk-great! We' re going to
have some hot, awkward sex later!"
But when I looked at it througf,. deaf,
sober eyes, I was able. to note the contrast. Men tum into clumsy assholes,
and women tum into clumsy floozies.
I know that it isn 't the cas~ w;ih '!ll
girls, but on that particular. night, it
seemed like not a single girl was 0'1 her
game. Perhaps, when I too am drunk, it
is easy to disregard. But as .I stood
there, regrettably sober, I thought,
" Wow, this is pathetic." So I drank the
rest of the whisky, and everything was
·
all right again.

a

Sobering realizations
Last weekend, I was th-~ soberest
person at a party. This w.:s by no means
mv fault- in fact, I walked around
with a bottle of Makers Mark, takin~
swigs throughout the night, and I killed
three-quarters of the th ing by the time I .
made it home. But still, there I was, relatively sober, surrounded by drunken
college kids at a party in drunken ol'
Lincoln Park. '
This was new to me. Usmilly at parties, I' m " that g uy." You know, the guy
who whips his shirt off and wraps it
around- his head like a turban. But at
this party, I was sober en:>ugh to step
back and come to a re<\lization: Too
much alcohol turns girls into whores.
As a point of contrast, too much
alcohol turns me into a blackout slob.
But women appear to have a far different reaction. Thty seem to abandon
common sense, set their sights on getting ass-and then proceed to make
asses of them ~elves.
·.·
The fi.rst hint came early in the nig ht.
I had been talking to a friend-of-afriend, and noted that she was extr&
touchy throughout the conversation.

:" I'm r.ot goi'1g to k.iss you," I said.

r.ml then ·ref\
.
,\t t~e ne:,t pan~·. where I ended up
shirtless I started picking up on similar
t:enJs. Qr;e girl in .particular would not
back :)tr, and I a.ttrihute the persistence
to, the jungle juice in the kitchen,
because I make it pretty. clear when I' m
r.ot interest~d.
' ·
She caine up to me. ~nd first commented on my Volvo tattoo. She hked
it, or s:>mething. i ~aid thank you and
then turned around. It wasn't that I dido 't think she ,wa~ cute; it was just such
a boring pick up line.
" I like your ta~too. " Thanks .
.Obvio~sly, I do, too.
·
About 20 minutes later, she came
uound again. Th is time she complimented me on the whisky bottle I was
sipping on, I hadn '.t put the thing down
all night. so obviously she saw it the
firM time we interacted. Yet 20 minutes
lat~r. she fe lt it appropriate to mention

tbreyne@chroniclemail. com

ao

Kevin Fed~rline is p06sibly tbe most oblivious
·human'· being on earth. A single rap song was
leaked <>ff of his debut album- now in stores,
beware! -and was shredded· to pieces by everyone who heard it, yet he con1inues to exude total
confidence in his musical abilities. He is also
referred to as Mr. Britney Spears, because at least
her name carries some substance, albeit trashtalking gossip substance. Odes lie cal'e~ •Nope;l•
not so much. As long as he can· land that sweet
record deal and make money off being the P-I-Mp that he is, Federline doesn ' t care about much.
But The Chronicle can't hate on him too much.
His obliviousness keeps us entertained and gives
People magazine somethinr. to write _about each
week. In fact, his latest interview with the maga:tine was plenty entertaining: The man wants to
travel to Africa because he likes watching the
Discovery Channei and is "into the ~afari animals
and all t hat stuff." How cut:;. But it J oesn' t stop
there. He also wants to write a bo<'k 31)0Ut his life
before Britncy. For some reason he th mks people
care a nd want to understa.,d him hct:er. Oh; you
grew up break dancing"? Sweet. You smo ke a lot
and have four kids with two ~iffert:'lt women?
Awesome. We want to hear all about it.
Unfortunately, Federline wanis l<' hlve a ghost·writer ~elping him. out. We don't thiotk he needs
one at PJI because he really· has talent. To prove
our po lnt of his amazir.g w-dting skills, !Jere's a
samphng of lyrics from his most P'1!Ular song,
"Popozao":
"I w;int to see your kitty and a little bit of Iitty
i Want to know where I go when I'm· in your
city?"".
We :rest our case. We can't wait till this jackass's book comes out. ·
. -T., Breyne

mbyrne@chronicle~.:iil. COf!l

------------------------~----~------------~------~--

~ w.~e.":'!...~!.eL'l~~~~;~, ~
Mark Byrne- mbyrne@chroniclemall.com ; (312) 344-8969
Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@chronlclomall.com- (312) 344-8971
Michael Claire - mclalrEl'bchronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8982
Brent White • bwhlte@chronlclemaU.com - (312) 344-8970
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Bar banshees: Usually a dumpy female
Florida: It is easy to forget that this
.Subway musicians: Aren't they great?
admi nistrative assistant who uses her ·
haven of sunshine and retirees is a part . Most of them are talented musicians, but
Pomeranian and a jar of.peanut butter to
of the Deep South. When I visited last
the most talented dude .'1 've seen since
make up for lackluster Friday nights.
weekend it became overtly obvious . ·
moving here was playing at the Jackson
again; nowhere else can one see pickup Street Blue line stop the other day. A viotrucks full of empty beer cans.
linist, the guy was playing Rachmaninoff Pimples: Although these mounds of
and Mozart pieces with absolute proces- · puss ~aturally seem gross, they can
actually be quite fun. Nourish some of
Wa rm weather: While I was in
sion.
the bigger ones until they 're ripe and
Florida, I was able to forget- for about
three days-that Chicago is donning its· Online poker: l'·ve been good with man- pu lsating, then stand in front of the mil'"'
ror for some bubble wrap-type fun.
scarf, hat and parka in preparation ·for
aging·my finances lately. As a reward to
Save the juice that you get on the mirwinter. I, meanwhile, ·was at the beac~.
myse:f, I decided to deposit a little on
ror as your own personal trophies.
FuiiTiltPoker.com and .play some tournaWinter biking: Oh, shut up. It 's really . ments. So far, l 've·don~ poorly. I haven 't
Da Bears : l haven 't felt this good about
not that bad. Just because ;rs a little
played seriously since last summer and
my favorite sports team since the Curtis
cold out doesn't mean you can' t ride;
that 's why I suck now.
Conway
and Eric Kramere ra. The
you just have to know how to dress for
it. Much like ski ing.
T he .United State~· position on online . Bears are finally redeeming themselves
for Rick Mirer, S~pve Stenstrom, Moses
gambling: Congress recently passed the
. Moreno; Shane Matthews, Cade
Late night Craigslist purchases:
Unlawfu llntemet ·Gambling
MeN own, Chris Chandler, . H~nry .
While I ride this winter on my old
Enforcement Act; and the poker world
Burris, Brian Cox, Rasha~n Salaam,
Schwinn, I'm slowly gathering parts for reacted w ith hysteria. Many online poker
Marc Colombu, Todd Sauerbrun , Curt is
a sexy new Motobecane that I' II break
si:cs, including PartyPorker.com, now
En is, David Terrell, Alonzo " Zo"
out this spring. By gathering parts, I
refuse to deal with U.S . customers, fearSpellman.
mean that I' ll be up late and something
ing that their companies will crumble.
wi ll catch my eye on Craigslist or eBay But this bill doesn't change the legalities
Portnoy's Complaint: "l pass wind as I
and then I' II buy it without a second
surrounding online gambling. Rather, it
s it in the bath. She bends over to kiss
thought..
,,
put~ pressure on pre-existing online gamthe bubbles." God, l love this filthy litbling laws. But the U.S . needs to take a
'
, ;~r·
tle slut, er, book.
Not thinking: See Florida. If I didn ' t
different approach to this matter by regugo tliere over the weekend to visit my
lating o"line gambling.
Chicago Comics: Th is shop, at 3244 N.
grandparents and clear my mind, I
Clark St., is one of my favorite places
might have gone into a stress-induced
Cannibal Holocaust: The uncut version
to pick up really hot chicks. Where e lse
coma. The other day, l sent a text mesof th is movie is the most disturbing, discan l waste money on male n·Jrse a~tion
sage to a friend. It said, " It's going to
tasteful and gruesome f>lm I've ever ·
figures?
be another epic nil1,ht with my
seen. Some uf the footage looks more
whiskey." It was Wednesday. Enough
real than segment~ o f F aces ofpeath.
said.
C hicago's recycling program: Mayor
Daley fina lly pui led his head out of his
ass, announcing plans !o do away with
the blue bag system and expand curbside
recycling.

It is amazing what ca n be left behind and forgotten in the ever--::hanging urban e nvironment of Chicago. Buildings that once
were essential mechanisms in t he city's massive urban composition are now are left vacant and ignored, s lowly returning to
nature by natural means or with the assistance of vandals. With this process of decay comes a certain beauty in watching
a massive man-made structure s lowly being deteriorated by the elements, gradually returning to the location's natural form.
The address of this location is being kept confidential due to recent damage by vandals and scrap collectors.

lfOOdbYe ombifion, 'Boniour loziness'
French author criticizes corporations, argues for idleness at the workplace
By Brent Steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor
A French book recently translat- !Adness. said that despite its sub- the author's advice," Moore said.
ed into Eng lish denounces big ject mat.rr. the publishing compa- " In our culture today, there is no
business corporltions. asserting ny didn't have any r~serv~tions loyalty from companies to their
that they take ad vantage of their ab•Jt•t releasing the book in employees, and people do need to
employees and advoc~tes that English. Eckle alsc said she realize that."
these employees become "actively believes the book wzsn 'I written
Maier got the idea for Bonjour
disengaged" <!t their workpia~e.
"to be taken literally."
Laziness after becoming "disenBonjour Lazine.u, published in
' 'It's kmd of ajoke bo•Jk, really," chanted" with working in big busiFrance in 2004 and in the United Ec kle sa;d. "I think it\ written ness, she writes in the book.
States this past Septemt>cr. is writ- very tongue-in-cheek. How could
In addition to arguing that inditen by Corinne Maier. pan-time you possibly take something like viduals should take advantage of
economist for EDF- France 's that seriously?''
then companies by actively disenMaier admits ill the introduction gaging !Tom wo rk, Maier contends
main distributor of ele~tricityand practicing psychoanalyst.
that the book is "intentionally cyn- that people in the business world
Maier argues in Bonjour ical," but Bonjvur Laziness docs wrongly look for "self-fu lfi llment"
La:ines;· that big business corpora- addres> important questiuns about at <heir jobs.
Moore said he believes working
tions in both France and the U.S. the model of big business, disenexploit their employees, and chantMent :;t the workplace and hard is embedded in American cuithrough fear manipulate them into why pccple feel :he need to work lure, and anyone wllo uses work as
overworking. often for meager lot' of ho urs.
their sole social outlet is sett ing
pay. She notes the recent surge of
John D. Moore. ccn:fied addic- themselves up for problems.
financial scandals in both coun- tton counselor and chief counselor
"We al ready know that
tries as proof that big businesses officer at Second Story Counseling Americans tend to work longer
fail to funct ion effectively and in Chicago. 4003 North Broadway. hours and take less vacation than
benefit those involved.
said he believes th~t people in our European counterparts."
Maier encourages workers to today's bus;ness world ot1cn have Moore satd. " ! don't think work
tum t!Je tables and take ad,·antage prob!cms halancing work with should be the place tor sell~ fulfillof their companies b} doing "as per~onal relati ,mshtps.
men!. l think it should be pan of
little as possibie at their job~: · She
" It's hard to detach oursdves it."
cites that wurk in Consultancy. from work because w.e . live in
Columbia
professor
Joe
appraisal, research and study allow such a digi:a l a£c." Mo~re said. Roberts. who teaches Managerial
a person to keep out of sight at "! tell my cl ie nts to·s!J'!!JW"their Economics, said that the idea of
thetr JObs.
ctl! ;>~or.cs ~.nd C5;>ID.!UJ~. at 7 finding self-fulfillment at the
She also argues that peoplr who or S •> c loc k.
~~,., ., w0rkplace ts subjecuve. notmg
work in th~c jobs "arc c.fHc coni\l•>ore al'o •l'>tcd :bt Maier 'ihat_sorne people define the con·
sequence " hatsoevc~ :u corporate :iddrc5'CS 'ita! questions about ccpt•tl;y either making a lot of
pressure."
tile wa y htg busmcsses treat mone)l!-.or using their sktlls to the
hest of their ability.
Sabine Eckle. assi>tan; publicist :he;r employees.
"i ""'uld say lpc->p!e should
"Compantes lure mdtvtd uals
for \ 'mtagc & An.:ho r Books.
"h1 ch
publls hco
Hoyo ur usc] caution (;:t V••>rk J. .1:1d fnllow homng that thc:y a lready have a

------------------------

Fre nc h author Corinne Maier is the author of ' Bonjour Laziness.'
The book. Maier's ninth. is critical of big corporations.
pre-defined sense of accomplish- the workplace can take priority
men!, rather than expecting that over other areas in life. For clients
people will find it in their work," with this problem, Moore said he
Roberts said.
• pce§f!~ ~em with an important
At the end of her book. Maier questwn: "
declares that the typical wage" When
you' re
on your
earner is a "modem-day sla'<l','' deathbed, you want to ask yourself
and that the corporate world "does this question: 'Whose dreams did I
not inake us dream." despite being make come tme, the company's or
the primary area where people mine'!"'
energetically accomplish things.
Moure acknowledged that
bwhit~~hroniclemuil. com
sometimes a person's ambitions at

-~--~------~----~--------------------------------

Spring se m este r is just a round the cot nC'r. and there a rP many more things to pay
fo r - books, lab and act ivity fees. room and board, a new laptop. If you have a lready
explored the fed eral student loan options a va ilable to you but are still in n<:>ed, constder a
GM AC Bank Education Loan.
With a GMI\C Bank Education Loan yo u can get up to $4o.ooo' to help fill any gaps in
your school ft nannnf! You havt' th (• opt to n to rn;~ke no payments while you're in school."
ant! you can have a check mailerl to you in about a w eek.

Visit us online at www.GMACBankLoans.com or callt-Soo-641-9146 today to
apply for your GMAC Bank Education Loan.

-----

GMAC Bank
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U.S. Cellular®gets me... so I can always get the score.

Ultimate Frisbee

t of the Box

If you are interested in Renegades Ultimate
Frisbee then sign up tuesday, November 7th, at
5:30pm in the Conaway Center.

Co-President Aaron Patkin and Co-President
Oa~iel Wolf are looking forward to ·answering any
questions you might have. They would like you to
know that even if you have not played the sport
before, give it a try! It's a lot of fun to be had in
the name of Columbia's student community!

http://ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU
f:r CURRENT

SPORTS

Baseball - Cycling- Soccer- Wrestling
Cross Country- Capoeira - Men's Lacrosse
Men's Basketball- Ultimate Frisbee
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Open prilCtiCC> held 011 Mond,•ys 1 1 am
to 1 pm fllur>ctCJvs 3 pm to 5 pm &
Fndays- -~ pm to 5 pm Pr<ict<ccs held at
B<1lbo & Columbus (near tenms courts)

cs

ll

!!

Ev<"Y fuPSd<iy diHI 1hur>d<1y Mens
B<lsk<:lb<~ll meets dt Rooscvell Gym dt
700 PM

. !

If )OU '"'' <nterested 111 Gymnast<cs they
lla>e prar.t<ces EVERY Fr~day from 3-5pm dt
thr: Ror,s~;elt Gym. located at 425 S
W<•ba>h 4th floor

::

Vollcyll.llllt•.tnll<:-. llo'j llflg

CHl Novf.'l llbl'r ktll dt 7 1 r; PM
Tryouh w•ll be .tt thP F?oo~l'velt Gytn
Loco~ ted c~t l~2G S W,JlJd.,h 4th f loor
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Cross Country meets «t 30W IJUJiclmg
on the wrner of Wabash ami Congress
Monday-Fnday at 6 30" m to run

730am-9prn- S1t and Reath
Reoth w1ns'

<;

T• you t~

D

Lungf~st

Tlwrsdily. B<~~ht•tbilll Skill' D<1y
6:30pm sliHt tmH: Slit Ill Dunk COtltt"St & 3 po111t

The WonH·n

•

Open pr<~ctJccs <~rP he ld every
Tucsduy & 111ursclc~y .ot !5 OOPM
(Col unibus & B<~lboJ

Tuesctily. C,~rcllo Endurance Day
i' 30illll-9pm Tredm1ll Run
Men: ~J 0 mph. Women: 7.0mpl1
Longt!':>l tune wins~

o
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Capoe1rc1 IS a Braz1han Dance/ M<1rt1al

Art They have pract1ces on Tuesday
and Fnday from 5 7pm at Roosevelt's
Gym.
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Contact the Renegades • 1104 S. Wabash Lower Level Office A • 312·344-6917 • ATHLETICS®COLUM.EDU

f<;. US. Cellular
We connect with you:

getusc.com
1·888-buy-uscc

J he former Catholic church at 916 N. Westem Ave. has been vacant for years, and
it shows. Five of the eight windows on the old parish's second floor are boarded up,
and the cracked wood door is padlocked. On the comer, a scratched-off sign
hangs above a statue that once read: "Our lady -of Good Counsel Church."
In the coming months, this scene will change. It will barely be detectable from the outside, but the windows and door will be replaced, and the yard will be cleaned up. On the inside, however: a big transforma.•
tion will take place. This former house of God will transform into a house for man.
The church is the latest of more than a dozen in the Chicago area to make the ·conversion: Wrth living
space at a premium, developers have their eyes set on vacant churches to bujld~jAnd evi!iy,o~h-om the
Archdiocese of Chicago to historic preservation groups- is apt to help them. " :
· -.
·
_
Claudia Shabo, an assistant to the manager of the real estate department of
the Archdiocese of Chicago, said develop~-~~entctuch
ers now come straight to them to purchase
unused churches.
on every comer repr~
clfferent , ·
ettric g0l4)S. NooN' irs~~ rruch
··
.The archdiocese owns a number of
vacant parishes in the Chicago area, mostsepaoted QS p· opte
c ; ;~~-~
leq
19
ly, Shabo said, because too many church-~ together so
CXfft ~ need tor
those~ . ·
·
comer.· .
es were built when people moved into the
city around the turn of the 20th century.
I
Now, as residents- and former parishioners-move outward to the suburbs,
many churches sit empty and in disrepair.
assistant to
fl)ClJa09ef' of
The church at 916 N. Western Ave. is a
of
good example. It is in Ukrainian Village,
within only a few blocks of more than five
other Catholic churches. It was built in
1889, and closed exactly a hundred years
later, as parishioners moved out of the
neighborhoods and the congregations
shrunk. Four blocks away, on Oakley
Avenue, a successful church condominium
sits next door to a parish. The two once
competed with each other.
"Before, there was a different church
on every corner representing different ethnic groups; Shabo explained. "Now it's not
so much separated as people a~e coming together so we don't have a ne.ed for those four churches on
every corner."
The trend is noticeable In Lakeview as well. Just a couple blocks south of the Belmont Red Line stop
and just east of Racine Street, Shabo's example Is a reality. Four churches, Including a red structure at 3101
N. Seminary Ave., now all serve as .c ondominiums.
Other examples are scattered around the city, though most are on the North Side.
Since a great number of the churches In Chicago were built In the 19th century, many are protected by
both city and state historic registry regulations. Because of that, developers face certain regulations concerning what exactly can be modified. When a developer buys a church, Shabo explained, the archdiocese
collects the stained glass windows and other •sacred Items· like crucifixes and altars. They are then redls·
trlbuted to other churches. The exterior and main structure must also remain Intact.
Twenty years ago, Jim Peterson and his architectural firm were approached by developers with the conversion project of the Little Sisters of the Poor chapel near the DePaul University campus.
Peterson, who Is the president of Chicago-based Hasbrouck, Peterson, Zlmoch and Slrlrattumrong
architecture firm, recalled that at the time he had never heard of such a thing being done. Peterson was at
the forefront of the trend In Chicago. Because of that, he was one of th e first In the area to experience the
difficulties of working within such strict boundaries.
"It was a historic building, so we were very limited In terms of wh at we could do to the stalt')ed gless win·
dows, which were very narrow: Pet erson said .
The four condominiums he created ended up being slim, and almost three stories tall.
Churches often h11ve one lofty open space and extremely large windows. Beca use of that, the conve,..
\ion of a chu rch Into a residence presents an awkward challenge for architects. Loft spaces are popular '
th eu! days, but they are oft on convert ed from cube-shaped fact ori es, crea ting a blankslate for architects .
With churcht,, thot 1<. ,,lmou never the c1ue.
· w" r ouldn't <h11nq" thl' t' XINior nppeornntl' of thl' window s nt ell." Peterson Slid. •w e were taking this
1.-.ryr ~ rH• ce lmldl' Mtd h.1d to lncorporntl' thl' thr('e story high window Into on 41portment, which w u an
unu \ unl ~ ltuatlrm ."
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According to Peterson, DePaul bought the
chapel. And that made an impression: So far,
there are at least a dozen Catholic church es in
Chicago that have been converted.
Jonathan Fine is the president of
Preservation Chicago, a volunteer-based group
that petitions to save historic buildings threatened
with demolition. He said the need for living space
motivates the ch urch conversion trend.
"The problem with church preservation or religious building preservation is that it 's very hard to
save large open auditoriums in this cl imate," Fine
said .
Tuomi Forrest, the associate director of
Partners for Sacred Places, a Pennsylvaniabased group that helps sa ve churches f rom demolition by converting them to community centers,
sees this tre nd all across the U.S.
"In many ci ti es- Chicago included- the rea l .
estate values have certainly increased dramatically in recent years, making a lot of these properties attractive to developers," Forrest said.
Forrest's organization prefers it when the
buildings remain used for religious or community
purposes. That way, he explained, they can often
keep their interior architecture.
"Ideally, that's what they are built for, " Forrest
said. "If they can remain open in some public context, whether as a com mun ity center or art center or something of that nature, that's nice as well because again the architecture is beautiful and the spaces are still
accessible to the public."
The archdiocese agrees. While they do facilitate developers when they ca ll looking for vacant buildings,
the ideal situation is always to keep the building as a religiou s instit ution.
"We sell to everybody, as long as they're open about what th ey're doing, we have no problem," Shabo
said. "We like to sell it to another denomination, but
there's not a big issue with [condominium conversions], ·
as long it being u·sed in a respectful manner."
"The residence approach is more common now.:
Forrest said. " Basically, a developer is able to buy the
parcel and sink a lot of money into rehabbing an old .
building with a lot of deferred maintenance. So there is a
lot of capital investment in that."

.'M'lot do you do with (0 VOC0'1t
duch)?.. Fne aked. 'We've got some
rea~ And octuch ccnver-

sion cal be done wet, if irs done by the
r1ttJt people, ald ffley're ~ fhe ~
offentk:n'"

JONATHAN ANE,
president of Preservation Chicago
~ine only considers it a partial loss whe n a church is
converted into a condominium. In one sense, the beautiful and often ornate interior is lost. But without that sacrifice, many churches could- and do-face demolition.
· "What do you d o with [a vacant church]?" Fine asked. "We' ve got some real challenges. And a church
conversion ca n be done we ll, if it's done by the right people, and they're paying the right attention."
Forrest agreed. "It's better than it being torn down."

.
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'Cocoine·in'Dcon'
New energy drink like Illegal drug
By Kale Chor(Staff Writer

HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX
623 S WABASH AVENUE, HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY
AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

ALBERT P. WEISMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
EXHIBITION, OCTOBER 9- NOVEMBER 17, 2006
RDCHUKILEDI RISCHEDULEDI RISCHEDULEDI RISCHEDULEDI

RECEPTION: NOVEMBER 9, 2006, 5-?PM
BEST OF SHOW PRESENTATIONS: 5:30PM
RDCHEDUI.EDI RESCHEDULED! RISCHEDUUDI RESCHEDULED!
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund was established
in 1974 to encourage both undergraduate and graduate Columbia
College Chicago students to complete projects In all fields of
communication . With projects spanning 10 disciplines from 47
artists. this year's exhibition cuts a creative swath across themes
as divergent as the business of dying, professional wrestling, and
synesthetic experiences.

C33 GALLERY,

33 E Congress Avenue,
HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

SNAP TO GRID, OCTOBER 20 - NOVEMBER 10, 2006
RDCHEDUUDI RUCIIIDULEDI RDCHEDUUDI RDCIIIDULEDI

RECEPTION: NOVEMBER 9 , 5-?PM
RISCHUKILEDI RDCHEDULEDI RDCHEDULEDI RISCHIDUUDI
CURATED BY TRACY TAYLOR, ALYSIA KAPLAN, AND MICHELLE WASSON

\

-

Snap to Grid is an exhibition conceived of and jurled by three
Chicago artists who currently teach digital media in Chicago's
premiere college institutions- Columbia College and The School of
the Art Institute of Chicago. Envisioned as an exhibition opportunity
for students who currently use digital media as a tool In their
creative process, the jurors selected artwork directly from their
departments by s tudents whose work exhibits exemplary craft and
thought· provoking ideas.

Twenty-four-year-old Jon Geers doe9n't
work the t;YJ>ical nine-to-five job. He works
12-hour overnight shifts as a truck driver
arid is not one to sacrifice work for sleep.
But through his strenuous jobs of driving
long hours or fixing heaters and air conditioners, one thing has remained constant in
aiding his survival: energy drinks.
Every year more energy drinks fill the
coolers at gas stations and food stores
around the country. Whether a worker
needs energy to get through a shift or a
student needs a pick-me-up for an allnight study session, energy drinks are
available for a quick fix.
"I love energy drinks," Geers said.
"They make me energetic and giddy."
Comedian Dave Chappelle even performed a skit about an energy drinJ( in his
show, calling it "cocaine in a can." The.
audience of Chappelle's Show thought the
slogan was a funny joke, but a new energy drink coming out makes it a little harder to laugh at.
·
"Cocain~e legal alternative" is the
slogan for a new energy drink which the
makers, Redux B~verages, say has bigger
and better results than the ones currently
on the market. The drink, simply named
"Cocaine" after the notorious drug, is said
to be 350 percent more powerful than Red
Bull and have about five more milligrams
of caffeine than a Starbucks grande coffee,
according to the drink's website. It is also
said to have a special ingredieni that produces a light numbing effect in the back of
the drinker's throat to mimic the effects of
cocaine.
The controversy over the new drink has
halted distribution. Its availability is sporadic; few stores sell it in California and
New York and the demand continues to
rise. Cases of 24 cans are being auctioned
off on eBay with starting bids ranging
from $40 to $87.99.
Although the drink is not available outside of New York and California, it has created quite a stir with its page on
Myspace.com. Most!)' teenage members
have posted comments on the page, asking
when it will be available in their hometown
and begging for it to be soon.
While Geers doesn't believe he is
addicted, he said when he goes part of a
day without having an energy drink, he
doesn't feel right and gets the strong
desire to quench his thirst with a can or
two. He admits it can get a little unhealthy
as he iecalls the negative experiences he
has had with the products. He said he once
had four energy drinks in a day to keep up
with his work, but the drinks gave him a
bad headache.

· Geers said he ~ also mixed eqergy
drinks with ·alcohoL Cocaine's ·webSite
includes recipes that mix different types
·or alcohot'with tlie drink. Although it provides these recipes, it does state that
Redux Beverages does not ·encourage;
mixing the two.
·
Whether or not this liquid Cocaine is ·
more unhealthy or addictive than' th!l other
energy drinks on the market, many pe<iple
are protesting it based solely on the name.
Joseph A. Califano Jr., president of the
Center on.Addictiori and Substance; A):lUse
at Columbia University, issued a statement on CASA's website condertming'the
product, which he calls "disgraceful."
Califano stated that Cocaine glamorizes
the illegal and addictive drug, which is
irresponsible and reprehensible. He said
the product is obviously marketed toward ·
children- and teenagers and urged -all retailers to refuse to sell the product.
_ Jamey Kirby, owner of Redux
Beverages, said the energy drink market is
generally aimed at 20- to 25-year-olds and
doesn't recommend children under the
age of 16 driDk Cocairie. 'But Kirby said it
is up to the FDA to 'enforce a law about
energy drinks.
Kirby also said all the media attention
Cocaine has initiated discussions about
illegal' drugs . ~ would othefwise be
taboo in Americaq' SOI:lety. .
'.
"It awakens a ·social consdo~;"- he
said. "This brings the name out into the
public."
Kirby said it is not his intention to
glamorize the drug, and points to music,
movies and video games that obViously
make CoCaine·· 5eem r~~uitgrr#<s'ne of
them, Kirby said; have gotten as much
heat as him. Among his. examples was
Eric Clapton's song "Cocaine."
But there is still concern over bow
impressionable children and teen1!11!!Js are •
over an ~ne~ ~,c;;!dJed:.€ocaine, and
many people
predicting that easilyinfluenced youth will drink it up.
The Washington, D.C. based Pew
Research Center CQnducted a survey in
200 I asking what influenced teenagers to
try illegal drugs. Eighty-two pe.r cent
thought peer pressure was a major factor.
Fifty-five percent tfiought the portrayal of
drug use in movies, music and TV were
also major factors. .
"Young adults aren' t ·stupid," Kirby
said. "If parents raise their kids right
they'll know the difference between an
energy drink and a Class A narcotic."

are

chronicle@colum.edu

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY
1104 S WABASH AVENUE, HOURS: 10 AM - 5 PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY AND 10 AM · 7 PM ON MONDAY AND THURSDAY

CELIA HERRERA RODRIQUEZ
A PRAYER TO THE MOTHER WATERS FOR PEACE
OCTOBER 12 - ·NOVEMBER 8, 2006
In co njun ctio n with th e Columbia College Chi cago FOGO Festiva l. Th e
Gla s s Curta in Ga ll e ry p rese nts th e ins t a llation a nd performan c e A
Pray er to th e M other Wa ters for Peace by Ce lla He rr e ra Rodriguez.

·.

A Prayer for the M other Wa ters for Peace th o ughtfully addre s ses
iss ue s of eco no mi c s , wa r a nd ecology. This multi -m e dia Ins tallation
a nd p e rf o rma n ce will b e d e termin e d by .th e c ollabora tive efforts o f
Celia He rre ra Ro drigu e z, s tud e nts of Co lumbia Colle ge Chic ago and
guest pe rform e rs . On Oc tober 12, th e exhibition will debut with an
e laborate, multim e dia c ere monial ble s s ing us ing water collected
fro m a re a s of c onflic t a c ross the globe.

cspaces.col um.edu

MCT.
A lot of controversy surrounds the new energy drink; Cocaine, which Is said to have
some of the same affects as the Illegal substance and Is said to be S50·peroent
more powerful than Red Bull.
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PortyinU·nke it's the 13th century
Uv~ ~ike: if's othe

Middle Ages; avoid the bubonic plague
By Kelly Bryan/Contributing Writer

During the week, 32--year-old
David Roland . of Melmse Park
is a legal ·assistant in downtown
Chicago. On the weekends, he
pretends to be a Scottish
swordsman from the 13th century named Ian the Green who
faces opponents on the Field of
Honor. Through the Society for
Creative Anachronism , Roland
and his friends are able to act
out their medieval fantasies
weekly at Ida Noyes Hall on the
campus of the University of
C hicago in H.yde Park ,
Jim Lai, a 29-year-old . corporate attorney from Rogers Park
and a fencer in the society,
described the organization as "a
little more like a martial arts class
than a Civ.il War reenactment."
· Born out of a .literature class at
the University of California at
Berkeley in the 1960s, the Society
for Creative Anachro.n ism aims to
teach members about medieval
history by living a piix:e of it.
"Learning by doing is really
our hallmark,'' Roland said.
As an international society that
includes chapters in · North
A.J:ljerica, 'Asia and )urop~;., ,the
SCA created .JI,.hieF"rchy of kingdoms to keep the different groups
pTganized. The South Side
" ' Chicago chapter is kno·Nll as the
Shire of the Grey (hrgoyles,
which has a membership of 20 to
30 people.
.
~. ~ M,eml\ers ,learn ,a variety . of
medieval skills and an forms,
including calligraphy, . heraldry,

manuscript illumination, dance,
cooj<ing, costume making and
fencing, ·aut cne· of.the gr:>Up's
more . popular· activities is heavy
fightiug: Qppvnents don hememade armor, w~apons and sh!elds
and fight oile-,on-one or in a
melee-sty!~ group battfe.
As 'i(-. tile Middle Ages, knights
must 'foilow a code of chivalry,
~nd battles 'are won on the honor
system. If a knight delivers a
blow that in :-cal battle would be
lethal, the .1pponent m'-!st shout
" DeaC::!" and drop to the gr;>Und.
If a. flesh wound is ~nf\icted that
in rezl battle 'would take off a
iimb,.ihe oppcn~t mu~1 drop to
!;lis !<ne<:s and continue to fight
without legs. '
U rdike the Middle Ages, however, the SCA always stresses
safety 'first. even at the exp~nse
of ... histo'r ical
accuracy.
C.o mbatan;s use weapons made
<iut of rattan, a 'm aterial similar
:o bamboo. These weapons are
also wrapped in- duct tape, and
the battle is halted if anyone is
injured. Rattan was selected as
the weapon of choice because
when b:·oken, the sword will go
limp rath·e r than shattering.
' Like Roland's . ::an the Green,
many· members also cl:cose a persoa~ 10 figh: •Jncfer rather than
use :heir real name. ln fact, many
merr:~er¥ · d.? not- ""ow .: their fellow !<night~· real .names.
A ~el'SoM is · orlc, based on
something pei'Wall the member
id,e!\tifi'.ls with.

Dexter Wandel, a 20-year-old
game software development malor
at Westwood College and a relatively new heavy fighter, is creating a character who wander~d
across the world and collected
fighting skills and armor from his
tra ,•els, which have taken him as
far as Japan. His inspiration?
According to Wandel, his last
name is Gennan for "to wander."
Heavy fighting battles create
quite the public spectacle,
w~ ether the battles take place
outside on the Midway Plaisance
in fair weather or in~ide Ida
Ncyes Hall, where the slap of rattan on plastic armor echoes through the corridors. Passersby
step in to fulfill their CUfiosity,
which is a helpful recruiting
method for the society.
Caitlin Tulloch. a 19-year-oi<J
second ·year poli.tical science
major at the U of C, who goes by
Caillech Ingh in Saigart at meetings, said she found out about the
society w hen she was "on the [U
of C bus) one day and saw the
guys in armor fighting and
thought 'This is a sign.'"
It must have been a sign that
Tulloch would fi nd her niche.
Not only was she able to improve
her sewing technique and learn
heavy fighting, bu: she also finds
the SCA fulfilling on a deeper
level.
Tulloch enjoys the "emphasis on
making things with your bands the
way people have done for hundr~.ds of years and the emphasis on

chivatry'; that 'you ·don't often find
in othe'r eon'ununities."
Other members such as Sarah
Watsoii; ·a: 20:year-old third year
English major at the U of C,
enihusiastl'cally described their
favorit<; ''par( !>f the SCA lls the
fact that "It's.war games with my
friends in- 3-D, in real time."
Watson:also noted that the "honor
and -g lory and things" that follow
victory are ~~pealing, t<?O.
Others, like Wandel, admit
heavy fighting is not only fun,
but IS also· ~ good way of dealing
wnh'p:iint-up aggression.
'Christlna von Nolcken, associ-

ate professor· in th~ department of
English Languages and Lit.erature
and chair of the committee on
Medieval .Studies 3i the U of C,
finds the SCA's approach to doit-yourself m'e dieval r.ecreation
very positive .
" I get rrofessional medievalists who get their start doing creative anachronisms," she S!lid. "I
have . respect for them and what
they're. trying to do, I think it's a
very positive start ..':
c~ro•licle@colwli.edu

A grour of enthusiasts i:-1 Hyde Park reennc• a skirmish of knights
from the M:ddle Ages
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Hoked pleosure

Chicago welcomes s~cond all-cupcake store
By Michael Clalre/Assist<Jnt !\&E Editor

Fall weather has tinally
gripped Chicago. and old man
winter isn't far off. The winds off
the lake are already starting to
bite like cheap vodk~. and the
temperatures contin.ue 'to plunge
from summer ~ les to stout lagers.
By now. these· seasonal changes
have seeped into most aspects of
the city, from the richly colored
foliage to tha seas of manly
breads and mobs of parl:a: and
scarves that are seemingly everywhere. But despite the cooling
temperatures and reliance on
warmer accessories, a hot new
trl!nd has arrived around the
DePaul campus area that should
cure any bout of seasonal depression- gourmet cupcakes.
Opening less than a month ago,

Chicago counterparts are findings similar success as well.
!..ocated under the soft green
glcw of its neon sign, Swirlz
stocks its display cases daily with
10 different kinds of freshly
m8de cupcakes. Their everyday
flavors include v~n illa, chocolate. a buttermilk-based red velve· , chocolate on vanilla and
va:1illa o n chocolate. In addition
to ;heir fi ve standard flavors they
als() rotate daily flavors, as well
as gluten-free cupcakes and
sugar-free ones for those customers ·..,ho have ~ dentist in the
faMily.
"One of our owners has celiac
disease; so they can., have
wheat," said Swirlz emp.loyee
Jesus Manteca.
Although most people are unfamiliar with celiac disease, also
know as gluten intolerance, this
genetic disorder actually affect~ 1
in 133 Americans, according to the .
Celiac Disease Foundation.
"We had a couple come all the
way from Michigan because we
have gluten-tree cupcakes," said
former Swirlz manager Dotti
Glenn.
Located a little more than a
mile away, Chicago's original allcupcake bakery, Cupcakes, offers
customers more than 70 different
distinctive flavors and combinati('ns includirog red velvet.
Committed to using only the
freshest seasonal ingredients,
Cupcakes offer~ customers the
op ~ion to completely customize
their own cakes, even digitally

Swirlz Cupcakes, 705 W. Belden
Ave., !s C11c~go's second allcupcake bakery. Following
Cupcakes', 613 W. Rdar Place.,
lead of providing cus!o~ ers with
a product that is both nos!Rigic
~nd cni.~. Swirlz's ta••y peachsized treats ha·1e become a huge
hit among 'De?Jul student.; and
other Lincoln Park re~i(ients.
'The store's r~a lly cute," said
customer Det·rn Ham. " It's 'lice
because you c~n 't get ::·.e red velvet 3oywhe~e else."
Ali-cup~zkc bakcr: ~ s
have
become a n~~;,, nal t·end, with
people on both ~oasis li,ning JP to
:njoy lhese pleasurnblr: morsels.
In Beverly Hills and Manhattan
tl,ese specia!ized bakeries are
1
!lllgely successful and their

Jeremy Sher, the pastry chef at Swi;lz Cup.;.;,kes. creates
nation package of holiaay themed cur;;.;,t:e~ . ·

3

combi·

Freshly baked everyday, these sinfully good gourmet cupcakes are
available at Swirlz Cupcakes, 705 W. Belden Ave., and Cupcakes,
613 W. Briar Place.
Typically these Italian butterimposi•tg a picture onto the frosting to creating large wedding- cream- frosted swirls are stacked
cake like sculptures.
on top of each other, with the
"We're constantly experiment- classic bottom swirl creating a
ing and trying to come up with base for the more floret. top
un iqu~ combinations," said swirl.
Cupcakes owner Adam Ghould.
Both stores offer their own tasty
And while all cupcakes may treats for S3 a cake, but a large allbe arguably delicious, Swirlz said cupcake franchise, Sprmldes, is
that their cupcakes stand out for scheduled to open a Michigan
their presentation.
Avenue location in the near future.
"If you look at Sprinkles and
Despite the simplicity of their
Cupcr.Ke-s, they do very hand- ingredients and baking dir~c
made. homemade types of cup- tions, these small sugary morsels
cake.;. things that you'd thit!~ have lm'lg'been a favorite dessert
yocr gtanuma would make," and snack to even the most notoGlum ~aid. "Ours arc a little riously embattled grinch.
more up~cul-.. th<!y 're
id~nti
J'
I
.J
f ul~O' ~Jnudltt
fic\! b ~, 1 h~ swi rls."
mc!aire@chroniclemail.com
. '
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2 t-<:lr<><•m, 2 bathromn condo to let at 1600 s . indiana.
17th tiO<lr. new. all apr-l•ances, washer/dryer, balce>ny facing ~'''''Y pter. handic11pped accessible she>wer. parking
S!Jt Cc: dvuila!>le. eilevi.~@drl-ent.com
ii"STALLER Medical Alert Systems M ust be 18 witll
own transrortation. Various IL locations. Background
. check. Will train. skukowski@health-watch.com (800)
226·8100 ext. 2084
M~rketing Rep-On Call Place Movie Posters In St('~S
S J0/hr •Ga~+Bonus Need Car/Camera (800) ~:12-6250
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Cui! r:(lr Artists! The P,arts and Labor Collective looking
for forwurd thinking ar11sts to participate! No
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The beginning otthe ending
Mission of Burma guitarist Roger Miller talks about musicial differences from past to present
By James H. Ewert Jr./City Beat Editor
There is a line in Mission of reflection in them. Did it seem
Burma's song "Fame and Fortune" like there was unfmished busithat says "the beginning at the end- ness after the bands p remature
ing," and that line may mean more breakup in '83?
now than it ever did. Their music
M iller: It's obvious that there
has been described as punk, punk was unfmished business, but none
rock, post-punk and even pre-post- of us knew it. As soon as we
punk, but guitarist and songwriter plugged back in, we all brought a
Roger Miller said the labels didn't new song. That was one o f the
matter then and still don 't more · things we agreed on - we were
than 25 years later. After a rare each going to bring in something
hearing disorder forced Miller to new so that we weren't just trotting
stop playing such loud and abra- . out the old war horses, which we
sive music,-the group disbanded in also did. But as soon as we did it,
1983. The members continued it was like, "yeah, great, this is
p laying seperately until 2002 how Burma works," and then we
when they reformed, something got a couple more gigs and we
Miller explained as, "a total brought in more songs and I was
fluke." Since then the results have like, " Wow, I didn't realize Burma
been surprising to not only their was still able to do this," and we
· fans but to the band themselves.
found that it was, mostly by stumAfter coming out with two criti- bling.
cally acclaimed albums. ths: bandtoured all summer, sweating one How differen t is it now playing
out in Chicago at the Pitchfork · to thousands of p eople, many of
Music Festival. Now they have a whom wer en't even born when
new DVD, Not A Photograph, the band began, compared to
chronicling the band's reformation playing for bartender s in empty
and resurgence, coming out Nov. clubs when the band sta rted?
21 . Miller recently talked with The
At this point the surprise has
Chronicle about the strange time kind of worn off, but it's extremewarp the band seemingly went ly gratifying. And obvious ly
through from the early '80s to the affecting this generation of people,
early 2000s, as well as cultural thaCs the age when you really
influences on the current state of believe in this stuff the most. If
music.
we're affecting them, we must be
doing something right. We never
T !te C hronicle: Man y of the exJ)'!Ct anyone else to care-we
lyrics on the band 's latest two never did; in the entire his tory of
a lbums seem to h ave a lot of self- the band it never surprised us
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when people didn "t like us. So I
guess it is a surprise in that sense,
it's like, Wow, we must be doing
something right.
How does it make you feel, getting so much more recognition
now as op posed to then?
After the ftrst night of shows in
2002 at Irving Plaza where everybody was singing along to our
most obscure songs, I went back to
my hotel room and I cried. It just
unlocked this thing that I didn't
know was there, and I ·was like
"These people actually understand
what we were doing." It was just
overwhelming, and now '?'e ' re
getting used to it. We never felt
that affected as we did after that
ftrst night: You just don't realize
what's still inside you and it just
got unlocked and it was like, Wow.
Do you think the b and would
have had a different fate when it
began had Myspace and iPods
been around?
It's not part of my culture now,
because I didn't grow up with it. If
I was that age I would probably be
using Myspace. It's really hard to
put what we were then and project
it into now.
T he band now h as a Mysp ace
site. How often llo you check it?
I didn't used to go on the site at
all and then Clint would go,
"Someone on the site wanted ,to
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Mission of Burma (f rom right): Roger Miller, guitarist; Peter
Pre3cott, drummer; Bob Weston, engineer; Clint Conley, bassist.
talk to you," and it would be my
nephew or something. So I started
to go on a little bit, and when The
Ob/iteralli came out, I kind of felt
like I believe in the record, I kind
of believe in the band, so it would
kind of behoove me to go there
and interact with people. So it's
kind of a habit now. It's a little
scary, [but] it seems at the moment
that it's part of my job description.
Since popular music today is
more available then ever, will it
have the same impact as music
m ad e du ring the '60s, '70s and
'80s?
There's so much of everything,
and it's all so available. When the
British Invasion hit, there was this
new type of energy, an innocent

sexual energy. That blossomed and
turned into psychedelia because
you had the baby boom. Then, in
the "70s everything turned into
disco and classic rock. and all the
good ideas were repressed, and it
was allowed to fester until it
became violent, and then it
became punk rock.
Now there is so much accessibility to everything, there is no
way for things to stay hidden for
long enough and isolated to blow
up. Everything is siphoned off and
s iphoned everywhere. So anybody
at anytime can get anything, and
that's not how revolutions happen.
That's how you just get this miasma of gray.
jewert@chroniclemail.com
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grants to cover the expense.
ranging objects that l could get covered that prisoners are probThe inmates can't see the exhib- patents on, and that I could get into lem-solvers "because they have to
it. But they applied their graphic production so that these guys be." The project became less abOut
designs to the cardboard pieces, wouldn't feel like toss-offs," she a polished object to be mass-produced and more about "the authenand they "looked beautiful," said said.
Ramirez, who created a locking-S
Diggs envisioned selling the ticity of these men's experience."
Many use cardboard to create
pattern inspired by wrought ir_on.
prefab furniture and turning profits
" I got to do something for peo- over to the prisoners' families. storage space in their 6-by-10-foot
cells. With its connotations of deppie in that shelter," he said proud- "That was the big plan."
ly. " I got to use my brain."
She quickly ran up against rivation, cardboard became the
material of choice for the project.
Practical projects such as these reality.
Inmates design conceptual furniture connect prisoners to society, said Inmates are prohibited from The lavish graphic designs
Jane Golden, director of the city's profiting from their prison endeav- afforded those behind bars a
Ml!ral Arts Program. "This ors. On top of that, early. models luxury.
"It's a way to communicate,"
process, thinking about furniture, were too crude to interest industriBy Unl S. Kadaba/M CT
how it would benefit others' lives, al designers. And Diggs was van Mastrigt said. "We can't go
The goal had apocalyptic their concepts and revealed a was really a wonderful exercise in unsure whether or not the furniture out there, but we can send our
ideas out thmugh our art."
designs had enough whimsy.
overtones: to design furniture humanity the artist hadn't empathy ... in reconciliation."
The inspiration for WorkOut
Despite initial enthusiasm, .s ome
for survivors consigned to tight, expected.
" I had the picture of foaming- came to Diggs in a 2004 article in inmates wouldn't complete the
temporary shelters after a natuat-the-mouth people who would a London publication. The story " homework" assignments she
ral disaster.
To carry it out, social activist hurt me the minute I came in," . was about a "secret report" pre- gave them during her visits every
and conceptual artist Peggy Diggs Diggs said. Instead, the prisoners dieting the effect a drastic climate three weeks. And occasionally,
turned · to a population that is were eager to use their talents and change might have on Europe. Sea tempers flared. At nearly every
familiar with compact living: insights to benefit a world few will levels could swamp major cities, tum, Diggs said, she thought, "Oh,
the report warned, causing famine, no, this isn't going to happen."
see again.
prison inmates.
"They did all theSe fancy hand- riots and widesprt:ad population
"When she came in, I was
Over more than 18 months, the
skeptical," said prisoner Darre ll
60-year-old
instructor
from shakes with me, so I gathered that dislocation.
The dire scenario gave Diggs " Van•· ,·an Mastrigt,' 38. But
Williams
College
in was a gcod sign," Diggs said of an
Massachusetts commut.:d to early encounter:
her idea. With an initial grant of "she's very energetic. She's a
Eddie Ramirez, 29, and already $10,000 from New York's big mot1vator."
Montgomery County, Pa., and
One lifer from the Pittsburgh
brainstormed with 15 residents, I 0 years into a life sentence for a Creative Capital Foundation, she
most of them lifers, at maximum- robbery-homicide, was intrigued contacted Golden, who introduced area who was convicted of firstsecurity Graterford Prison in by the chance to make something D iggs to some of the Graterford degree homicide made a model of
inmates who had worked on city a bed that also serves as a desk and
useful.
Skippack Township.
"I was a destroyer of things," murals.
storage space. He also created a
WorkOut, an exhibit that ran
"Everybody is expert at some- complex design with another
through Oct. 25 in the appropriate- the former graffiti .artist said in a
ly cramped foyer of the Broad collect eall from Graterford. ''Now thing," Diggs said. " I like to seek inmate and spent hours in his cell
·
out populations we normally con- painting copies on material that
Street Ministry in Center City I'm a builder of things."
Philadelphia, reveals the fruits of
Ramirez conceived the concept sider unworthy of attention."
can be applied, like a decal, to a
The artist's previous projects surface.
their collaboration: five graphical- for the desks, which expand from
i
In the exhibit, the graphic
ly vivid, expandable desJ.-Jstorage ,3 to, 6 feet and contain shelf space. have tackled intentional poverty
out as a
About 40 pieces were construct- among those who opt for a sim- appean; in silver on a red desk, a
containers.
"
painted image. Diggs got help
Each unit is made of thick card- ed by Diggs and a helper, then pier life (Quakers, for example) stunning combination , though
from Graterford prison inmates
board done up in bold colors and donated· to the Riverview Home and what preparing for a terror- Diggs had· f to persuade van when deciding to design furni·
intricate patterns designed and for the Aged, a city-run personal- ist attack entails fo r the modem ·~ Mastrigt that' "normal, nice pea- ture for those living in confined
painted by the prisoners.
care
facili ty
in
northeast consumer.
~ ple" would appreciate the tattoo- spaces.
Over the project's long and Philadelphia. Diggs has not tallied
For WorkOut, "my goal:. bad inspired motif.
bumpy haul, the inmates refined the costs involved but expects been to have several fabulous, farAs months passed, Diggs dis-
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All hoil.lhe 'Queen'
Mirren 's unforgettable portrayal reigns over this
impeccable drama
By Matt Fagerholm; Film C ritic
Nothing gives humanity a Antoinette, Elizabeth began her
more jarring wake-up call than reign at a young age, and like
Coppola's
Marie
sudden death. As news bulletins Sophia
spread word of what happened Anloineue, The Queen generates
that August night, people fro:n all much amus~ment from the
over the world found their hearts laughably rigid etiquette and
breaking for a woman many had ancient formalities she s trictl y
never really known. Princess follows with learned discipline.
With every movement and
Diana. killed by the heartless
media who pursued her in life, uttered syllable, Elizabeth seems
became a symbol for both moth- to live her life by following
erly devotion and stubborn con- instnJ<:ticns on a protocol sheet.
viction against the conformity of M,irren 's genius is in how she
royal tradition. The new Prime conveys Elizabeth 's emotions
Minister Tony Blair's labding o f through the s ubtlest nuance and
Diana as the "People's Princess" the smallest pause. It 's a towering
seemed justified by the countless performance that doesn 't draw
citizens who left a garden of aJtention to itself. thereby s taying
flowers at the palace gates, while true to Elizabeth·, own mannered
Elton John's rendition of"Candle nature.
in the Wind" haunted her crowdFrears· ftlm focuses on the
ed funeral. Yet in the midst of seemingly endless week followDiana's mourners, there stood an ing Diana's death in the summer
old. emotionless woman \vho twilight of 1Q97. As the proud
inspired frowns from the public, tigurehead of an iconic monaras her restrained eyes peered out ch)', Elizabeth decides that the
from giant. impenetrable specta- tragedy is a private matter. and
cles.
s he refuses Blair's requests for a
This \\ft>man was Queen public statement on the subject.
Elizabeth II, and she's the subCriticism spreads like a plague
ject of this exceptional drama through the English public r.onfrom High Fidelity director vin;ed Lit at Elizabeth's silence is
Stephen Frears. Elizabet h is a s1gn of her cruelt y toward
played by He len MtrrcnD1ana, who gdrnercd muc h
Emmy-winner fo r this year' s mnnarchial resentment for her
Eli=abeth /--who transcends the untam~d nature.
boundaries o f mere performance.
There's an 1mmensdy powerand tnumphautl y embodtes this ful m•Jmcnt when the public's
mdiv1dual by unearthing her oft- pass1onate applause infiltrates the
hidden humanity. L1kc Marie stiflmg silence of Diana's funer-

~

.,

a l. The cheers become, in
essence, the animalis tic rumbling
of life Elizabeth has practiced to
quell her entire reign .
Yet Frears, along with screenwriter Peter Morgan, doesn't
invite the audience to either judge
or sympathize with Elizabeth.
Their cinematic portrait is all the
more fascinating in its own dramatic restraint, by delving into
Her Highness' psyche without a
trace of sensationalism.
Although the youthful, seemingly progressive Blair, played by
Michael Sheen, is initially exasperated by Elizabeth's resistance
to his demands, he eventually has
an inexplicable change of heart
that seems to be more easily comprehended by Elizabeth herself.
Her line, "the headlines will happen to you too," has an eerie resonance now that Blair's own popularity has falte1ed with his support of the Bush adminis tration.
Sheen 1s one o f several marvelo us character actors populating Frears' s tag·e , which also
includes
Sylvia
Syms
as
Elizabeth's astute mother and a
wonderful James Cromwell as
Elizabeth's fiercely ignorant husband Philip, whose idea of a great
tragedy doesn't seem to extentd
beyond a s hallow curtsy and a
cold cup of tea.
Elizabeth's determined struggle to live "quietly and with dignity" graduall y proves to be
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lead actress, Helen Mirren, at the premier of."The
by 'High Fidelity' director Stephen Frears, the film is

exactly what the public, who
loved Diana all the more for her
"weaknesses,:· doesn't want.
The Queen 's single emotional
outburst is w itnessed only by a
stag, the corpse of which
Elizabeth later finds hanging in a
neighbor's house near her summer estate. As she gazes into the
hollow
eyes
wh ich
o nce
belonged to a wild spirit cut
down in the prime of its life, only
the n can Elizabeth seem to
admire and mourn the deceased
princess. Such subtext might
have been impossible to deliver
with any o ther actress, but Mirren
has the ability to communicate an

etem1ty in a single glance.
She s ingle-handedly makes
The Queen one of the year's best
films, and one of :he finest character studies ever .nade.

"The Queen"
Directed by Stephen
Frears
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Deflones: Dull ond directionless
'Saturday Night Wrist' takes a step forward, but lacks cohesiveness
By Brent Steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor

If one ~Os nu-metal band has
managed to retain their integrity
and credibili ty, as the rest of the
acts from the decade have practically been laughed out of the
fickle industry, it 's the Dcftones.
Acquiring a rabid fan base with
their infectious grooves, chunky,
roughhouse riffs and lead singer
Chino Moreno's languidly haunting voca ls, the Oeftones have

become one of the biggest-selling
rock acts around. And they're no
strangers to success: Five albums
into their 15-year career, little is
left for the Oeftones t:> accompiish that they haven't already
conquered.
··
Theband's last albuin, 2003's
Defiones, featured the group
shifting rr.odes and experimenting with softer sounds by not

'Saturday Night Wrist' is the Deftones' fifth studio album, and is in
stores nQ.Y{·

being afraid to explore mo re
sonic subtleties. But the album
also didn't spawn any crushing
sing les like its predecessor2000's brilliant White Pony,
which debuted at number three
on the Billboard charts and gave
the band the huge FM hit
"Change."
·
It 's been three years since
we've heard anything new from
the Oeftones, and by the looks of
things, these California natives
are beginning to grow apart.
The band 's new album ,
Saturday Night Wrist, is quite an
enigma o f concepts and styles,
and a iestament that the creative
juice in this group may be running low. Lacking any semblance
of cohesiveness , much of the
album sounds like it was written
with two different objectives in
mind .
Guitarist Stephen Carpenter
has always had a knack fo r thick
riffs, generall y bringing . the
heavy approach to the band's
music , while Mo reno operates at
the opposite end of the spectrum,
bringing to the table his smooth,
semi-jazzy vocals that could easily fit with most Oepeche Mode
songs.
O n previous Deftones albums,
this polarity of styles blended
smoothly and created music that
was both experi mental and accessible. Most songs were cohes ive.

But here. the differing styles o ne would hear o n Meshuggah's
don't mesh well with e•ch other EP !. This song sounds like it
and >nst,·ad clash, creating songs was written during the band's
Around the Fur days. Moreno's
that fail t0 feel complete.
Con,idct ihe track "Beware." ability as a voca list really comes
Carp·~ nt e r JS practically absc;;t
through, as he simultaneously
fro rr. th>s song until the last sounds like Bono and Carcass
minut ~ where a heavy, albeit outgrowling lead sin ge r. Jeff
of-plac.e, ciff comes o ut o f Walker. On this track, Moreno
nowhere to end it. "Xerces" is proves to be a ro~k singer few
ano ther example of differing can keep up with.
Despit e much of Saturday
directions conflicting with each
other. Along with a dull re frai n Nigh! f~i·ist sounding like it was
and a melody that sounds out of written by a band finding its
key, Ca rpenter 's contributions direction, it docs feel like a step
feel out of place and disingenu- forward from the Deftones' last
ous to Mo reno's vocals.
effort.
And there's something to be
But Saturday Night Wrist 's
worst moment comes with " Pink said about do ing things on your
Cel!phone" which, in th.e begin- own terms and by your own
ning, sounds like Euro-techno standards- a dogma th at the
trash, the n segues . into a Deftones have folfowed continuFreudia n-inspired spo ken-word o usly throug ho ut their ent ire
peifonnance from Giant Drag's . ca reer, and wi ll likel y fo llow in
Annie Hardy. Hardy can barely the years to come.
keep a serious tone when she
begins to talk about a " belief in
bwltite@cltruniclemail.cum
the one- two power," and
"greasy. filthy hand jobs at truck
stop restrooms." Hardy starts to
lau gh, well , heartily when she
struggles to speak about "going
Deftones' 'Saturday
to the Ho t Carling Academy to
Night Wrist'
learn how to butt fu ck." What a
stupid song.
Yet this album does have a little inilovation. The brutal ·'Rats'
Rat s ~ Rats!" features a crushing
riff reminiscent o f something
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The Breakup DVD
Directed IJy Peyton
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Boston Celtic~ Coach

Don't rent !his expecting
a slap~tick comedy. It is
funny in a more relatabk
way- and with a solid
story line. From beginning
to end. it captured the true
e ssenc~ of a se•ious re 13tion,hip breakup. Enjoy
the Chic3go backdrop.
And l~e DV D ha~ bonu~
fearures tha• are wonhy of
being callecl such
- J. Fi.:;cher

• ••

This comedy aboul befuddled New Yorkers works
as both a joyous celebration of sexuality and a
revolt against American
Puritanism. The film's
warmth compensates for
its shallow characters. and
while its graphic sex is a
positive alternative !o the
dismemberrnenl of Saw 3,
some may claim it's j ust as
stomach-churning. '
- M Fagerholm

S hort bus

Directed by John
Camerort Mitchell
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Its trailer is the best I've
seen. Its director is Todd
Field of In the Bedroom.
Its cast is excellen!, including Kate Winslet at her
finest. It's a mesmerizing,
dark I> funny ponrait of
suburban adults st~c k in
childhood. It's a shame it
c!idn ' t lose the annoying
narrator and tidy ending.
- M. Fagerholm

Noiliing serlles my mind
after a stressful day like a
big ol' glass of Carlo
Rossi Chianti wine. At
$8.99 2 jug, the brand
does a fi ne job o f bringing. my ooi~y Md bus)'
day OOw1l to a whispering
r>igl.t ftlled wf"th visions
of dai.:y fields and fluffy
d oud!.

- T. Bff)'·ne

'O.C. ' actress taking bigger role In show

toultl·

• •••

No not the band, tl\.e act!
In a recent drunken stu·
por, I had the wge io take Cuol Ro" i Jug- of
Wlae
the pwnpkins at my house Chianti Wine
and ~troy them. But I
quickly remembered I
wasn' t 14' anymore. So I
just punched my roommate in the face in~tta1 .

Rochel Hilson loves pigs
are cc nam 1~111g•. thai
.,l;oo c~~ <av th•t nthc"

Rolling Stone conti~ues its
tradition of great in-depth
political reporting with its
cover sto?' 9n wh:r the
T09th'Congress is the
wonrirr histOry. The featUre aiso includes profiles
of the top I 0 mos"t corrupt
representatives, inc!uding _
Illinois' own Del'r.IS
Hasten. I recommend
pecking this up before
Tuesday's electiOn.
- K. Haburn

Little Children
Directed by Todd Field

• •••

Tlltre yo:~ were, Red,
smOking a big fat .:igar
Sm u hlag pumpklas
right' after another Celtic
victor) W:l!: in the bag.
You arc the image of"
NBA coachmg, building 'l
d.xr...sty 1or the ages and
io~til!ing t.:eltic pride. No
other ~oach w iII come
close to wh3t you did
from 1950- 1966. Your
legacy will live on, Red .
- M. Rubio

I he

....

This collection, thooglt a
requirement for some
RollingStone
Magazine Writing coursNov. 2 issue
es, is wonhy of purchase
by any rnajor. The s\ories ·
chosen are really spectac- •
ular, and the writer'S are at
the top of their games.
Check out the profile on·
Johnny Cash, "American
Communion," but really.
all the stories are wonh
reading.
. - M. Byrne

Reading The· New Yorlcer,
one of the more sophistiBest America n
cated magazines, whi le
Magazine Article
engag:Og in one of the
more unsophisticated act~ Writing or2005
of huJT.anity-taking a
shit•-is in itself mindblo·,:ng Titc :--iov. 6 iss11e
has a decent commentary
ab9'.r: congressional elections and a good review of
the Bora/ movie, which
fits the lowbrow mood
perfectly. -C. Jakubowski

Nvv. 6 issue

Spicy and sweet like a fine
Tennessee bourbon,
Nelson's laiest album
prov~ some thing., just get
tastier with age. With soulful covers of classics such
as "Amazing Grace,"the
Grateful Dead's "Stella
Blue" and Fleerwood
Mac's"Songbird," it's a
perfect blend of alt~ountry,
blues and honky-tonk
SQund. -,} Fischer

While Hot Fuss had a
track list that fans could
appreciate, the band mtght : ~lllle Nelson
have been trying a little · .Songbird
too hard on this album to
tum every song into a hit.
However, tracks like "This
River is Wild" and
" Bones" come close to
making lhe album wonh it.
- M. Kroeck

LiJce a Tennessee old-timer
slnlmmlng out.tunes and
spiting out chew. Califone The KillerJ
k:i:>\•·,. !iow ro create great Sams Town
inusic. Blendin'g porchinspired folk with some
big bzd city blues. this
album stands ou: as o~e of
their finest. Best enjoyed
in front of a11 aquarium
wuh l fat blunt
--M. ('loire

liy l>llnicl F' lenhcr~t~'MC :·
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!hill II 11111:1h1 Ttii <C IIWIIrcnc«
f ,.,, rccn '•"JP
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•h<.w. •he ''"'I I would nrvcr llll•un " den im ~ wtt h ll 'uddcul)
fh111i-- :hdt rny Lf.,,ra~t c l ' ' 111 1hnt hoi 111m ca reer '-: he' ll he pulln1~
J')fhlf lfiO ht-UI! IIIII' CVC;ynn t d OC'II
dt>ublc· duty 1111< r.•ll llpplll¥
thn• f w • tMrl ttml hn' mt c tr 'ttm ~
lrl'm " I he 0 r · .. <ct tu th~
r ' n1111d11m • honl Ihe ucw Doul!
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Give 'em whot
they wont

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN!

Loving husband.
Devoted father.
Dedicated attorney.

Neo-Futurists seek audience input
. for new play
By Kim Driscoll/Staff Writer

So, why does he think
·he's a whippet?

An online questionnaire gauging
people's like~ and dislikes in a play is
asking fo r the survey taker's feelings
about violen~e and nudity; physical
humo r; and ·•tclent , physical i>umo r
do ne in the nude.
Greg Aile:1, foundino:~ direc<')f of
the Chicag(•-hased Neo-Futumts. is
writing 'Yvu '\sked for It," ?. play
based on Amer;ca's m'lst and least

wanted play~. biving fans a chance to
see their ide~s a•:ted out on stage.
1l1e c~mpany is an avant-garde
theatrical gmup that conveys the
actors' pers0nal experienc es a nd
ideas by fusbg current events, sport
and poetry in a non-illusory, interactive perfonnance.
A llen. an award-wi nning playwright, borrowed the concept for
" You Asked for I~ ' fro m Russian
emigrant artist team Vitaly Ko mar
and Ale~ Melamid, creatots of
" Americ a's Most Wanted and
America's Least Wanted" paintings.
The artists cre ated " People's
Choice," an exhibit in New York's
Alternative Museum' that reflects the
1993 survey results o f I ,00 I adults'
aesthe tic pre-ferences and tastes in
paintings. Komar and Melamid have
surveyed mo re than a dozen other
countries , including France, Kenya
and Russia. ar.c hnve provided paint-

Di rected by
Jeff Lee

ings for those cou+Hries, as well.
Playwright, traditionally ex"cise
artistic discr•:tion by presenting their
own ideas insh:ad:of offering '" atcrial based on public demand. "All of

our charactel!- arc our sdves," is
clearly shc·-m or. tl1e Neo-Flii\Jtists
1

.

w~~~ ~eo-F.a~urist:;' signature: ..:h0w,
I "Too
LiJ ht Makes The Baby
\'.'hid, was w:il'.ca by
I Go
Allen ane tirst perfonncd in I \lR8, is
M~ch

Bli r,t~,"

the longec..t·"i•ming show m Chicago.
A montage qf 30 plays presented in
60 minutes, "Too Mttch Ligen .. "
combinos htgh-energy w ith aud.ience
participation.
O ne of the group ·s ~ore ~crious
plays, "20,687". recently o;;ened
with fiv,e ~c!o;.,; slowly drorping
sheets of paper to tl1e floor that contained the oamt•s ~f troops wounded
in Iraq, alo11g w ith their ir.juries.
Meanwhile. between readir.g 0 ut
loud some of the listed injuries, the
narrator infonned the audience that,
"They're )!e re with us but most have
tro uble s leeping." The play , ended
with tl1e narrator pointing to the
paper o n the floor and asking, ·'Do
any of these belong to you?" ·
"Y6u Asked, for It" will most hkely resemble "Too Much Light. . . "
and o ther ]\;e0-Futuris ts p lay' that
are a ll t>ase<.! on perso na l experi-

ences,

rrJxi;i ~ ~a.med y

" It's like brain candy·· said Randy
Zea , a 26-year-old Northeastern
Illino is L' niven;tty student who took
the survey and looks forward to the
resulting play.
Zea said most o f the survey qtiestions for ''Y"u Asked for It" are
multiple cl•oiee. butth~ o pen-ended
questions ailowed hun to detail his
likes and dtshkcs ir, a play.
"I think it's a great idea," Zea said.
" I would like to sec if any of my
ideas are used."
Stephanie S haw. fonner NcoFuturist and Columbia Theater
Department faculty member, is also
interested in seeing what A llen will
do with the survey.
" This idea seems negligible
because acting out their personal
interests is what people have liked
about the Neo-f-utunsts," Shaw said.
"They [the Nco-Futurists] don't pander to the audience. and that makes it
art and not a s itcom."
However, some belie ve that Allen
is trying t make a statement about
why artists needs to work without the
infulence of a public audience.
Sean "Spike" McGuire, a junior
and Columbia theater major. said tha t
if " You Asked for It" tums o ut to be
a bad idea, then "A llen will have
shown w hat can hap~n when you
don't give us [actors] our full artistic
range."
Shaw said ·a Neo-Fun1rist survey
asking for pu:)ii~ opinion about plays

is of interest because h!!en has never
worried ab?u. what thr public wants.
" That 's a huge cc.;npliment [to
A lle n] l·ecau•:e it shm",; he has an
authenti:· VQtr,e," Shaw <aid. "I will
de finitely g"> 'ee the :.ew play."
Dina C:">nn:... I:y. ani:-.ti;; dlrector for
"Too Mud: [ ight .. ." ana Columbia
alumnae. sai.~ 'he ;,. excited about
"You Asked f0 r !t'' being added to the

Neo-Futunst ..::urrce.L !!roc-up.
"Greg fA II; n1 has :·cc:!i,·cd about a
thousant' sut·.•eys, SQ f.r," Connolly
said. ''He is tryin!: l•' get [survey)
results fi·om all fifty states and then

he \viJI begin w:iting."
Co?n0lly ;aid A llen o nly lacks
input from about seven states. "You
Asked for It" runs Jan. 25, 2007
through March 3, 2007.
Neo-F.:turist fan and Chicago resident Gavin Memschein is also looking forward to possibly having input
fo r "You Asked for it.''
" I like tl1e serious mixed wi th comedy that is portrayed irr ''Too Much
Light...'' and would like to see the
same in the new play." Mcmschcm
said.
-:.:hronic 1e(!.!;,c:O!wn edu

and dretma.

•

i

I
I

I

Greg Alren c>: tre Neo-Futtrt<:rs tnvttes the gener,: • pub':c to take a sur·
'"vey §lbOl<t <:hal tr.ey would ": t<e to see tn a ptay. ::>omE' r.: u·,e answe rs
wtll be used · ~ the new plav 'You Asked for it.·
. "

I
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Wholly absorbed

5 Neighbor of
Sudan
9 Papas' partners
14 Taj Mahal site
15 Kachina doll
maker
16 Get up
17 Aircraft with
pontoons
19 French menu
20 Tent sta~e
21 Quizmaster
Trebek
22 Detonation din
23 Doled (out)
25 Spy Mata
26 Turkish ir.n
28 Tyrant
32 Pre·coll. exams
33 Ho Chi Minh
Ctty, formerl~
35 Andean gold
36 Loos or Ekberg
38 Full·house sign
39 Asoan country
41 Govt. fUrists
42 Ccmmand
45 Enzyme endings
46 Gathered •nto a
single book
48 Most finong
50 Lupino and
Cantor
51 Vollain's look
52 Young woman
55 Kinds
56 Attorney's deg.
59 Public uproars
60 Opinion piece

62

1

Solutions

6 Fine tuned
7 Highest point

8 Roman Pluto
9 Tubular past;;

63 Bustness. image

64 Actress Archer
65 Type o f laugh or
danoo
66 Broadway dud
67 My word'
DOWN
1 Gra\telly vo•ce
2 "The Afncan
Queen~

:;o Zodtac s•gn

screenwnter
James
3 Maner-cf.fact
way
4 Keg feature
5 Alpone lodges

31
34
37
40

Hot bread
Grate coUecuon
Adheres to
ThurmonrJ of
basketball

!)

N
I
1 "'
9 1 1
tJ
3
l

3 "'

y

IJ 0 l

s

s

s

s

s "'

...

"'

s
a a
s

s

s

145

"'

s "'

44 Relative of 3
T-st-1rt
<7 Flower o)rgan

49 Cancun cot,
51 lnsh seapor'

52 Ho-ttum

s;, Subordonate

43 lsraeh a•rhnt::"

Sudoku

•o

3.

d 0 1 ~
!) 0 1
I 0 3
1
~ ~ 1 I
'tJ
3 3 "'
l q "'
1
3
l
3 H 3
: 0 N I
0 tJ
OtJO
N 0 D l '1
J. .. Cf 0 0 J n•v
l
I tJ y H
0 3
y 3
riO 0 8
1
~
3 l tJ "' ::>
3 N V
I tJ \'
I d 0 H
riYV<
H 0
('
0 "'

tO Jordan's
language
I 1 Spanish painter
Joan
12 Regarding
13 Appear
18 After the bell
22 Green Hornet's
sidekick
24 i=ormerly,
iormerly
25 Sco·fi awards
26 Astmov of sc,-fl
27 Chutney fru1i
28 Broadcas:
29 "The Twohght
Zone" host

lrr.provi~e

year-old fashio n design
major, tries to keep her
style hip .and comfortable.
" I t r y to keep up with
um~-illl!o stuff in magazines, as
much as my budget
allows me," Kartca said.
W hen The Chronicle
ran into her on the
st reet she was wear ing
a fleece jacket, worn
jeans ana self described
" comfy" Shoes.
Kai-tca ·enjoys clothes
from designers Marc
Jacobs and Zac Posen,
...-l:n. > J
and her' persol')al
" Project Runway" winner fr om· last season-

A 1 1
9 I 1
l 0
3
rl
0 I
I d rl
9
"' l I
l
3 tJ Y
l 3 rl

s

3 9
0 "'
I tJ

s

"' 0

::>

0

s

!) "'

N y

s

"' s

Uii.
" I hi!ted Jeffrey, he

r1 I

!) 3 d
"'
1 d "' 3
"' IJ !) "'
1
"' tJ

w as so mean," Kar tca
said.

s

a

staHer
54 Gangster's gal
55 Pedestal to)pper
57 Songer Cantrell
58 Ran in the wash
60 Brownae
Gt "Norma

Andrew Nelles / The Chronicle

By Michael Mepham
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~ Aquarius (Jan. 21 -- Feb. 1·9):. .
lW
Cottage isn't cheese.
a

•
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1
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (In bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit

8 3j1
5 4 9 !2
9 5 7
4 3 8j6
6 4 2
3 5 1 I 7 www.sudoku.org.•;k.
on Mobile.
4 8 3 6 2 9 7 5 j 1 Sudoku
Enter 78ae&l.com
your mobile
1 2 9
5 7 6 3 I: 8 In
Web browetr.
7 6 5 3 8 1 9 2 I 4 Get • fr~~e gemel
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Aries (March 2 1 - April 20):
A heanless friend will expose
your super secret crush on
Helen Keller by whipping out
an erotic biography of her
book entitled Voices in the
Darkness.
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Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec.
2 1): Rememba when you did
that one lhiag ill your friend's
apanment? Well, there was a
two-way tr.irror in the room
and everyone saw it.

Taurus (April 21 - May 21):
Beware! Danger lurks around the
comer in the fom1 of smooth jazz.
While standing in line at the grocery store. you· II get lost in it.
slowly busting a move as if you're
a well-lubricated cat burglar.
You'll become so entangled in the
bold snxoph<'ne solos :hat you' ll
never snap out.

0

Leo (July 2<1 ·- Aug. 23):
Your sunshine. puppy dog,
rninbow world vicw will come
crashing down un you when
you rea lize everyone makes
fun of you for calling "it" a
"b-rub."

0

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): A
one night stnnd will take a tum
for the wors~ when you find
out they're Into role playing ns
nmlme. ll's' n ((,'IOd thing
you're Into gut punching.

(I

nnccr (Junu 22 -· July 23): •
Your gunhnls will deve lop on
lntclllgcncu of their own.
which works nut pcrf~ctly
when no one elsu wonts to
piny video IIRI11CS with you.
Slowly over time, however,
they will tum till you. 1\m:lng
you tu do thulr bldttln11.
•

Scorpio.( Oct. 24 - Nov. 22):
Whoev~r you may have a crush
on this week--yeah. the> 're gay.
· And if you're gay, they're
straight. And if you're bi, they're
a transsexual. And if you're into
listing, they're into cuddling.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23):
You'll discover why your significant other hns " Mfttl Candy'' tnttooed above hislhl:r butt.

Caprlcom (Dec. 22 - Jnn. 20): A
gust will blow 3rd Ward Aldcnmm
Dorothy Tillman's mt~&lcnl hnt otT
of her hend and onto yours, thereby granting you nil of her oldermanic powers, which do include
the ability to lly.
Ocmlnl (Mny 22
June . I ):
T'oplnkn Is not n medicnltcnn fur ll
womnn \ vnt•lnn.
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.A pple Store - Columbia ~ CoHege
Take advantage of your Apple education disCounts.

Meetthe new and

impro~ed

·

iPod family.
Fall Store Hours
Monday 10:00 am - 6:00pm
·Tuesday 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Wednesday 1:OOpm - 6:00pm
Thursday 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Friday 10:00 am- 6:00pm

Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway
(3 12)-344-8622
applestore@colum.ed u

iPod Nano starting at $149.00

iPod 30GB $249.00
iPod 80GB $349.00 l

iPod shuffle
$79.00

\. :~.

For every $100 purchase, you can
enter to win an iPod speaker system.
(expires November 15th)
free $15 iTunes Gift Card
w ith purchase of this iPod

Co l u m b ia~
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

tl

Authorized Campus Store

•
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Exhibit offers
worldly menu
Chicago museum
showcases cultural
food consumption_
By Beth Palmer
S1llff Writer

While cove ring the war in
Iraq for Time magazine, photographer Peter Menzel became
frustrated with the Bush administration's censorship of what
journalists were allowed to see
in the war-tom country.
To turn around this fee ling of
helplessness. he and his wife.
·writer Faith o · Aluisi o. we re
inspired 10 tell an uncensored
story 10 the world.
The idea for the couple's fifth
book. Hungry Plane/: What tire
World Eats. came from a repon
from the Wo rld Resources
Insti tute that said the number o f
0\·erfed people eq ualed the
number of underfed peopl e for
the first time in history. The
book is now an exhibit at the
Museum o f Science an d
Industry. S7th Stree t and Lake
Shore Driw.
To publish the book. Menzel
said they took out a mc:>ngage on
their house iP Ca!ifornta and selfti.mded their travel to 24 countnes. In each country. the couple
stayed with a family to document
what they eat in a "eek. At the
end of their stay. Mmzel took a
fami ly ponrait that mcluded the
week ·s groceries.
The couple sllycd '-' tth a total
of 30 famt hes when they went
to se,·era l loca uons m the U.S.
and Chma.

size of picture windows, displayed on vibrant orange walls.
Next to each family/ food portrait is a list of the price and
description of their weekly food
purchases, categorized by foo d
type and added to total w~ekly
expenditures.
The exhibit also s l,ows comparisons between the li vi ng conditions and the amount, convertec:! to U.S. do!lars, each famil y
spends per week on food.
In the first room of the exhibit hangs a picture of a Gern1an
famil y of f;)uc that spends $500
a week on food , juxtaposed with
a family of nine in in Chad who

"I'm concerned the
developing world is missing a step--nutrition."
- Faith D' Aluisio, co-author
of Hungry Planet: What the
World Eats
spends $25 a week and a fa mily
of six in a refugee camp in Chad
who spends S 1.23 a week.
The pictures are coupled with
D'Aluisio's commentJry about
how and why eat ing patterns in
the p ic tured country have
changed in the past I 0 years.
G lobali zation is bringing fast
food to the underfed Philippines
and Africa. for example, but this
is 0nl y a new forn1 of malnutrition. D'A!uisio sa id.
" I'm concerned tlw devclopmg world

IS

nussmg

.1

s tep-

nutrllton." D'AI~tSIO 'a td.
Processed and C!' nvenicnt
fo,' ds arc deccpti,·c beca use
th~y appear to be c heaper.
Menzel satd. Bulk grucencs are

8t•.o:111: slronv.er. lntarter and more potpllled 111
l~re any challenge. Wtlh rwr:r ! ~0 careers lo
Lhrlll••• Irum. lhr! Army,, your c.ltanu In make~
dtffr!rcncc en your hit and'" Ihe futuro of your
r.uuntry I md oul how you C•n become An Army 01
Onr: al GOARMY COM or La II I HOO USA ARMY

Ra.chael Strecher/The Chronic!e
Erin. Ramsey. 5, checks out the Hungry Planet exhibit on Nov. 2 at the Museum of Science and
Industry, 57th Street and Lake Shore Dri ve.

much cheaper in the long run,
but they take more time in the
kitchen, he said.
" There are ce~tain trenqs
going on." Menzel said. "Where
people have more incomj:, they
move from basic staples to more
fat and sugar.··
Jill
Coenen. 38,
from
w:sconsin. said she found the
ex t1ibit on Chin a inte resting.
The poverty of some of the families compared to the wealth of
others was thought-provoking,
Coenen said.
" It's so eye-opening." she
sa11.l. " It makes me fee l blessed.
and I feel ashamed. "
But Coenen sai ~she noticed
thr families, no ml tter the quantit ~· o f food in the pi~ture , were
always s nuhn g.

Anne Rashford, director of
temporary exhibits at the museum, said the exhibit fit right in
with the museum 's history of
bringing in real and educational
material.
" It's imponant to understand
that we are what we eat,"
Rashford said.
. ,
The exhibit's reputation for
being popular with children was
attractive to the museum
becal•se a huge perceniage of
the museum 's audience is
school groups, Rashford said.

"A lot of us are doing a real
disservice to our children,"
D' Aluisio said .in reference to
increased ilietary health problems among Americau ·children.
D' Aluisio said she ·is pleased
to )lear children are taking interest in the exhibit because tastes
and eating habits are developed
during chil~d.
"Food is a co~mi
nator; everyon~ · c~n uni!etstand," Menzel said.

chronicle@colum.~du

VIsit or call an Army
recruiter today to
find out about
Tuition Assistance
and Reimbursement

Where: 1239 H. Clyboum Ave. Suite 228 Chicago, ll
When: Ca ll or visit your Army recruiter today
Who: Sgt. 1st Class Jorge Villalobos (312) 202-0430

J11le tn Copu , 9. chocll~ out tho &XI11blt Nov. 2 wlt11 his mom.
Linda. Hun (try Plonot will b on dlspi»Y until Jnn . .2.
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Book them now
Holiday travel prices
jump as demand climbs

experiences. "It's definitely a 'love thy
neighbor ' travel season."
Holiday travel remains robust even
though some economists expected the slowing economy to dampen demand. T he
strong holiday market refl ects a return to old
The 2006 holiday tmvel season is shaping buying patterns of travelers moving earlyup as costly and crowded for passengers very early-to snap up the lowest fares.
headed to popu lar tourist destinations. Customers of Chicago's Windy City Travel
Aviation experts expect a record number of Inc,, for example, started booking year-end
travelers to take to the skies this trips as early as this March, said Gary Trick,
Thanksgiving and Christmas, besting the the travel agency's manager.
previous peak travel crush seen in 2004.
" We' re definitely seeing a rise in preThose who've procrastinated in booking bookings for holiday travel," added Steve
trips to Florida and other vacation hot spots We ine r, chie f operating officer of FCM
Bannockburn Travel. " It 's been strong since
are in for sticker shock.
Experts say in genera l that discounted Labor Day."
As a result, passengers who grew accusholiday fares w ill be about I0 percent higher than last holiday season. B ut more signif- tomed to picking up last-minute holiday
icantly, those c heap sea ts are hard to fmd, deals in the year" after the Sept. I I attacks
lea ving travelers w ith the disheartening are in for a surprise. " Leisure fares are probably, on average, $30 to $35 higher than
prospect of pay in& full fare.
Economy-class, round-trip seats from they were a year ago," said Tripplcr, of
C hicago to Orlando, for example, a re selling MyVacationPasspon .com . "So, a $300 tickin the $600-$700 range, and even as much et may be going for $330. But when people
as $ 1,31 1, for trave l between Christmas and go to book it, they fi nd the only fare availNew Ye ar's, according to BestFares.com.
able is $800 to $900."
Even the best round-trip fare on discount
Good deals a re still available, travel
carrier Southwest Airlines tops $528. Those experts say. But to get them. customers must
smart enough to have booked early paid half be w illing to move their trips to times when
that amount. The reason for the pinch is tha t schooi" is in session and families are s till at
most major airlines have curbed the number home.
Ro und-trip fares from C hicago to
o f flights they offer within the U.S. over the
past two years, and ilOW supply s imply O rlando, for example, drop to $ 184 for travexceeds demand. That's enabled carriers to e l the week o f Ja n. 9. according to
hike fares about 20 times since early 2005, BestF ares.com.
travel expe rts say, whi le a lso reduc ing the
"If you haven ' t m ade your reservations
number o f deeply discounted seats that they and want to travel on the [peak] demand
offer during peak travel periods.
days, then expect to pay more money,"
With price wars ·not as frequent and con- said Tom Pa rsons, CEO and fou nder of
sumers eager to fl y, the ·a irlines are enjoying BestFares.com. " M y suggestion is you
their best business performance since Sept. send a C hr istmas card and travel after the
I I. United Airlines , for example, this week holidays:"
Airline and security officia ls say they plan
recorded its second consecutive . quarter of
profitability.
to beef up staffing during the busiest travel
"Obvio usly, fares are tied to demand and times this Thanksgiving and Chrism1as to
demand is strong," said Robin Urbanski, avoid a replay of the long lines and overspokeswoman for United Airlioes.
flowing lobbies that plagued travelers last
A ha llmark of the turnaround is that for year.
the firs t time since the Sept. II anacks, large
Security
T he
Transportat ion
numbers o f travelers locked In vacation A dministration , which oversees a irport
security, will a lso pass out fliers to update
plans months in advance o f their travel date
''I'm not having any luck right now," passengers o f the new security rules before
said Evanston, Ill. , reside!ll Stacy Gardne r, they get inte> security lines. ·Passengers are
27, who has scoured the Internet for the a llowed to carry toiletries e>nto fli ghts, propas t m onth loo king for a ffo rdable vide d the goods weigh no mo·re than three
Thanksgiving fares to .la,,k~onv i ll e, Fla
ounces and a re conta ined in a single,
" It 's kinda frustra ting."
qua rt-sized , Ziploc ·bag.
Passengers willing to brave the higher
Trick, of Windy City Travel. suggests that
prices should also prepare fqr crowded passengers arri, ·e two and a half hours in
planes and longe r ~curi ty lines in airports, · advance of international departures and at
particula rly as infreq uent fliers navigate least 90 .minutes before scheduled domestic
new carry-on rules.
departure time' to emure they don't miss
" It 's probably going to be a record holi- their flights. It ·, hener to have too much time,
day travel year," said airlme expert Terry he added: "You can ~I ways sit back and have
Trippler, predicting ma~y cheek-by-jowl a cup of coflec or enjoy a glass of wine."

..

-

...
47 W. Polk Street, Chicago- Dearborn Station
180 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

111 0 W. 35 tr. Street, C hicago
1800 S . Hal.s ted Street, Chicago

(773) 927-6200 www.chicagocommunitybank.com

N>
A Un ited Airlines fl igtlt"a p p roache s O'Ha re lnte rnat io na i Airport Oct. 31. Ma ny
a irlines have h iked tares within th e l as~ year, making c he a p hol iday ~eats ha rd
t o com e by.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!
FOR THE TIME EVER SAA IS OFF ~RI NG STUDENTS
SURVIVAL KITS DURING FINALS WEEK! MAKE SURE
YOU GET YOUR FRIENDS ONE!

· ··

FINAL
EXAMS
RVIVAL KITS!
Kits include: Granola bars, Lipton chicken soup, Poptarts. Popcorn, Gum,
Stress Ball, Pencils, Candy,Nuts, Post- it not~s. Energy Energizer with
ginseng, and much morel Upgrade gift cards from Starbucks and Target
are also available. Each kit comes in a nylon sport bag with a free message for the student I

-

FOR ORDER FORM GO TO FOLLOWING LINK:
http:/ /www.colum.edu/Student_Life/OSOL/SAA/Index.php

BASIC KIT IS ONLY $20
GIFT CARD UPGRADE

SAA®COLUM.EDU
312-344-6655

TARGET-$10
STARBUCKS S 10
STUDIOUS $8

/

I
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Urban Excursions: Greek Town

Just west of the Loop lies a
taste of the Mediterranean- feta
cheese, savory olive oil, delicate
lamb. C hicago's Greek Town,
though relatively small on the
scale of Ch icago neighborhoods,

boasts big flavor.
What started out as an enclave
of Greek immigrants now comprises a blend of inhabitants of
varying ages and ethnicities.
However, the original Greek
presence remains pro udly on display in the neighborhood businesses. Bright blue and white
Greek flags adorn area restaurants and shops, as does Greek
writing.
Surely you' ll think of the
movie My Big Fat Greek
Wedding as you walk by the
many neighborhood eateries.
Then you' II be transported back
to ancient times when you spot
the pillared pavilion at Hals ted
and Monroe. It's an area as colorful as its on-screen depiction and

Andrew Nelles;The Chron icle
Left: Roditys Restaurant, 222 S. Halsted St., is one of many colorfully decorated buildings in the Greek Town neighborhood . Right:
The corner of Halsted and Van Buren streets is one of many locations in the neighborhood displaying Greek-themed architecture.

is as magnificent as the stone
structure you'll pass.
Stepping into Greek Islands,
200 S. Halsted St., makes you
feel as though you've left
Chicago--and the country for
that matter. Faux cobblestone
floors, balconies and shuttered
windows create a v illage-like
decor. The restaurant serves traditional fare such as feta and
spinach pie, gyros and dolmades-grape leaves s tuffed
with rice, ground meat and
herbs--Greek wines and fresh
Mediterranean seafood at moderate prices.
.
Other neighborhood dining staples include Zorbas Ho use
Restaurant, 301 S. Halsted St., an
authentic G reek favorite amongst
college students on a budget;
Greektown Gyros, 239 S. Halsted
St., a great place for a quick gyro;
and Pegasus Restaurant, 130 S.
Halsted St., a more expensive sitdown establishment offering traditional Mediterranean dishes.
Pan Hellenic Pastry Shop, 322
S. Halsted St., entices you with
rich Greek coffee, flakey baklava
and sugary Greek wedding cookies. Artropolis Bakery and Cafe,
306 S. Halsted St., also serves up
fresh bread and Greek pastries, or
if you're so inclined, ·regional
entrees, salads and soups.
Nearby, the Hellenic Museum
and Cultural Center, 80 1 W. '
Adams St., provides a glimpse
into the lives of Greek Americans·
past and .present. In addition to
exhibits, tbe . facility · p,rovides a
place for live ~xper.ieoce.s such as
• - '!.;r,

.

;•'';

Above: Customers enjoy their meals at Greek Island s Restaurant.
200 S. Ha lsted St. Below: Employees prepare food at t he restau·
rant. which imports many aut hentic ingr~dients from Greece.

Andrew Nefles/ The Chronicle
lectures, as well as dance and
musical performances.
Though dining dominates,
Greektown provides an enjoyable
s hopping ex perience as well.
Athenian Candle Co., 300 S.
Halsted St., peddles an array of
candles and trinkets of religious
and
secular
sig nificance.
G reektown Gift and Music, 330

S. Halsted St., has a substantial
inventory of CDs in addition to
Greek g ifts, cookbooks and art.
Getting to Greek Town from
Columbia takes little time. Take
the Blue Line to UlC and walk
two blocks north . Opa!

jfischer@chroniclemail.com
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Bringing in peace
Artitsts interpret
Palai Lama's
vision in exhibit
By Rashauna C. Hull
Staff Writer

More than 88 artists from 30
countries came together recently
to spread a message that transcends borders: peace.
"The Missing Peace: Artists
Consider the Dalai Lama," now
the
Loyola
showing .at
University Museum of Art, 820
N. Michigan Ave., is an international multimedia art exliibition
that is intended to inform the
public of the urgency of world
peace and exemplify the principles of the Dalai Lama.
The exhibit brings together
celebrated and emerging artists,
such as Americans Chuck Close
and Bill Viola, who were chosen
based on their previous artworks
of peace and unity. Featured art
media includes fiber an. painting, photography, animation,
video , installation, sculpture,
electronic and performing art.
"When we look at TV there is
a lot of news about disasters and
war. but we need more news
about peace," said S~lustiano
Garcia, an artist from Seville,
Spain, who created the piece
"Time to Destroy. Time to
Connect." "The one way to
spread peace for an artist is
through a beautiful painting."
One piece at the exhibit is a

IS-minute musical composition
by Dyuichi Sakamoto called
"Sonic Madala," which has
1'ibetan singers accompany his
piar1,0 playing.
Many visitors feel enlightened
by the spirituality of the exhibit.
"Most artwork [outside of this
exhibit] I've seen is horrific,"·
said Sherly Budnik, a viewer of
the exhibit, from Comstock,
Mich. " I came here to find beauty and peace."
The show lends its name to
the 14th Dalai Lama, birth name
Lhamo Thondup, who is both
the spiritual leader and head of
state of Tibet, which has been
under Chinese control since
1950.
The Dalai Lama tried to free
Tibet of Chinese rule while creating peace between the two
countries and throughout the
world. In 1989, he was awarded
the Nobel Prize for Peace for his
nonviolent approach.
· His principles and teachings
are reflected in the two foundations that organized the exhibition. the Dalai Lama Foundation
and the Committee of 100 for
Tibet. The mission o f the Dalai
Lama Foundation is to spread
peaceful and ethical education
based on the principles of the
Dalai Lama, and the Committee
of I00 for Tibet is mission is to
focus on peaceful resolutions
for Tibetans.
"We decided to spread his
message through the arts

because the arts have a way of
touching people on an international level," said Darlene
Markovich, the executive director of the exhibit. "Regardless of
our race, gender, religious background, we are all one."
The exhibit runs through Jan.
15. For more information on
prices and museum hours, visit
www.luc. edu/lumal.

chronicle@colum.edu

Pam Martinez studies a piece at the 'The Missing Pectce:
Artists consider the Dalai Lama' at the Loyola University
Museum of Art, 820 N. Michigan A~e . ·

Early morning row

David Miller, from the Lincoln Park Boat Club, 2200 N. Cannon Drive, rows along
Park Lagoon during the early morning hours on Nov. 1.

Take us to
bed with you.

-
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Photographer captures aftermath of 9/11
Exhibit chronicles
months following
2001 disaster
By Rashauna C. Hull
Sta1fWrtter

Joel Meyerowitz was one of the
many photographers who traveled
to ground zero lo capture the aftermath of the Sept. II , 2001 tragedy
through his camera le ns.
While
at
grcund
zero,
Meye rowitz s lowly raised his
camera 10 his 1a~e to take a picture.
He suddenly wa• tapped e n his
shoulder by a policewoman, who
told him he could not take a photograph. For the officer, ground zero
"as a crime scent off limits 10 the
public.
''When s he poked me and told

me I could not take a pi~ture on a
public sidewal!.._, 1 ielt hke she did
not bav.! the right to do fuat,"
Meyerowitz said. " II was this
experience that r.~ade me realize
tha< lhc government WdS trying 10
hmn our knowledge of what
occurred at ground zero."
Compelled to document the
af(ermath of 9111, Mr.yera witz
went on to crr.ale an 8,500-piece
photographic archive o f ground
zero. Pan of this collection can be
viewed

at

a nc\v cxhibrt

in

Chicago.
Entitled "Aftern>ath: Inside. the
Forbidden City, ' L'te 9/ ! I photograpi:y sbowca<e is part of the 1006
C h1:a~o

Humannies FestivaL This

exhibit is currently ben.g shewn at
the !"'ewberrv Library 60 W.
·
Walton St.

Meyerowitz's exhibit re flec ts
more contemporary American
history.
"There are, of course, many significant photographs within the
hit:lory of photography that document the aftermath of war, the
landscape of battlefields. as well as
tht sentime nt and glory of the
he;o," said Catherine Gass, pholognipher for the Newbe rry
Library. "There is no doubt that tlte
im~ges produced from September
II •h will do the same."
fhe 28 large-scale, full-color
photographs mounted on the walls
of the R.R. Donrlley Center at the
lib;-ary chronicle the painful, slow
recovery of ground zero over a
nine-month period.
"The photographs are very gripping and realistic," said Tim

Rachael Strecher/ The Chronicle
:; ~ 'Aftermath : Inside the Forbidden City, is 3t the Newblirry Library, 60 W. Walton St.. until Nov. 12.
Photographer Joel Meyerowitz captu red images of grour.d ZP,ro after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks:

s•

Travc~,,

an associate mernbcr of
the Nc,.berry Library, wit'> visi.ed
the exl:ibil because of its intriguing 1:1:e
One of lh~ photographs, called
" Fia ~' o, ti>e Facade of the World
Finondai Center'' show' flags on
the Wvrld Financial Cc"ter that
appea;· to be burning. !lclually,
they are distorted to look smoky
and the bright lights in tlte window:. o f the center resemble
flame::. Another photograph captur.:s ><:vera! firefighters :;carching
througt; the debris of the North
Tower i0r remains.
Mao~ visitors of "A ftennath:
Ins ide the Forbidden City" appreciated the poignant photography of
ground £ero.
" It's a different view from what
we usually see, which is the actual
crashing of rhe planes," ~aid Jan
Holzheimer.
Lawrence Wcsc hler, the CHF
arttslic
director,
selected
Meyerowitz as the featur~d anist
since hi~ work is relevaut 10 lhe
festiva!'s theme: peace and war.
The Newberry is not the first
placP. Meyerowitz has P.>ehibited
his Seot. II works. In 2002 the
Bure3~ of Educational and
Cultural .\ffairs of ;he U.S.
Sta:c Department asked him 10
c re ·: te an exhibitiou called
" After September II Images
from Grou"d Zero."
1:: the three years following
its creation,-nearly four million
peook from more than 200
cities •nd 60 countries. including _., fg hzr.istan, Peru a nd C hina
viewed the exhibit.

Photographer Joel Meyerowitz
took more than 8,500 photos
of tne aftermath of 9/11.

After
his
world
tour,
Meyerowitz published a book in
September 2006 10 coincide with
the fifth anniversary ~f911 1 called
Aftermath · Worid Trade Center
Archive.
He hopes that r:eople will see
the importance and value o f
zero
through
his
ground
"Afterrnath: Inside the f orbidden
City'' exhibit
"Go the;·e witl10ut pr~judgmem,
just to ~ as tf yvu -..,:etc getting a
free pa.H to groti.Pd zero,"
Meyerowitz said.
Jorl M~yero\\'i:z wil! speak at
the Art !n~tiw ; • of Chicago,
Fullerton Auditorium. Ill S.
Michtgan Ave.. Jrc·n: I 0:30 to
II : 30 a "'· No,·. l l. Admission
is $5; freP {or stlla'ent•.

chronicle@,colum.edu
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A camera that's ready whenever you are.

Nikon. ID)7()s··

sggggs
D70s Body w:th 18-70mro1 f/3.5-4.5G
/If·~ I< X l.ens Outfit
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FREE MEMORY
Receive a FREE
1'12 MB 50 Card
With D70s Purchase

Fetlonnance capable of capturing all lh~ action in stride

• 6.1 effective mega pixel CCD offers clear and sharp resolulion
• Near-insiant power-up enables you to shoot after a mere 0.2 sewna
·l.ar<Je 2·!nch LCD monitor clearly displays images and menu
informalion even under difficult outdoor lighling conditions

Si.R Value Pack:
Nikon Gadget Bag. 2 Ynar Extended
Wmmnty. Ntkon SLR Guide Book·
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•
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County:
County government
19th largest overall
in United States
Continued from Back Puge
Science Department at the
University of Illinois at Chicago.
Along with its $3 .1 billion budget.
Simpson said the county has three
main functions that inciudc providing free healthcare at three
county hospitals and 30 clinics for
people without health insur.mce,
running the Cook County ~ourt
system. county jail and ~heriff's
Department and maintaining the
68.000 acre.< of forest preserves.
Simpson. who served as a
Chicago alderman fo\ the 44th
Ward durin!( the 1970s, said the
county receive~ its funding from
property taxes, sa les taxe~ and part
of a person ·s mcome taxes.
The board ~as 17 dislrict commissioners who owrsee L~e various healthcare. judicial and park
services. While there's currently a
vacant commiss ioner sat in the
4th District, all the positions are up
for election, according to the Cook
County Clerk's Office. The Cook
County Board of Commissioners
website counted 138 munocipalities and around 5.3 mill ion people
within its borders.
While multiple municipalities
reside within Cook Cot:nty. the
government does not run like a
city or village hall.
--c ounty government is an
administrative arm of the state:·
said David K. Hamilton, chair of
the Political Science and Publ ic
Administration Department at

Democratic Crok County Board
presldeniJal t::andtdate Todd
Stroger IS trymg to swttc!'> fro'TI
City Hall to cowTty ~ernment .
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voter In the ward In ._.hlch he or ahe is poll watchlnc,

.,n

·f::~.:--·1· ·Two·. poll watchers p~r candidate*
.

usc t!.esc sP.rvices to co nvince

f

voters they are most qualified
for the rosir ion of Cook County
B!'lnrd .pres ident.
·•; think that our mes~agc of
c4ua! rig ht ~ for all citizens of
Cook Coun:y. fait tf"!atmrnt of

.

'::@rwo p~i1 w'*hers per polltlcal.party*

.

.

w 0r.1:.:n m ou1 h\!althcare system

land] sen~ ible gun control is resonatir.g with the voters." Koehler
said.
Fo.r Per~ica·s. camp, j:On~inc
ing th ~ vt·ters that h~ is right for
the job induces de fe nding the
candidate's character. Kohn said
Stroger '; "right-wing conservative" label of Peraiea is nothing
but a smokescreen; in fact. he
sa id. both . candidates are. not
going to change abortion services at the county hospitals ·and
not tamper with the same-sex
couple benefit registry..
" I think voters are realizing that
guns. gays and abortions are not
what this ekct ion is about... Kohn
~id . "It's about corruption. it 's
about high taxes. it 's about govemme:ll that serves the p~ople ."
For mor~ informalion on each
candidatt'. visit strogerforpresiden/.com and volelony06 com.
elwsangrii_ chroniclemaii. com

Repuohc:.an r..oo;, County Board
IJ I ~t<1enttal candtdate Tony
Pentca want~ to oeccrne tl.e

;,, , , :iOP cc,unt) lteac tn
ill nOt:t 40 years.

f'arT) cw. m fact c t' l-.e a ~h1fl
vrxc" whn may l•ave typo·
cally vo:eJ along O.:mocrat ic
f';nty lmco
( hn~ Mo<oncy. pr. ,lc,5or of
polotoCill , tud tc, at tlw l lnivcl3ity
of tr1tn111 < at Sprtna r.cld, sard
JY•htll al '"colog ie• can be
cx rlatned a~ a bc ll·, hltfcd curve.
M ,nn ~trc ,lfTo
Demou ar oc and
Krp thlkan v!CW, nrc "' the moddl". whtlc tn!1rc t'l(trcmc. 11< Mr·
ru,. • tcw•, 111e rcprc•~ntcd 111 the
<.u~v •'q r.ooh on th~ leO or right
1\ryttmc .or• ~ \lrrmc leO t•r lil£hl
dOll'lllJ!

Parties claim votes
for Greens come
from both sides

pwrlll•.

Roosevelt University, "whereas
[local residents] govern their communities and .decide what should
he done."
,Hami lton , sa id the state is
resr.onsible for handling certain
services like hea!thcare and ·. the
j udicial sy 5t~m bu! delegates t~ese
duties to the Cook County government. He also said the county controls the unincorporated areas
within its borders too.
Each candidate is lry ing to

\.tll ~i lditi C t:1ftr~< I rtK.C, V()ICI ' em

111' 'Uti• ~~~~~ ht- lr•• lllfr,~t cd In
111 >·'>'1tl 11111 \il ndodt~t c• 111 thr 1111!1

""' ~~~ '""cy ••• ,()
I ht•Uif,lo llltt)!t•JC YKh '• lcndmg
hy !I' 110 I ~ 11 tlenl m Jlf ~ IHniM
Jl' Ih. r~t nllfffllll! Ulltiflld lf YlHN•

d~e .~oil wa~~her for prop~~~

and ~pponents to a proposltlt_!)
Source: Board of Election

commissi~ners. City of Chicago .
Joshua Covai'tubiasjThe Chronicle

Poll watching:
Civic organizations
allowed I watcher;
parties get up to 4
ContinuedjrCim Back Page
Illinois law grants each ,iolitical•
party two poll watchers for every
precinct, with an additional two
pet candidate who is running in
the dislrict. In Chit.ago, one of the
tY. o poll watchers must be registered to vote in the ward in which
he is observing.
State law als!'l allows one poll
watcher per precinct for independent civic organizations. In order
for a group to be considered eligi- •
bk for poll watching. it must go
through a series o f legal hurdles
before rece iving authorization
fro m the state For example. any
orp.ani1.ation must be at a level of
involvement in the investigation
or prosecutio11 of election fraud
that satisfies th ~ ~tate Bomd of
Ekctions.
l'hc authori.wrion. however. can
kc ; p some organizations from
engaging in poll watching. For
ex ttnple. in the 2004 election. the
Illinois League of Women Voters
"lhcre 's a lot of people that nrc
for the ' n o ne-o t~ th e
abovc' button: Mooney said.
"T'lereforc here comes Rich
Whitney in this situution .. . so
he'~ gnlng w rcup the rcwurdOf
thnt ..
Whttncy's ewnrd mi~ht be thnt
If he nth lc vc~ nt lcu~t 5 percent of
!he vote. the (1ro•cn l'ttrt)' will be
cnt lt ltllto lm uutnmutot slut on the
bu llot dunna the next election
cydc, l1C"ltdtt1ft1 to Dun Wh11c.
I <Xo~tn g

" Pol/tk .Y In 111/noLf /,f not
tthmtl ltll'olfiNJ'· It ':t nbottl
wlrrrl' /,ltt/11 llrl!/1/111111( to
f/11/lr tlrt• 1'11/lt'rl'll! /111111/
wlw ll~''-' 111 1(1111' tltl!lr lfl/111
brotltl'r· lll· lttH' fl }t~h. "

Mrlll vllt"l lll•"•tl• fm.tll>lo l ~nvv' the
1>111! I•'" ~

ul lh~ j!uHerntlf<n In I rtKr
Ill r1ott••l llnt to lfloli!Y" fJCrl•
<,lillldHI•
Ill rltUtfllltilL
IIIIIW'I' vttlt '• tttdi tetl htttdrnl'er
Ir111y kt~U ntl untvlllt'tl h111o1et
O~YY ( '~"~''"' Kyarf'\ ft\,.ldUflt m
Wtllo fn('lflkH mljt/>t f11!tkf lx~li
( fKfollfllf• 11 0t"lr11thtJI~ oll VI •(~,
Mr~m'1Y

''''II

tlh ~\lur tH thu lllltthl~ 1-<lull• llontJ
tor t•l •lllt•ttW h l ltl~)' hM M Vfl
llllltll
dttlfl ~ 1•t ndr lev ltll! , 111 I(l 1 t
lttlt tof the vttlt N11v 1, Jndt~un
•»•I I, hut h11~ '"' t nll•tll' dtnll~t

w~ den,ied legal access from the
state because it did not have some
variety .:Jf the term "the prevention
of e le~:ion fraud" in its mission
statement, said Richard Means, an
Oak Park anorncy who Spo!Cializes
in election law.
Illinois law is still more generous toward independent organi.za-tions than most other states, Burt
said. :l-1ost states only allow individual ~ with c r~dentials from
political parties or candidates to be
poll watchers.
"Ohvious ly with the current and
historical ~lection [problems] that
have come up in Illinois, I' m sure
that there would be non-partisan
observers who would love to sit
and w.ttch it unfold," she said.
With civic organizations still
only heing allowed one poll
watchec per precinct, comoared to
the max imum of four a political
party <:.nd it ~ candidate can have
combi ted. some shady political
maneuvering and tactics can
become commonplace on election
day For e~ijmple. "vote boying"
is a ,·orr.plaint that comes up every
so often.
.. <>mcbody stands outside the
polling place, handing out a piece
of htcmture." Means said. "and
when the voter comes out and
rcPQI't!o th~t ~ ~ voted the way he
of wim.ing this election.
The Gn-cn Party recognil es the
dif!kulty pn· ent \\'hen trying to
ntn u relntivcly unknown candi·
dute ng ainst 1111 incumbent.
" P<'\lple de stlc~ with whitt they
know, but II' we' re gelltn!l <Xtr .
me~~••liP out 1 lot mon: ... pc:ople
nrc more thnn open to th~ lde11 of
tmothcr cnn(jidulc 1111d •nother
polhl ••I purt ," l\nc~s soid " ome
pe1•plt suy '(.)h nil polit1d~n rt
Crtiii~S. ( ~u( 110 with lh~ Cetll>k
know rutht'l' thun tho 1.111~
diln't "'
Ou ll much lllf'l!CI' s ule, th~
1k'""'' ~mull¥ Htlcl'l! to mnlntttln
the \tutu• quo Is p1111 of th~ pl'llhlcnl withlu 1111 lnhcNut l1Yil-pt111
') 'iiCIII, ttl'Cilltflnll Ill l i~t 01 ch, ll
flnl l~«tlt ,,,. Jll•lilicltl sd '111:\'lllth '
llnl>ct• lt ol Mhlllc'illltl.
"Our • •t~n' I~ l'~pll\'lull. tiiiRlt"
llivhtlf. 111 V\',1 1"' tllt11tupt to lf.l!l
tlltll lil vc~h 1\tr lhclll r l
lind
thoh J•vlttl 'ttl chok ;•
ch h lt.l
" llleK' lth' 111111\ IY M tl\111 till
twtltlhtt
~t m ~~~ 11 1r
lltlllhl•t thlttl pat' ~:hilllwnt~• " "
W •t1.1h1Jl lll
k~ Whit
•
lll111t ' llllllllft In lhl~ ltl-tlurl t lill

l"

l" hll.ltlltllf.

Il lWI lljlt

~~ ~~ Ill

Ill

was told, they give him a dollar,
two dollars, fi ve dollars c.r a turkey
or ham. That's not at a!l unusual."
The Chicago Board of Elections
receives thousands of complaints
about poll watchers on election
day, but most of them are minor.
Means said while We was in charge
of the ('ook County State's
A nome) 's election traud prosecutions, I07 poll watchers were convicted of felonies over the span of
five years.
While '''vic organizations need
to be granted access for poll
watchers, political parties only
need a name on the ballot, and the'
participants do not need any type
of training or experience in elections or election law. While par·
ties and candidates tend to send
their most knowledgeable and_.
soned experts to precincts where
they predict a tight vote, fc.r the
most part, the only qualifteation
necessary is political allegiance or
knowmg the right people:
"If you went down to the Stroger
campaign they would probably say
' Who sent you?'" ·Means said. .
"And if yoo didn' t have a good
answer for them or you say nobody
sent you they would reply with the
standard Chicago rep!)-. ·We don't
want nobody nobody sent.'''

.ii""'"sic·' ii'ch."tl#lid .:muil.com
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Scoop· in the:L,oo·p
.

By James H. Ewert Jr.
Editor

City Beat

In Public

v.;;

Jefferson I said; diat:
hav'e a
globaiized \\·o~d with' a ..few 'l!ore
bil!io:~ ·People, ··s o · an anned
takeo·,·er may b.: c•fficult,'especially ~onsidenr.g dtiiens can't own
tanks '.lr .:1orking bazqgka5 ... But
polil~c;ans have changed as well
und ~o have th~i[ mi,n(il~ls. ln,stead
of b.-in~ passionate rich men vying
tor pcw'er and influence to bring
abo:.ii c.hange; they hav>- be~ome
r?.''~.!~~f"u·!;

··(!rid

City Be<~t· will · cr'y if you don't
vote. So .get Dut -to your local
polling p~;:ce Nov. 7 and make
us prouC:! .Cor rr.;;re information ·o11 . ;>oiling places, visit
chicagoe!ections.com.

Thanks veterans. Celebrate
Veterans' Day with the city of
Chicago on Nov. 11 at Soldier
Field, 1410 S. Museum Campus ·
Drive. Dpors open at 10 a.m ..
the program begins at 11. For
more informat;on, calf (312)
744-3315.

'sr?.venging

If you find yourself too apathet- sccundn!l~ who will stop at nothic to vote this Tuesday, but care ing :o fill their go~lets ·.-ith blood
deeply >bout the cou~try and before it hits t"te tree's trwnk.
where it's headed, then why don't
Po!iticia~s have mutated into
you evalnMe.your options? If vot- conniving an1 grossly out-ofing isr. 't the solution, i~ ;t really touch rich men !.lld women ·bidpossible that not voting is?
ding ~.t .r.el>!l;>rity :ind fame. Their
I sympathize with you non-vot- utter lack of inten~ity a~d fire has
ers, I really do. Sometimes when I them hoard;ng the passion of the
take stock of the politiCal syst:m, I ·people ,and-Claiming it for themtoo feel depressed, desolate: and st!ives. ~ere \\as a time ~~ihen
deflated. But despair not, for there politicians and stat~sme~ actually
is still the hope for revolution! belie;,.;~ in ~io:-;tit :mcf)>IOod~ revNow I don't want to advocate ter- oiutiobs when vot!ng wasn't aoing
rorism or anything, but there is a the irir.k.
reason we have tile Second
. The ti!Tlc of_rea! pass i•~n i!J canAmendment and rho:e checks to didates is gone, and in its place is
balance than our asses can ~a~h.
bilchir.g and moaning about bitchAfter all, it w~s one of our ing at;d moaning. lr. its p:ace ;, the
fathe rs,
Thomas stiff. posture .of Todd Stroger and
founding
Jefferson, who said "the tree cflib- the rigid smugness of .Ice Birkett,
erty must be refreshed from time to Topinka's lir.uter.ant governor.
time with the blood of pa!J·iots and
In 1858, Abe Lincoln and
tyrants." Jefferson meant, although Stephen Douglas had seven emohe may not have said it in ,these tionaily charged debates for one of
same words, that when people Illinois' U.S. Senate seat~. During
grow so dissatisfied with the gov- those impassion<d <l!!bates, . the
ernment and the public's desire for candidates spcke for hOurs ·with
refonn is not ~ing actualized, one ihe race':i historical sigr.:ficance in
must take drastic action. The pub- mind.)"his year, .our lovely c~nd i
lic must do whatever is. ncccesary dates .I(J_r.govem.:lf in Illi_nois,ol)ly
to bring about the ciange them- m'lnaged one fo;mal debate and it
selves and yes, that· can include tj;d~ ., eve,~ inclyde Qreen Party
kill ing, murdering and maiming.
candidate Ric.h Wllitr.ey. He did,
A lot , has changed since howev.~r.
·half

Illinois Democratic ·Gov. Rod Blagojevi_;;ti ~h~ts 'wit~ 'rep~rt~_r.s
at Chicago's Columbus Day parade qn Oct 9 . Th'e incqmbent
will face Republican and Green party ~9!,1 did<!tes ~n Nqv. 'l

Republican gubernatorial challenger Ju~r Baar Topinka·· ~peaks
at a press conference on Nov. 1. Pri<Jr ~>: jum(>ing into t~e race,
Tooinka served as Illinois' Treasurer.
the time Judy Ba•T Topinka got last
week on WTTW's televised sitdown with the candidates for governor, which Rod Blagojevich was
toe busy to attend .
Hearing Topin~a or Blagojevich
sp~ak about political office is like
listening to stoc~< brokers discuss
when and where to buy and sell
shares. They pander to demo·
graphics and are devoid of sincerity, Truth is, if someone were to
~ention revobtion to them
because of their lack of effort, they
would laugh that person· off the
face of the earth and maybe even
have them arrested.
In actuality, though, maybe the
time for resistance is upon us. If
not now, when will there ever be a
time for revolution? With so many
issues in the political spectrum
becoming skewed and misguided,
it seems like bureaucrats are intentionally turning \'Oters off.
According to a recent Chicago
Su:t-Times art ide, nearly $ 160
mi:Jion has been spent on negative
cat~paign ads and only $17 million
on positive ads. Tbis is alarming,
no· because of the discrepancy
betwe~n money spent on negative
ads compared to positive ones, but
be: ause candidates are spending
$177 million on campaign ads.
Negative campaigning is part of
the game; if one opponent
deserves to be ridiculed, then so be
it. That is nothing new. Thi~ is
al>out using hilndreds of millions
of:dollars for frivolous publicity;
chances are can~i~ates would get
much better exposure by participating in debates.
Across the country there is a
str~nge push to replace paper ballots with electronic ·ballots. Some
say this effort is being undertaken
so ·that evidence ,can be destroyed,

:;ay

others
it's happening'hl!cause it
will b~ q•Jickr.r and easiec. Neither
side's ~"gun lent is entirely true, but
wh?,t is :.:Ue i< that for some reason
we can 't se~m to count vo! ~s without ha•,:cg trn•tble. It rna·. be time
to erer.t a giant board .m each
muJJi.c•nalitv so that resid:;:11ts can

come .lt\d otace a dash nex1 to their
cand!<laie 'cif' choice so !he entire
public ~an s~~ the votes.
Another issue that ll'ay give
non-vote~s r~asonable ammunition
is that electi0r. day is not :1 holiday.
This fact is, by all accounts,
absulut~ ly rirliculous! The United
States of America, the symbol and
bea~on of hope, freedom. liberty
an~, all that other crap can't seem
to 'give its citizens the day off to
vote, but it can give people the day
off after Thanksgiving to shop?
Give '"e a break, if this isn't rea$Ori to 1evolt, I don't know what is.
lr. e•ch oft.hese issues th,ere is an
obvinns eftort on behalf of the
po!iridans and goverr.ment to

Not your typical SOFA. The
International Expositions of
Sculpture
Objects
and
Functional Art is on display at
Navy Pier's Festival Hall, 600
E. Grand Ave., Nov. 10· 12.
The e vent showcases threedimP.nsional decorative and
fine art. Tickets · a re $15 fo r
one .day and $25 for a threeday pass. For more information, visit sofaexpos ition.com.

dumb. The public debd~e about
each iss•'e ;m;ses the point entirely. Sa>·ing there are probie.ms with
campaigning, the votin.~ system
ant' de~ocra•. i.: process i~ like sayin~ g!cttJ ! \:.,.arming i ~· 3 real

Backstage pass. Ever wanted to ge( a behi nd-the-scenes
look at ·!3 fa mous Ch icago
enterta io,me nt spot? Then
head to ~he Chicago Theatre,
175 N. State St., to get a tour
of the architectural and histo rical highiights of the building.
Tours are a vaiiabl e every
Tuesday at noon a nd the third
Saturd<~y of each month at 11
a.m and noort . Ad mission is
$5 ar:d l0urs last roughly one
hour. Fe.- rr.o~e :nformation,

thr.~.!t· -

visit

m(:t-e voters feel insignificant and

:.·~ ...ot even a o,uestion,

it's ~ dis!iJ,;tion.
!'ec•J;e wt-0 say they ci.:n 't vote
bec,,u.; e it ~oesn ' I do :onything
impi~; t11at t~:eY want to ta~l! par! in
sorr.:tbng thut does. The·~fore, if
yo:J a~ ~ pis::.r:rl and won '· vote, do

wh3t :be 1'0unding Fathc;s wo•Jid
have ._dqn~~:-.tak.e revo.,;ttjonary
action. ~gat itst, the powe(s :that be.
Th~ . ci:1jicr. .~s yours: vple, . obey,
civi,liy_cii$ob,ev· or .violen;l:~ revolt.

lhe ~hicago :he&tre.com .

Looking for :3 way to create
tripJ::)', experimP.ntal music?
Then c ~eck o ~ < t he c irc uit
benC:ing :lass at the Old Town
School of Folk M:Jsic, 4544 N.
Lincc.lr: .~ve. f.-om 1 p.m. to
4:30 q.~). Nov. i2. Learn how
to con,e:rt cl')ilci•en 's e lectric
toys ir.to · far-o ut musical
instruments. Tt>e pr ice is $40.
For m.JrP. in-formation, visit
oldtown5chool.org.

Run out of money
·,:. ·,
··
After returning from cross-country 'training, a
19-year-old m'ale student from Robert ' Motrls
College found his locker broken into at · itie
sr.hool's 401 S. State St. building. Among 'the
things missing were $21, his U-Pass ''and :-h_is
Social Security card.

Not paying attention on the CTA
On Oct. 24: while riding the Red Lin~. a ·ssy.,ar-old woman noticed that her purs" ~ad b~en
taken from the seal next to her. The t-l ~d. leather
Coach purse wns valued at $300 and incl•.dcd $60,
t~.e victim's snte ID. Social Security 'caJC~; vcMr
registration card and credit card insidi::'
'

No plans Nov. 9? Head to
DePaul University's Monroe
Hall, 2312 N. Clifton Ave., to
hear from one of the nation's
lead:ng 'lrogre s s ive Iranian
scho lars. "Defe'ld ing Civil
Libert i e~ and Res:sting the
Empire.· a foru n with Hamid
Daba shi. takes place at 7 p.m.
For more information, calf
(773) 2G9·.t187.

..

Peek-a-boo, I see you.
A 24-year-old parking lot anendan1 was robbed
while working at II E. B'a lbo Dri ve on Oct. 27.
The victim saw a man looking into parked cars in
the lnt and when the victim approached. the
offehder told him that he was going to rob him and
indicated that he had a weapon . The victim handed
over :1is wzllet, which cont" ined $60~1 and his stale
ID, tro the unknown man, who the" ned south on
State Street.
A flick or the wrist
Or, Oct. 30, a 25-year-old woman reported battely at the C hicago H i!tor. and '!i>was, 720. S.
Mich:gan Ave. The victir.t :•a:mcJ ·i1a1 a co-worker slapped her hand a:ler r.:a~ ing ~ ·.:istake on the
com i:uter and then proc·?cdcd tc ~ick up the victim '~ ivrist and hit it o~ the ~on:ll~:1'.'i'· Police have
the ~ S ·Jear·old susper.t'\ i!::trne .-!1' ao follow was
maci~ a> of press time.

.
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ELECTION COVERAGE~

Caught Green-handed ..........'*
..,... II

Election Polls
• BlllaoJevlch •

Dei~¥ HeriN

A.IC 7

Toplnka

.Whitney

St. Llllil fln1.rn.,.tcll
ICMOY··TV
J.oet~.-

Experts blame 2-party
system for Green
'vote-stealing'
By

.Undecided

Allison Riggio

Assistant City Beat Editor

On No v. 7. Il linois voters wil l
make many choices for polit ical
o ffices across the s tate. Only a
handful of those o ffice s up fo r

Chlceoo Tribune
WGN·Ch.9

tov.rrubiM/l'he Chronicle

election. however. w ill list more
than two panics on the ballo t.
According to the Ill inoi s State
Aoard of Elec tion s. o nl y about 3
pe rcent o f offices up fo r elcc·
tio n this year have a third-party
candidate in th e race. Rare as
they may be. third-party candidates have taken fl ack in recent
yea rs. accused of "stealing"
votes from mainstream candi-

Election Day spectator
sport: poll watching
legitimate elections. However.
w ith limited access granted to
independent civ ic organizations.
po ll watching can be as partisan
and pol it ically mot ivated as the
9y Jim Jaworski
cam paigns themselves. some
M8ocilrte Editor
election experts say.
1\ 'ound dem ocracy must
" The parti san observers a rc
make every effort to keep clcc· there to protect their own. make
lions a.• c lean and fa1r "-' potsi- no doubts about it." said
ble. To help reac h that goal , Barbara Ourt. the director of
mdependcnt
c ot11cn•
arc ele ction reform fo r Common
allowed to o.,.rvc the legotoma- Cau•c. a non· rarto• nn voters'
cy o f voting on
"Th
rt '
rig ht • grc>up.
ev~prccinct on
epa uan
Poll watc her.
ob.,erver,, are there f() arc gra nt ed ccr·
11
~cr odd• pmteclthe/r own, make 13111
privilcl!c•
are that 1~ role
no d11Ubt.v about it." and dutlc• that
of the po ll watc ha llo w the m to
n
;,
•imply
- Bttrhare Burt. dlrr~lnr o b• crvc
the
played l'7y a cog
of ek ctlon reform for
aclotH>' of elcc·
on eac h pofih <.al
Cnmmon
loo n onl c ool• from
party's campaogo
n dl •lloncc. h1t
ma<.llo~.
example, poll w nkhcr• " " ' wlo Pofl Wlltc he r< are c ot11e o• nc•• c lcctotm 1Ud!£c• lnotlnlln!!
3J!IW1'"f.cd to keep a cit- eye on and dcpo• ltln!£ volin!! hul lnt• .
precooct• t11 prev•nt Any wrong- inspect ""cunt votlll!£ •tntlou!O
dmoa a nd pro mo te Lic&l1 ntod arnl t.ltullchgc voter 4Uioiltlcutlon•. ucc()rdlrtg to Neon Ore~ ne.
~pHk e ~miH o for fl l c~ tltmltn , n

Party politics playing a
pivitol role in age-old
citizen tradition

C•"·'"

INSIDE:
Prevtews at three

dttrerent muteum
exptor1n& the
human condition...

"""*

,....41

nunptlffil clectlo11 lnlormntlon
!lfbUp.

Poll wntchef•

Ate

ptl!hlbJte(l lly

ll!w to in•ll'tk.l vot t~ e hhif ltl•ltle
m wllhito f(HI I I ur Ill Jll•lllnl!
plm.e, lmndl illl)' ~I · ' llnfl btltled•

"'' ' " toto~jflltoer~liy di~rltvtl~e
Stlfii'OII ~ fl!ll!llll:l

dates on the ballot.
"In real . t igh t races a lmost
Many placed b lamed for AI anyth ing makes a difference,"
Gore's 2000 presidential loss on Jackson said . "Two or 3 perthe s hou lders of Green Party cent -m uch less 5 to II percand idate Ra lph Nader. This cent--can easily be the balance
was one o f few
o f power."
t imes in U. S.
Three different
"Had they not had
history where a Nader on the ballot, Gore preliminary voter
close race was would have undoubtedly polls show Gov.
affected by the
won. That is a pretty well Rod Blagoj evich
presence of a
ahead, averaging
established
fact and not a a 10 to 15 perthird party on
myth. "
the
ballot,
centage point lead
according
to
over Republican
.....,John J ack5on, poUtkal sci- J udy
John Jackson, a
Baar
ence profn!or at Southern
po liti ca l
sci Topinka. The St.
llllnob Univenlty
ence p rofessor
Lou is
Postat Southern Illinoi s University.
Dispatch!KMOV-TV and the
"Had they not had Nader on the Daily Herald/ABC7 polls indiballot, Gore would have undoubt- cate 4 percent and 8 percent of
edly won," Jackson said . " That's voters, res pectively, as undecided
lal pretty well -establi shed fact in the gubernatorial race. A
and not a rn yth.""
Tribune/WGN poll shows 13 perMost ex perts agree. however. cent were undecided. All three
that Illinois is primaril y a two- po lls s urveyed 600-800 likely
party state usually unaffected by voters statewide and have a marth ird parties in electi ons.
g in of error of about 4 percent.
Il linoi s · current gubernatoria l
The D emocratic Party, howrace. howe ver. s hows Green ever. feels that Green voters
Party candidat e Rich Whitney te nd to come from both the right
pulli ng II percent to 13 percent and the left sides o f the political
in pre liminary po lls. Whitney is spectrum, according to Cady
the o nly third-party candidate on Gibbons. executive director for
the gubernator ial ballot in the last the Cook County Democratic
three election cycles. according Party.
" I don't know, per se, that
to the Illi nois State Board of
Elections.
See Voting. Page 42

Too close to call
Candidates for Cook
County president
seek board reform
By Eric Kasang
City Betrt Editor

Against a backdrop of negative campaig ning and political
rhetor ic, Democrat Todd Strogcr
nnd Republican Tony Pernicn.
who nrc runnin 11 for Cook
Count y Aonrd president. huve
both pitched themselves u
county budget reformers. And
de~pite the ir vcrbul Jubs at etll;h
other. the cnndidntc:s hnve presen ted their refo rm iden~ to the
rubllc .
" !Todd Strol!cr l Is there to
protect to the pntrtii1111!C hires. hl
rrn tc ct th e minnrlty contmut
nb usc~. tn protect the l n~hler
den is. " •toitl Hric Kohn. cu m·
ptll!t" lllllllll!l<'r ft>r Tony l'crnluu.
" ft•ny l'crolcu Is runnl1111 ~o we
cun huvc ulcnr. tronsrorcnt I!UII•
cr1111ocnt thul octunll serves the
tuKfluyt•rs nnd I ~ n 11•wd ~t cwurd
.,r the tllX.IJil:VCI'~ · IIIUIIe ,"
Kohn snlll l'crotcn , the ('ook
C::iluJily Uuurtll'oononl~sluncr fur
th I ltlh !Jimll:t. w hich ft'IJrc•
-Co118 pbrl
the Wcotertl 81111•
urll8, hot h ull t u th!nltltrnth:·
Ktlj1Ubllet~n ~oollllon 011 the
boorll Within lhte ills! four )'fll'1
lhnt d~l'l'nled mnrl! lilftJt $41)(}
nll ilhm lot hi~ i to ~hlil~ 8 SUUI&hl
hy hJinl Pllhlljer Jt., lllllmt ur 11\1!

ur

County Board's Democrat ic
candidate for board president.
Ho wever. Jenn ifer Koehler,
deputy campaign manager for
Todd
Stroger,
said
the
Democratic candidate does have
n plan for Cook County budget
reform.
"He's going to take a look:" at
the budget line item by line item
with all the respective elected
officinls ond make it very clear
to ull of them thou they have to
go back to their core mission [as
Cook
County
Board
Commiss ioners)," Koehler said.
Koehler
explainlld
that
Stro~:~er, who's eumntly thll 8th
Wttrd olderman. •lso wants to
tukc n olo8cr look tit the billings
tltld ~ollcllt l nn s syst~:m M
S lro111.1r ll ospitul. nnmcd nl\u
his 1\lthcr.
"Some lmrrov~mcnts htW~
been mntlc. but woronlly ne~d to
cullelll ot.lt qulltl! path.mt dt~tll,
[!!oJ whi!n people uae our servle·
""· we ·on 11c1 t\\ltnllurt!ed ll>r
tho8c service•." Kochlllt silld.
For Klttll~ntw 111d took ounty
rcalt.l~11ls, thO aoviCI'fl.lll nt provltl\18 nHUI 1.1iKtniiMI soervl1.1 •

vt~t'luus cummiUIIllt ,
tUt'fl!llll , tt111k 1\\tnty Iii thol
I lith
illtlilil t!OV\\tftftiiUitiAI
illlflli:y In the Unhtd St•te•,
a~cordlnyto Ul\lk SlmpiiOI\. lifO"

fur It"

renut anti kttltl of tboe Pulltkalll

Judy.._T.....
Joe Blllllll tR!PJ
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